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CHAPTER 1

-

INTRODUCTION
The GabEikovo-Nagyrnaros Project represented a massive development, the
implementation of which could create a serious environmental impact along a 250
km stretch of the Danube. This area encompasses a rare and endangered ecoçystem
and contains Central Europe's largest underground aquifer. This is not rnerely a
landscape o f beauty and rich historieal significance, but is the primary source of
water for Hungary's capital city.
The assessment of the relative importance of economic benefits and environmental
impacts is ultimately a political issue. However, it is the task of science to provide
an objective assessment of the potential consequences of any project, and to
identify any uncertainty in that assessment and risks associated with it. Political
açceptance of risk is fundamentally related to the potential significance and level
of damage. In the present case, the assets at risk are obviousIy of national strategic
importance and, in a wider context, are of Europe? significance.
For the Original Project, the çcientific issues are particularly complex, multifaceted yet strongly interrelated. The purpose of this Science Evaluation is to
present these issues with clarity, to explain the functioning of the natural systern,
ta indicate the potential impacts of the Original Prolect and the associated
uncertainties, and to describe the observed short-term and potential long-term
consequences of Variant C.
On both sides of the issue, there has been, and continues to be, a large investment
of resources in the evaluation of the Project's various consequences. The
availability of new data, new methods, and the hindçight of experience of Variant
C have heightened our awareness of the processes invslved. There is therefore also
a historical perspective to this document. The extent to which risks were perceived
and quantified in 1990 is shown, and progress in reduçing the uncertaintieç of
impact assessment reported. The topic of environmental impact açsessment is itself
discussed, in order to place the evaluation of the project in its historical (and
rapidly changing) context.
Underlying the project is the recent history of bed degradation, both at Bratislava
and elsewhere. Here the morphological development of the Danube is of
fundamental importance. It is necessary to understand the causes of bed
degradation to develop an appropriate soIution, and to consider al1 potential
management options, both structural and non-structural. In Chapter 2, the histow
of morphological change is reviewed, causes of recent degradation identified, and
alternative solutions discussed. Morphological change is intimately connected with
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river flow and sediment transport, and' so this chapter also incorporates a
discussion of sediment dynnmics, flood management, and the bydraulic constraints
on navigation.

The interrelationship behveen surface water and groundwater is a crucial issue in
terms of understanding not only the natural, physical, chemical, and geological
functioning of the region, but also the impacts of the Original Project and Variant
C. l n Chapter 3 surface water flows and water quality are considered (in particular,
eutrophication), as are the processes of sediment deposition and chemical
degradation, al1 of which affect the physical processes of groundwater recharge
and its quality. The evolution of groundwater aquiferç is related to the history of
river morphology, and the groundwater system (and groundwater resources) of the
region are primarily controlled by Danube flows. This chapter also includes an
analysis of the physical and chernical properties of the various groundwater
systems, including îheir relationship to ecology, agriculture, and water supply.
1"

Chaprer 4 outlines the outstanding significance of the area, with respect to
biodiversity and nature conservancy. En these respects the area has significance on
a European scale. The aquatic and riparian habitats of the main channel and its
numerous side branches, as well as the ecology of the wetland habitats in the
floodplain, depend heavily on the discharge, sediment and nutrient regime of the
Danube. The anticipated impacts, in addition to changes observed after the
diversion of the river in October 1992, are described in Chapter 4, with special
regard to the effect of the Original Project's peak power operation. Assessrnents
are included of the remedial measures which were considered after the signing of
the Treaty in 1977, including weirs in the Danube section dongside the power
canal and impoundments of side branch systems as carried out on the Slovak side.
Chapter 5 concentrates on the consequences for agriculture, forestry and fishery.
Agriculture is directly affected by any change in soil structure, hence the
introductory part of the chapter describes the effects of the altered groundwater
regime on sub-irrigation and soil physical and chemical conditions. Interpretation
of observed impacts on agriculture is difficult, due to concurrent changes in
climatic conditions and agricultural management practices. Nevertheless, attempts
are made to quantify losses and the costs that could be sesolved to mitigate these
effects, Many of the wetland forestç are situated on the active part of the
floodplain and were exposed to a large drop of groundwater levels after the
diversion of the Danube.
Fishery largely depends on the flow and sediment regime of the river and the
spawning conditions in the side branches of the Szigetkoz. Irnrnediate darnage
occurred after the diversion of the water into the power canal, but long-tem
effects due to siltation and changes in physiochemical properties are also
anticipated. Considerable detrimental effects on fishery are predicted in the case of
peak operation. Due to the dissection of the river by the barrage system the fish
fauna is affected in large reaches bath upstream and downstream of the Project.

Many effectç described both in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5 must be considered as
long-term consequences, especially those related to alterations in groundwater
quantity, quality and dynamics.
The seismic zoning of the Project has beeri considered in Chapter 6. Since 1965,
when the zoning was established, there have been considerable advances in risk
aisessrnent and design rnethods. A review, baçed on a simple application of current
practice, suggests that risk associated with the Project has been underestimated in
the past, and that there is potential for the irnpounding capacity of dykes to be Iost
in worçt-case scenarios. It is concluded'that there were subçtantial grounds for
concern over design standards and other unresolved issues when Hungary
suspended construction in I 989.
Chapter 7 analyses environmental impact assessrnent in an international context.
Particular attention has been paid to EIA for dams and reservoirs. The data show
how aims, scope, processes and procedures, contents and regulations have changed
during the last 25 years. This framework provides a context for the evaluation of
both the Hnngarian and Slovak studieç on the G N projeçt which have been
performed during that period.
The abundance of issues and data on the one hand and the Iack of knowledge and
information in certain fields on the other leaves a great deal of uncertainty over the
extent to which the environment will be affected in the short and long term by the
Project, and wliether or not these changes can be considered acceptable.
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CHAPTER 2

RIVER MORPHOLOGY AND RIVER WDRAULICS
by Klaus Kern

SUMMARY
BED DEGRADATION

River regulation since the 19th century has confined the Danube to a single thread
channel but has nevertheless retained a system of active side branches in the
Szigetkoz and pitny Ostrov of high value with respect to nature conservancy.
Excessive industrial grave1 mining since the 1960s together with ford dredging has
led to a reduction of low-flow water levels with subsequent lowering of groundwater levelç in the vicinity of the channel. Surveys of the riverbed provide evidence that the bed morphology is still governed by accumulation of sediment, and
that dredging overwhelms possible impacts of river training and upstream dams.

If riverbed degradation due to seduced sedirnent supply £rom upstream were to
pose a problem, e.g. near Bratislava, alternative solutions for stabilisation would
be feasible as shown at the Upper Rhine and tested at the Austrian Danube.
IMPACTS OF THE G/N PROJECT

(a) Original project
With the construction of the Dunakiliti-HruSov Reservoir a large part of the Slovak
side branch system would be and waç actually destroyed. The completion of the
Nagymaros Dam would drown almost al1 islands between Gy6r and Nagymaros,
destroying valuable riparian habitats along their mostly unprotected banks. With a
remaining discharge of 50 m31s in the Old Danube, even with an unspecified
possible increase to 200 m3/s during the growing season and with an occasional
flood release during a few days only per year, the fluvial habitats of the Old
Danube and the adja~entwetlands would be severely endangered. The missing
bedload and the impact of peak power operation at GabEikovo with daiJy fiow
reversal in the lower third of the OId Danube would result in severe bed
degradation reaching in some locations up to 3 m after 50 years of operation.

Peak energy production at GabCikovo, as it was originally considered, would result
in daily water level fluctuations of up to 4.5 m at the upper end of the Nagymaros
Reservoir resulting in a devastated strip of land along the banks. The daily change

1
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In the past many floods in this region were caused by so-called ice jams, Le., a
barrier of accumulated ice floeç blocking the channel. Due to river regulation the
danger of ice floods was considerably reduced. With the construction of a large
reservoir - only necessary for peak energy production - a solid ice cover is likely
to develop every winter increasing the risk of ice jams at its upper end or at the
weir gates. The safe release of broken ice is possibly the most difficult task in
reservoir operation. Therefore certain operational procedures were established in
the Original Project. The state of construction of Variant C, Phase 1, does not
atlow the same procedures of ice release, as was indicated by ice problems in
January 1993; a significantly higher risk of uncontrolled flood discharge was
açcepted by the Slovak side.

NAVIGATION

Plans for river training to facilitate navigation were worked out in the 1960s, but
were only partially fulfilled due to the anticipated installation of the G/N System.
In the Danube sttetch in the region of the power canal, where the regulation waç
completed, only minor probtems concerning a sharp bend remain, not presenting
significant restrictions to navigation. Between Sap and Gonyu additional fords
appeared after the opening of the power canal. Recent preliminary investigations
by VITUKI and a Dutch-Hungarian consortium indicate that traditional regulation
methods including some maintenance would be sufficient to meet the requirementç
established by the Danube Commission. It is quite cornmon for there to be
permanent dredging in internationa1 fairways, as is shown on the Mine.
2.1 THE NATURAL SYSTEM

Downstream of the fault gap through the Alps-Carpathianç at Bratislava the
Danube flows through the Little Danube Plain, where the majority of itç sediment
deposits. Together with the river Vah the Danube has eventually formed a long
alluvial cone, stretching from Bratislava to Komirom. At its upper edge the
Danube separates into three branches forming an inlmd delta which iç unique for
European river systems. Period rnapç show that the river repeatedly switched its
main course since Roman tinies.
In the middle of the 19th century the main channel was flowing south forming an
anabranched meandering river. Continuous aggradation was prevailing, and the
river was forced to erode new branches with each major flood depositing large
amounts of sediment in its previous bed. Thus a confusing system of more or Iess
Rushing side branches existed at that time, embracing numerous islands. The
prevailing accumulation of alpine sediment resulted in a peculiar morphology: the
main channe1 and its adjacent side branch system are situated at a higher altitude
than the extended floodplain. Its large capacity for infiltration into the groundwater
- even at low flow - iç an essential consequence of this phenornenon.

,

The ever changing system of side branches with the deposition, scouring and
transportation of sediment accompanied by a frequently inundated floodplain, is
responsible for the very great diversity of habitats that existed and still exist in this
river section. Scoured reaches of great depth, shallow fords, dissected river arrns,
etc., are adjacent habitats. The flucfuation of discharges and water Ieiiels was and
srill is a vital prerequisite for the existence of al1 types of habitats in the wellands
in this Danube section.

-.

2.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

2.2.1 RIVER REGULATION
Large scale river regulation started in the rniddle of the 19th century with the
construction of floodplain levees conflning the inundated area to a width of about
2-6 hilornetres in the reach between Bratislava and Gonyü, Behveen 1886 and
1914 a mean-flow channel of 300-380 m width was created for flood protection,
especially related to ice problems, and for the improvement of navigation. The
meandering of the low flow within the then created channel was intolerable for
navigation and required a low-flow regulation by fixing the thalweg with spurdykes (groynes), eventually resulting in a navigation channel of 80- 120 rn width
and 2 m depth (StanCik et a l , 1988).

1

Although the river regulation çarried out at the Danube between Bratislava and
Gonyü was similar to the Upper Rhine training, aggradati~nwas still prevailing
instead of incision. Measured rates of aggradation between rkrn 1800 and rkm
1841 amounted to 2.4-2.7 cm annually before excessive grave1 exploitation was
started (BaEik et al., 1992).

-

Until the 1960s, many of the side branches were still open and the discharge in the
branch system in the reach near GabEikovo (rkrn 1833-1816) mounted to about
20% for a total discharge of 1,005 m3/s measured at Bratislava (data from the year
1951). At a discharge of 1958 m3/s, which is exceeded on 168 days of the year, the
side branches carried up to 500 m31s(data from 1960) (Mucha, 1993). Thus it can
be sfafed, that undil the 1960s the side branch system and the active Joodplain
were fully inregrated in the JI~cterationsof discharge and water Egvels which nre
vital 10 the wethnd ecosysrem,

From an engineering point of view there should be an equilibrium between the
amount of sediment entering a certain river section and leaving it at itç downstream end, in order to maintain a constant bed and water level. Since river
training works, including the construction of groynes, did nor succeed in balancing

-

sediment transport capacity and sediment load, cont indous dredging of fords was
l
indispensable for navigation. In addition, growing amounts
of grave! have been
extracted from the entire river reach between Eldislava and Budapest for
industrial purposes.
Downstream of SapPalkoviCovo (rkm 1810) the gadiènt of the river drops from
0.35 to 0.17%0, at the mouth of Mosoni Duna (rkd 1793) to 0.10% and at
Kornarno (rkm 1768) to only 0.07%0(Staneik el al., 1988). In this reach excessive
dredging was carried out by both countries (Figure2. l ) !

Table 2.1 gives dredging data of different Danube reiches in Hungary covering
different time spans. No specific information about dredging in the Slovak Danube
seetch between rkm 1880 and rkm 1850 is avsilable t+ the authors. But the total
dredging volumes of the reaeh Rajka-Gonyü indicate phat considerable dredging
was carried out in the 1960s and the early 1970s (Tuble 2.1, Figure 2.1). Half of
"thedredging was done for the removal of fords to facilitate navigation. Since the
1960s large scale industrial dredging was csrried o h in the Szigetkoz reach
arnounting to average excavated grave1 volumes of mor&than 700,000 rn3 per year.
In some years dredging in this river itret~hexceeded 1 +illion rn3 with a maximum
value of 1.526 million m3 in 1989 (VTTUKi 199363. Dredging of fordç waç
necessary at al1 times independently of the arriving bédload, because the fluvial
remangement of sediment in the riverbed was unfavourable to navigational
requirements.
The exploitation of graval was not shared equaliy on dl river reaches; the stretch
between Gonyü and Kornhom was almost exclusively dxploited by Slovakia while
the lawer cornmon Danube resch was intensively excabsted by both counhies. In
both reaches navigational dredging was insignificant.

Table 2.1: GrmeI dredging in d~yerentreaches andperiods alang the Danube
(mio =million) ( K m , 1994aJ.
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Between Nagymaros and Budapest excessive dredging was carried out for
industrial purposes until 1980 when it was stopped because of negative impacts an
the bank-filtered well system of the Budapest waterworks and on navigation. ARer
1979 only minor dredging of fords was done. On the 32 km-reach of the
Szentendre Duna 4.0 million m' of grave1 was excavated between 1970 and 1980
and about 100,000 m3 in 1987 (laczay, 1988).

The bedload transport capacity drops aIong the river with the reduction in sIope.
Before the construction of dams in Austria the arriving bedload at Bratislava was
estirnated to 600,000 rn3 per year, in the Szigetkoz to about 100,000 m3, around
Komarom to about 50,000 rn3 and at Nagymaros to only 10,000 m3 per year.
Comparing these jgures to the annually dredged vofumes of gyuved (Table 2.1,
second line from the bottom) il is obviom fhat al! Danube reaches were hemily
overdredged, especially when considering reduced leveIs of bedload arriving ar
Bratislava lifier dam construcfion in Austria.

2000

1950

'

1900

.

1850

rkm

Figure 2.2: Drop of !ow-JIowwuter levels (1,000 m3/s)since 1959/63 in the Danube
between ifienna and Dunaremefe (VITUKI, 15934

The excessive channel dredging beyond the indispehsable need of navigation
maintenance has led to a severe disturbance of river morphology affecting the
entire river ecosystem. Between Nagybajcs (rkm 1802) and Gonyü (rkm 1791) the
low flow water levels dropped by more than 1 -50 m (Figure 2.3). Figure 2.2 shows
the drop of low-flow water levels between ~ a i n b u r ~ l ~ u s tand
r i a Dunarernete (rkm
1826) with its maximum between Bratislava and Rajka. Obviously riverbed
degradation incrsased significantly entering the Slovak leach at rkm 1880.

1

Figure 2.3: a) Dredged voizlmes of sedimsnt in rhe Danube along fhe Slovak-Hungarian
border af d~flereniperiods of time. b) Lowering ofthe low-flow water Ievels (ca. 1,000
rn3/s} since 1957 ( . e r s 1994aj

The lower part of Figure 2.3 shows the drop of the yavigational low-flow water
levels. The horizontal line represents the 1957 navigational low-flow water Ievel.
The water levels of 1966 reveal that the riverbed rernained rather stable until the

mid 1960s. Between 1966 and 1970 a considerable drap was registered between
Bratislava and Rajka and especialfy downstream of Dunamerete. Dramatic changes
occurred in the period after 1970. Apparently the drop of water levels was not
uniform; former aggrading or ratller stable sections degraded çeverely, e.g.
upstream of Rajka and in the vicinity of Gonyü. Comparing the lowering of the
water levels and the amount of dredging a close relationship iç obvious.
/

Bath graphs reveal a considerabIe drop of low-flow water levels in the vicinity and
downstream of Bratislava after 1966. An analysis of the gauge data of Bratislava
also shows that the erosion process did not start before the middle of the 1960s
(Kern, 1994a).

Figure 2.4 shows the change of the riverbed, the average depth of dredging and the
drop of low water levels between Rajka and Gonyii in the tirne period between
1969 and F 841. The horizontal reference line ("0"-line) in this graph represents the
riverbed and the low-flow water Ievel, respectively, in the year 1969. Accounting
for natural aggradation tendencies, the rnorphological behaviour of the river
generally shows a distinct relationship between dredging activities and lowering of
the riverbed. Between rkrn 1850 and rkrn 1840 the l~weringof the riverbed
corresponds to the amount of dredging. The lack of dredging in rkrn 1835136
resulted in local aggradation clearly indicating that the river would fil1 up its bed in
the Szigetkoz reach without dredging even with the operation of upstream dams.
The low water levels are obviouçly governed by dredging and prevailing
accumulatian of sedirnent iri this Danube reach. The drop of the low-flow water
levels at the upper and lower end of the reach are cauçed by dredging surpassing
accumulation of sediment, while in the centre of the reach aggradation is still
prevailing and leads to an aImost stable water level.
The morpholoa of the river is governed by the accumulation ofsediment und the
excavation ofgravel. ûverdredging in many reaches resulted in a significant drop
of water levels. In some reaches (e.g. around Palkovitovo) aggrddation is
overruling excessive dredging. There is no indication that the reduced Ievel of
sedimenf supply from Austria has signifrcantly inguenced the river morphology
downstrearn of Rajka. Wibhout dredging the Szigetkoz reach of the Danube could
be exgected to acctrmufate sediment even tuday. Due to the lack af data no certain
conclusion can be made for the Slovak reach. But the sudden drop of water levels
at BratisIava after the year 1967 indicate excessive (industrial) grave1 dredging
rather than the influence of upstrearri dams.
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This contrasts with the situation on the Upper Rhine, where early regulation works
caused severe incision of the riverbed, and where the missing bedload downstrearn
of the last barrage of Iffezheirn would lead to bjd degradation without the
continuous addition of sedirnent by man (Kern, 1994b).

I

Before the degradation of the bed started in 1967/68, about 20% of the side brançh
systern in the Szigetkoz was permanently iupplied hith water even at low flow
conditions. After degradation the threshold for the br$nch systern inflow inçreased
to 2,500-2,700m3/s which occurs for 75-1 00 dayç of the year. In addition, entrance
sections of side branches were closed in the last JO years in order to maintain
minimum water depths required for navigation.
'

It can be assumed that the over-excavation of grbel has been done on the
expectation of the çanntruction of the ~ab8ikovo-~Qgymaros
Barrage Systern, at
least in certain river reaches like in the ~unakilitilfiunovoReservoir, where the
rise of water levels has compcnsated for the drop arolnd Bratislava. In this regard
riverbed degradation is closely related to the project plans.

2.2.3 NAVIGATION
(based on Laczrty, 1994a)
Al1 river training activities in the Szigetkoz reach of the Danube including the Iowflow regulation until 1840 did not result in a permanent and sufficient faiway for
international çhipping. In 1963, the Hungarian-Czechoslovak Joint Engineering
Cornmittee outlined and approved principles for further improvement of the
navigation channel by traditional methods, i.e., closure of side arrns and
rearranging banklines to convey up to 3,000 m3/s in the main channel, confining
the channel in width to increase sediment transport çapacity. A general river
training plan was prepared for the stretch from rkm 1842-1816 only, because al1
other reaches would be affected by planned impoundments of the G/NProject. The
construction was performed in the 1960s and 1970s. Additional work of minor
extent was done upstream of Dunakiliti and d o w n s l a m of ~ s v h n y r k b .
Tt was confimed in the late 1970s that, until the GM Project cornes into operation,
no further comprehensive river training activities were justified. Navigation waç to
be maintafned by occasional dredging.
The most severe navigational obstacle in the last years before the closure of the
Danube was caused by the excavation of the inlet and outlet canal of the Dunakiliti
weir. Middle bars developed in the ovenvidened main channel deçreasing
navigational low flow depth to 1.6 m around Dunakiliti.
An old navigational problem is the çharp bend at Bagomer (rkm 1814). No river
training solution is available to solve the problem, but vessels cm negotiate it,
since there are no depth restrictions here. No other main obstacles for navigation
are known in this reach, so the bypass canal only solves these two problems, one
of which was caused by the project itself.
Behveen Sap and Gonyü sedimentation prevails, and some locations are restricted
in width and depth. Additional shallow sections have developed since the opening
of the power canal in the stretch between rkm 1808-1 800.

2.2.4 FLOOT)PROTECTION
(based on Laczay, 1994b)

The first continuous dyke system was built after the 1883 flood. Tlie levees were
damaged by the 1887 and 1899 floods, the reconstruction was finished in 1906
with a crest level of 1 m above the 1899 flood level. In 1954, a large flood caused
four levee breaks along the Danube (çee Plate 2.2). Two thirds of the Szigetkoz
area was inundated caiising damage of 383 million H ü F (in paragraph 1.3 1 of the
Slovak Mernorial the damage were seriously overestimated at 1.5 billion U.S.$).

After the 1954 flood, improvernent of the dyke system bas planned on a statisti~al
basis fixing the 100-year flood levels as a design stsnbard. Reoonstruotion of the
levees according to the new standard was performed in 1955-1961. Revisions of
the design flood levels due to rnorphological changks of the channel and the
floodplain were carried out in 1957, 1964 and 1976. Al1 design levels were agreed
in the Danube Subcommittee of ,the ~ u n ~ a r i a n i ~ l e c h l ~ l oBorder
v a k Water
Committee and approved by the Plenipotentiaries.
Owing to the reinforced dyke system, the historical flood of 1965 caused no major
failure in the Szigetki)~reach of the Danube. The entire damage on the Hungarian
side between Rajka and Nagymaros arnounted to about 1,000 million HUF and not
to 1,500 million WF as stated in paragraph 1.33 of the Slovak Mernorial.
In 1965, 94% of the levees did not meet the safety rJquirements of the 100-year
flood. Reinforcernent of the dyke system in the ~zigdtkozreach was finished in
1977 incorporating a freeboard allowance of 1.2 m sbove the 100-year flood
levels. Suffîcient cross dimensions and the necessay structures to prevent seepage
had been built. The exception was dong the stretch Rajka-Dunakiliti, where the
Dunakiliti-HniSov Reservoir dyke was planned. On the left bank of the Mosoni
Danube the flood protection system also did not rneet tke requirements in 1977.
Between Gy6r and Nagymaros only 18 km of Danube banks need flood protection
on the Hungarian side because of the altitude of thé! adjacent area. The flood
protection systern consists of dykes, walls, elevated Public roads and a railway
line. Despite repeated reinforcements only a short length of the levees met the
design requirements in 1977, e.g. the elevation of thk railway line eqwalled the
100-year flood level without freeboard allowance.
Conclusion By 1977, the major part of the Hungarian flood protection systern met
the safety level on which both sides had sgreed, Le., 1 0 0 - ~ e a design
r
flood plus
1.2 rn freeboard allowance and sufficient cross dimensions of levees with seepage
control.
I

1

2.3 IMPACTS OF THE ORIGINAL PROJECT

The construction of the Dunakiliti-Hrurov Reservoir kould dertray and actually
haç destroyed about one third of the iitny Ostrov floodplain. Through the impoundrnent of 200 million m3 of water the previous riier ecosystem charaçterised
by numerous islands, side branches and wetlands would have been lost. The

\

average flow velocity of the former river would have been reduçed from 2.0 m/s to
about 0.3 mls. The water level at Bratislava has actually risen by 1-2 m since tlie
closure of the Danube, reaching its original level before degradation of the bed,

I

Old Danube
Dredging between rkm 181 1 and rkm 1817 should level out the step created by the
deepening of the tailwater canal of GabEikovo.

I

Nugymmos Reservoir

l

I

The Nagymaroç Reservoir would have extended from the GabCikovo power station
(rkm 181 1+8) to Nagymaros (rkm 1696). Its backwater would reach up to rkrn
1823 in the Old Danube, more than 20 km upstream of the Maly Dunaj (= Vhh)
mouth and several kilometres upstream of the confluence of the rivers Hron and
Ipoiy. According to the Jyint ContractuaZ Plan, channel dredging should lower the
water level al a discharge of 2,300 m31ç from ~ s v a n ~ r (rkrn
~ r b 1816) to Gonyü
( r h 1 79 1 ) by 2.00 m at PalkoviCovo (rkm 1 8 1 1$,by 1.10 m at Medvedov (rkm
1805), and by 0.70 rn nt Nagybajcs (rkm 1802). The construction of the barrage
would cause the inundation of about two dozen islands situated between Gonyu
(rkm 1791) and Nagymaros. Most of the riparian zones of these islands rendering
valuable ecotones were lefi unprotected and carry softwood vegetation. In
addition, estnblished riparian zones of 300-350 km length of several tributaries and
of the Danube itself would be iaundated. The flow velocities (without peaking
mode) would be considerably smaller than before, thus the aquatic habitats would
substantially alter their physical properties,

Downslream section ofNagymaros
According to the Original Project channel dredging along Szentendre island from
Nagyrnaros to rkm 1656 should lower the low-flow water levels by 0.60-1.20 m in
order to increase the head of the power plant. Dredging, which was carried out
mainly for industrial purpqçes, was stopped in 1980 beçause of problems with the
bank filtered wells of the waterworks of the city of Budapest.

l

l

2.3.2 OPERATION

.

Dunakllibi-HruSovResewoir

Depending on the actual flow into the reservoir, certain peaking modes were
established as operation rules for GabCikovo. Figure 2.5a shows the fluctuations in

-

the Dunakiliti-HmSov Reservoir resulting from mode 15001700, which means
1,500m3isinflow produce 700 MW.In this case there u(ould be two dsily peaks in
the reservoir water level with fluctuations of about one metre. The backwater reach
was expected to Vary between rkm 1858160 and rkrn 1870172. 90% of the bedload
was expected to deposit at this place and should be dreldged continuously; 77% of
the suspended load was expected to deposit, hence the reservoir's life tirne was
salculated to be about 60 years.

Old Danube
The discharge regirne of the ~ a n u b ebetween Dunakiliti (rkrn 1842) and
PalkoviEovo (rkm 181 1) would be cornpletely changed hith the irnplernentation of
the Original Project (and was changed in fact with the bperatio? of Variant C; see
Chapter 2.4).
Table 2.2 shows the main hydrological and rnorphological impacts that could be
anticipated in the Old Danube with the im~lementationof the Original Project.
Dueing 350 days of the year, 50-200 m3/s would be released figm the reservoir 200 m3/s only in case of the need for vegetation. ~i~
water level fluctuations
would be limited to 12 days of the year on average, when the inflow into the
resenair erceeds 4,000 m3/s Such an artificial dischajge regime generater a Iowflow bed suitable for the prevailing discharge df 50(-200) m31s with a
characteristic pattern of fluvial habitats. Once a year dr eveiy other year a larger
flood would destroy nearly al1 fluvial and riparian habitats that had developed and
the cycle of restmchiring would start again. ~ e ~ u l bmaintenance
r
would be
required to ensure the flood discharge capacity of the çhannel, but this would have
sirniiar destructive effects as the Iarger floods thsmseiJes in disrupting the fluvial
habitats.

According to the Joint Contractual Plan the low-flow hater level - that had been
lowered since 1967/68 through excessive çhannel dredhing - would drop by 2.503.00 rn below the regulation water Zevel. Flow velocitiés would be reduced to less
than one rnetre per second (CEC, 1993b). In times of hjgh discharges (but still leîs
than 4,000 m3/s) and during daily peak energy production with a release of 4,0005,200 m3/s at GabCikovo (Figure 2.5) there would be n backwater reach up to rkm
1823 in the Old Danube.

Waterlevcls Hruiov reservoir

b)5,"
U3W

mm

G a l l l l o r o Mode 1;001700

-

Waterlevels Nagymaros reservoir

rkrn

no

1811

1793
1767
17fl
1587

Figure 2.5: Peak operution a ~ i ddaily water lmel fluctuations (mode 1500/700) :u) Daily
wuber kvel flrrctuatiom at d~ferentcross-sections of the headrace canal and the DunukililiHruSov Reservoir bj Discharge release at Gabfikovo c) Daiiy water Jevel fluclua f ions al
diJrereeplt cross-sections of the railrace canal und the Nagmaros Reservoir d) Discharge
reiease at Nagymaros

Table 2.1: Hydra-rnorphoiogical impacts q f f h e Original b j e c t o n the Old Danube
OLDDANUBE

I

short term

medium term
(1 9-20 y r s ~

1

(5-10 yrs.)

I
1
I
Discharges

Wster ieveis

I

Flow velocities

1
long term
(20-50 y rs.)

--

501200 m3/sshould be releaçed frorn the resewoir into thc Old Danube higher
releases only at discharges excecding 4,000 m'Ils (ca 12 dlyc.)
idaily floiv reversai for a few kilomctrq ups&am of the conjunction with the
power
canal caused by peaking operation
sudden dmp of wafcr
Ievcls bv several rnetres

1

1

gadual loweringof the watcr lcvels in eroding
reaches (see below)

reductlon of flow vclocities h m 1.2-2,O
less than 1.O m/s at 50 m3/s;
i reduced flow velocities in the backwater
the power canal conjunction

velocities with changes of

1

Fluctuations of
exclusion of àll discharge and water level fldctuations for ca. 350 d@, except
discharges & water for the reach influenced by bachater where dkly fluctuations of 4 metres would
levels
occur (Figure 2.5)
* sudden rise and fall of discharges and Dow velocities in case of flood discharge
release

Riverbed stability

during a flow of
501200 m31s, the Danube
channel would
evenmally f o m an
adquate low-flow bed
high floods in the fini
y e m would yield first
riverbed deformations

aftw 20 yrs. opeilion
significant scouring was
predicted with riverbed
degradation up to 1.5 rn
caused by total retktion
of bcdload in the
Dunakiliti-WniSov
Reservoir (Bdik et al,
1992)

gradua1 formation of a
low-flow bed; silting up
of reaches with srnallw
velocities
* spreading of vegetation
in the channet outside
the low-flow bed

total destruction bf the low-flaw bcd smictuies at
higher flood d i s ~ h ~ gor
e sby maintenance with
partial erosion of siltcd rcachcs
growth of woed$ vsgemion on higher elevations in
the channcl prcsumcdly causing a narrowing of the ,
dixhargc crosrsskion (with the thrcat of funher bed
erosion), if not removeci by regular maintenance

Riparian structures
following the drop of
(etotones)
the water love1 of xveral
metres the banks of the
old c h m l would
become unstable and
collapse pariially and
locally

the:formation of low-flow bed would create a
nnu riparian zone khich would pcriadically be
destroyed at highe~flood discharges; thus the riparian
habitats would s u l from instability caused by an
unnatuml difference betwc.cn average and flood
dischargcs

Riverbed
structures

afier 50 yrs. operation
scouring was predicted to
reach 3 m in some
sections leading to a
severe drop of the
prevailin water levels at
501200 m 1s (Frgure 2.6)
(BaEik et al., 1992)

9

.

he

The sharp rise of discharges at the begin of peak energ$ production would reiult in
a rise of water levels at the siIl of PalkoviCovo (rkrh 181 1) of about 4 metres

1

1

depending on the peaking mode (Figure 2.5; refer nlso to Karadi and Nagy, 1993).
In this case the flow direction would reverse and the water wouId flow upstream to
the end of the backwater one or two times daily. Thus there would be two different
sections in the Old Danube: an upper pari from Dunakiliti barrage to Liptit (rkm
1823) with no water level fluctuations at al1 except for a few days per year, and a
lower part with large fluctuations every day darnaging fluviaI and riparian habitats.

Figure 2.6: Anficipated relative change ofthe riverbed afrer 50 years of operation (@ter
Kalis' and Bac'ik, 1992)

Since al1 bedload will be trapped in the Hruiov Reservoir, eventual degradation of
the bed should be expected even with few flood discharges per year. Kali; and
BaCik (1992) predicted up ta 3 m scouring in some sections after 50 years of
operation entailing a further drop of the prevailing 501200 m3/s water levels.
Figure 2.6 shows the deformation of the riverbed sirnulated for a 50-year period of
operation.

Altogether fluvial and ripar ian habitats would either be desdroyed or would su-ev
from instability caused by fhe imposed discharge regime. Large daily water level
ifIuctuatfons iri the lower part of the Old Danube confrast a rather steady water
level regime in the zrpyer pari of the reach. The degradution of the riirerbed
previously caused by excessive upstPeam channel dredging wouId continue due to
the dotal retendion of the bedload at the DunukiZidi barrage.

I

The Szigetk&jloodpIain
Table 2.3 indicates the major hydroIogica1 impacts of the original project that
could be anticipated on the Szigetkoz floodplain. The discharges that would be
released in the side branch systems on both sides of the Old Danube could by no
means cornpensate for the drop of groundwater-tables or for the loss of frequent
flushing and inundation that ocçurred before the 1960s.

Due to the distribution of flows beiween the power Canal and the Old Danube,
natural flow into the 'side branches and the flaoddlain would occur anly at
discharges much greater than 4,000 rn3/s. There wohd be flow in some side
branches at 6,500-7,500 m3/s and in alrnost al1 during inundation of the floodplain
st 7,500 and 8,500 m3/sçorresponding to a 5- to 1~ - ~ eflood
d r and a 10- to 25-year
flood, respectively (CEC, 1992).
Table 2.3: Hydrological impacts of the Original Projecf bn the Szigetkoz floodplain

short term
(5-10 yrs.)

I

medium ter':
(10-20 yrs.)

long term
(20-50 yrs.)

1

Discharges

constant supply for sidc branch systerns: 1sa5 rn31s on the Hungarian side
I
iiow in some side branches h m Old Danube evcry 5-10 yrs
I
flow in almost al1 side branches every 10-25 yrs. with camplete: inundation
of floodplain

Groundwatertable

in the viciniiy of the
Old Danube drop of the
groundwater-table lo
the prevailing flow
level of 50 m3!s
insufiïcient recharge
of the groundwater by
the side-am system
graduai dec]ine of
groundwater-table
towmds the Danube

malt

clogging of
side
brmch reaches could be
expected because
regular silpply
discharges would not
be *le (0prevcnr/
Sedimentationoffines
in large areas
effectiveflushing
would occur only every
10-20yrs. with higher
flood discharges

cvmtual scouring of
the Old Dmube
riverbed would cause
further drap of the
groundwater-table

1

Fluctuations of the
groundwatertable

I
exclusion of al1 groundwater-table fluctuations for ca. 350 d/yr.
thc duration of the flood discharges in the Aide branches wlll be too short io
result in significant fluctuations of the groundwater-table

Floodplsin

l
* until 1967168flushing of side arms with scouring,
deposition and lateral

morphology

rnoverneni ooccurred several tirnes a year whiEh would be hence limited to rare
flood evenh
deposition of at Ica1 two thirdr of the inc&ing iuspended sediment ioad in
the Dunakiliti-HmSov Reservoir would considerably reduce the sediment
input into the floodplain

Floodplain

mdesiccaîion ofalrn~sta11wetlandî in +hcndodpiain within o few ysars encept
for narrow riparian stngs aIong those side &s that are supplied with constant
discharge; stagnancy of the evolution of al1 kabitah due to rnissing dynarnics
ofwatefflow and sediment input

habitais

1

1

Table 2.4: Hydro-morphological impacts of the Original Projecr on ~ h Nagymaros
e
Resewoir

O m3/sto more than 5,009 m3/s depending on the mode of

eposition and scouring

I

between Gfinyü and
Nagyrnaros would be
inundated a well

the riparian habitats that are highIy valuable in large
rivers would not exiçt any more

Water level fluctuations influencing groundwater recharge and quality would be
lirnited to an average of 10-12 days per year but Inot n/cessarily in a consecutive
row. Thus the significant contribution to groundwater recharge by rare but long
Iaçting floods would not longer occur.

F!oodplain habitats depending on the height and flucthrion of the groundwarertable os well as on the frequency, height and durarioh of inundations would be
govevned by the prevailing IOW-J~OW
and low groundiafer table conditions. The
desiccarion of the Srigetkor floodploin would evenrualld alter the previovs riverine
wetlunds inro dry habitats similar bu large jloadplain l areas of the Upper Rhine
near Breisach. In the case qf hpounding the side brbnch sysiem with orfificial
supply a completely diflerent welland ecosyslem would deveiop adapted to nearly
stagnant surface and groundwater levels.

Nagymaros Reservoir
Several peaking modes were envisaged in the Original Project. Depending on the
average flow, certain peaking modes were considered as operation rules for the
GabCikovo power plant. For instance, at mode 9001700, there would be no release
at GabEikovo for 18.5 hours per day (Nagymaros w o h l still release 1,000 m3/s
using its reservoir capaciq and discharges from tributjries). Within half an hour
the discharge would rise to 3,630 rn3/swith an acceleraéion o f 120 m31sper minute.
Within 4.5 hours the maximum discharge ug to 5,1110m3/s would be released
followed by a sharp descent tu O within half an hour at a rate of 170 m3/s per
minute (Karadi and Nagy, 1983). Higher discharges would allaw for the release of
two peaks per day. Figure 2.5 shows daily water level fluctuations in the
Dunakiliti-Hrugov Reservoir (a) and the Nagymaros Reservoir (c). The operation
niles for the GabEikovo and Nagymaros power plant are given in (b) and Cd),
respectively. The daily fluctuations of discharges, flow velocities and water levels
as documented in Table 2.4 are detrimental to the whole ecosystern in many
respects: The riverbed would be endangered by erosioQ in certain reaches an was
concluded by Bognhr and Rhkbczi (1 988). This process would only be stopped in
case of evenhial armouring. Near the banks and in thevicinity of the Nagymaros
barrage accumulation of Fine sediment can be expected.

de

The ever ohanging flow conditions and water levels
very unfawurable to al1
aquatic and riparian habitats. The most valuable habita& of large rivers are located
in the riparian zone at the transition from water to land, The riparian zone exposed
to the daily water level fluctuations would stay without regetation and lose its high
rnnking eçological value. The former valuable wetland vegetation of the islands
would be impounded anyway.

The aquatic habitats would also suffer from the everlchanging fîow conditions.
The substrates would never be stable; suspendeci sedimint would settle in the "low
flow" periods of the peaking mode and would be flushed away during the "flood

flow". The aquatic fauna would be çignificantly reduced in diversity and abundance,
even comprtred to reservoir conditions without peaking operation (see Chnpter 4.4.2.4).

Altogether the construction and operation of the Nagirmaros Barrage would
desrroy valuable habitats and generate very unfavourable living conditionsfor the
aquaficfauna in the reservoir. The daily fluctuations of water levels by several
metres would yield a devastared sfrip of riverbank inslead of valuable riparian
Vrabisats.

The Nagymaros power plant was also supposed to operate on a peaking mode
(Figure 2.5). Unlike at GabEikovo, there would nZways be a minimum discharge o f
at least 1,000 mJ/s.At mode 20001700 the maximum difference in discharge would
still be 1,300 mqs with a maximum descent rate of minus 102 m3/s per minute
(Karadi and Nagy, 1493). The maximum decrease of discharge would then
correspond to a wates level difference of 2 rn at the gauge station of Budapest.

Although the daily discharge and water fevel fluctuations would be smalleï than
those in the Nagymaros Reservoir, the detrimental impacts on aquatic and riparian
habitats would be generally the sarne.

Peak operation may also result in deformation of the riverbed. Preliminary reçults
of a transport mode1 applied by VITUKI indicate that bot11 accumulation and
degradation may be expected in different sections of the river branches along
Szentendre island. Because of the danger of riverbed degradation there is no peak
operation at Ure last station of other river barrage systems. For. instance at the
Rhine, EdF (Électricitée de France) operates the 10 water power stations from
Kembs to Iffezheim at a moderate peaking mode (maximum discharge exceeding
natural flow Q = 300 m3/s). Although the peaking of the discharge is considerably
smaller than the one at Nagymaros, no peaking is allowed at the last barrage of
Iffezheim tawardç the free flowing river. The reservoir of Iffezheirn is merely used
for compensation.
The construction and operation of the Nagymaros power plant including peak
energy production would probably entai1 the construction of another barrage at
Adony (rkm 1601).

2.3.3 FLOOD PROTECTION IN THE ORIGINAL PROJECT DESIGN

I

(based on Laczay, 1994b)

The generally accepted level of flood protection for rivers ranges from the 50 to
the 200-year flood depending on the value of the endangered area (DVWK, 1983).

Higher protection levels are only applied for large h i e s , important indwstrial
compounds and nuclear power plants.
With the installation of reservoirs in river systerns anadditional risk of flooding
has to be accounted for. The rupture of a dyke or dam jrnpounding a large body of
water rnay result in higher flood waves than any natural flood event. Therefore the
design flood for the safety structures (levees, spillws~s,flood gates) is generally
higher than the design flood for the "namal" dyke s&em and may go up to the
1,000- or 10,000-year event or to the so-çalled "Probable Maximum Flood".

l

Cloçely associated with the design flood level is the frdeboard allowance, which is
the safeiy margin above the calculated water level akcounting for wave action,
softening of the crest, settling of the dam, etc. Large reiervairs necesoitate a higher
freeboard, e.g. 2.5 m, as opposed to traditional levees (0.5-1 -5 m).

For operationai safety it is cornmon usage not to inoiudk a11available structures for
flood release in the calculation but to reserve one or t d o openings to account for a
potential failure of release structures.
In the case o f the G N System the Joint contractudl Plan çpecified the flood

release under various operational conditions, uîini the GabCikovo complex
consisting of 8 turbines and 2 ship locks andlor the Dunakiliti weir with 6 gates
and 1 ship lock (Table 2.5). Several alternative plaAs for flmd operation were
considered, the last one, in 1989, stipulated a "~ern~okary
Order of Operation" as
follows:
Table 2.5: Si

Cep procedure for flood release as

Design flood

Dunakiliti

release through
4 turbines (50%)
and 1 ship lock
including the
filling system

(50%)

bulathfor the Original Projecl
I

1 Free-

Discharge
capaciiy

1 board

10,600 m3/s

release through
5 openings
(77.4%)

(100% of the

design flood)

ca acity: 6,680
rn 1s

.p

ca acity: 3,920

m PJs

release through

relertçe through

4 turbines (50%)
and 2 ship lacks
including the
filling systems

6 openings
(85.7%)

{lOO%,)
capacity: 5,170
m3/s

P

(100% of the
'

design flood)

For the release of the 10,000-year flood al1 openings at Dunakiliti should be used.
In case of emecgency the 100-year flood could be releaçed through Dunakiliti
alone with sufficient freeboard.
According to the calculations and mode1 investigations the G/N System provided a
suitable release of the design floodç with proper safety in case of coinciding
structural failures and with sufficient freeboard allowance. The adopted design
philosophy complies with international standards.

Ice-floes usuaily develop on the tributaries and on the upper section of the Danube
and then drift downstream. If the densely drifting ice stops for some reason, a solid
ice cover builds up upstream. If the upstream end of the ice cover catches more
and more ice-floes, an ice jarn blocking the channe1 rnay develop leading to rising
water levels. If the ice jam does not start moving, the flow levels may exceed the
top of the protecting Ievees.

Bue to the effectç of river training the frequency of icy floods has considerably
decreased. The last big icy flood occurred in 1956, the last solid ice cover in the
Szigetkoz reach developecl in 1963164 causing smalIer ice jamç with no majob
consequenees. Meanwhile only ice drifts occurred, and there was no solid ice
cover on the Danube in the last seven winters.
Reservoirs provide lake-like conditions for freezing and the developing ice can
arnount to enormous volumes. Ice release from reservoirs is the hardest operation
to perform, it must be planned and executed with great ski11 and care.
During almost every winter a solid ice cover up to 30 cm thick would develop.
This could lead to an ice jam at the upstream end endangering the ci@ of
Bratislava. The following measures were decided on in the Order of Operation in
1978:

- A solid ice cover should be kept undisturbed as long as possible; the
water level should be raised by 0.5 m above the operational level of
131.1 m asl.; no peak power operation; if possible the ice cover
should be left to thaw on the spot.
In case of strong ice drifts from upstream andlor considerable
increase of discharge, an ice free corridor must be provided by ice
breakers.

-

- The broken ice must gradually be let d o m through the open
Dunakiliti weir; this procedure requiks a flow velocity of about 1 m/s
which can be generated by lowering the water level to 128.0- 128.5 m
asl. to provide the appropriate rate of flow. A releasing cycle was
planned to Iast 8- 12 hours at 800-1,500 m3/s arriving flows.

In order to direct the broken ice towards the ~unakilitilweir a guiding "ridge" had
been built along the left bank of the Danube up to rkm 1847.5. In front of the weir
so-called ice catching islands were built to break up large floes of ice in order to
avoid possible failure of the gates by blocking. The siil level of the Dunakiliti weir
is at 120.7 m asl., yielding sufficient water depth for the safe discharge of broken
ice. The entire struîture was optirnised for ice release! On top of the sectar gates
rilting gates have been mounted for precise handling bf flows. Depending on the
actual flow 2,4 or 6 gates were planned to be raised a b h e the water and the ice. In
case of ernergency, ice from the headrace canal was &nned to be let downstream
through the ship locks at GabEikovo. It is clear that this procedure of ice release
requires a precire and faultless operation of the weir gdtes.
2.4 IMPACTS OF VARIANT C

The Hungarian part of the projected ~unakiliti!~ru~ovReservoiï is not
impounded, but the floodplain vegetation and the side branch system were already
devastated in 1989, when Hungary suspended work at the Dunakiliti weir
sbuct~.~res.
The Slovak part of the reservair was constrdcted more-or-less according
to the Original Project design with a connsîting ievde to the dyke of the pawer
canal. The detrimental effects of the Cunovo ~ e s e d o i rare the sarne as of the
original Dunakiliti-HmSov Reservoir.
The present. operation of GabEikovo without peaking would not require an
operational reservoir volume. If GabEikovo was jurt iked as a run-of-rîver pawer
plant the Cunovo Reservoir could be much srnallér, conntricted to the main
chnnnel without impounding the former floodplain.

i

2.4.2 OPERATION

There is no information on the daily operation mode of ~ a b f i k o v oPresurnably
.
the
systern is working at constant discharges ivithout beaking although a sudden
increase in the discharge was repbrted in July F994 causing fish mortalities in the
old riverbed (see Chopter 5.4). Thus, there are only minor wster level changes in
the reservoir on a daily basis.

During the first flood afier the closure of the rives in November 1992 the
downstream channel and floodplain wese severely eroded due to unfinislied
protection meaçures and some tainter gates were washed away (cf. Chaptep.2.4.4,
below).

The high arnount of eroded material is interrnittently transported along the Old
Danube during the flood discharge releases and finally contributes to the riverbed
aggradation between rkm 1 808- 1 800 (see Chapter 2.4.3). This process can stiIl last
for several years.

Tuble 2.6 * HydPo-morpho/ogicdimpacts of Vuriani C on the Old Danube

rneasurements at river gaugc Rajka):
November 1992-March 1993:

200-250 m31s
about 300 m31s
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ischarge exceeding 3,000mvs were rcleased in the ol

drop of discharges (and water

. There is not rnuch difference in hydro-rnorpiiological ihpacts between the Original
Project design and Variant C. The discharges releasedlto the Old Danube since the
damming of the river, were kept on a base level of 200-250 rn3/s with an increase
to about 350 m3/s in the vegetatian period of the first dear of operation. In 1994 tlie
discharges were kept to a base level of about 200 rn3/s and wei-e not increased in
the çurnmer. Consistent with the discharge capaciv of the 6 turbines at GabEikovo,
flood dischargr exceeding 3,000 rn3in uere relcnsed i the 01d ~
~
~
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Although no monitorini data of the riverbed structujes were available, it can be
expected that the riverbsd will eventuslly develop st:uctures adapted to the base
flow and to a certain range of flood flows. Major Changes in bed rnorphology
- could be expected during rare flood events. ~ e ~ e t a t i ogrows
b
and spreads between
flood events on the formerly inundated part of the riverbed, decreasing its
diçcharge capaçity.

Aldhough one-tenfhto olie-Jifrhof the discharge of thé river is direcled ro (he Old
Danube, the actual increases of the overy day whfer levels produced by the
operation of Variant C are insufJicient for the exisfehce offloodplain habitats. In
adàition, similar degradation of ihe riverbed in the kedium and long rerm has to
be expecfed due to the total retention of the bedload i>l the reservoir.
The effeçt of "undenvater weirç" is discussed in ~hap'rer2.5 below.
l

The Szigetkoz Jloodplain
The irnplementation of Variant C with al! rernedial ieasures will not improve the
situation of the Szigetk~z floodplain cornpared ;O the detrimental impacts
anticipatcd in the Original Project. The base dischprge of about 200-250 m3/s
resulted in a considerable drop of the groundwater-talble adjacent to the river (see
Plate 3.14). In addition, the flood stages do not ~dstlong enough for efficient
groundwater recharge.

On the Hungarian side, the desiccation lhat starteh in she mid-1960's with the
overdredging of ihe riverbed will eventuolly result a iota1 loss of the wetlands.
'Onthe Slovak side, the impoundmen~of fhe side bJonch sysfem will change the
riverine wetland characier comprehensively (Chapter 4).
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TabIe 2.7: Hydrological impacls of Variant C on the SzigetkiizJloodpipluin

flow in a few side branches from the Danube when releasing
1,800-2,500rn31s at Cunovo weir gates
flow in somc side branches at a r e l e w of 2,500-3,500
m31s;

insufficient recharge of the groundwater by the side a m çystem
at Ieast on the Hungarian side; pumping of Danube water into the
Szigetkoz since July 1994
on the Slovak side a highcr groundwater-table is rnaintained by
the implemenlalion of a cascade systcm in the side branches

roundwater-table

until 1967168 flushing of side arms with more or le

only nmow riparian strips along those side m s that are

* on the Slovak side the previous riverine wetland habitats will
lose their çharacter due to missing relevant fluctuation of the
water lcvcl in the impounded sidc branch system
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2 -4.3IMPACïS OF Y ARIANT C ON NAVIGATION
After cloçure of the Danube in late October 1492, navigation was directed through
the power canal using the locks at Gabcikovo. ~ c c i d e h t sat bath locks interrupted
navigation in esrly 1994 for several weeks, since the Old Danube could not be
used for navigation during the inîomplete ntatus of pliase 1 (no ship lock installed
at the Cunovo cornplex).
Since the diversion of the flow through the power cana(] several new flood sections
have developed downstream of Sap between rkm 1808-1 800 restricting the
available low-flow depthç by several decimetres.

2.4.4 FLOOD PROTECTION IN vA~IANTC
(based on Laczay, 1994b and OVIBER, 1994)

Flood release
Whilc the Dunakiliti weir was ready to release all the floods as planned, the
structures at Cunovo were in various stages of çonstructiori when the Danube was
closed by October 27 in 1992. In Phase 1 only the by-bass weir and the floodplain
weir (plus the intske for the Mosoni Danube) could be used for flood release at the
Cunovo structure. In addition, the construction of these weirs was not finished at
the time of the dam closure. As stated in the CEC wokking Group Report of 1992
(p. 8)>on November 22, 5 out of 20 tainter gates of the floodplain weir were not
mounted yet and only 1 O of the gates had a short downstrearn bed protection of 10
instead of 50 m. At that time 5 turbines had been inhlled at GabCikovo with a
oapacity of 610 m3/s esch, the two ship locks had a maximum discharge capacity
of 1,970 rn3/s (CEC, 1992, p. 4). There are several different discharge capacities
for the turbines in different sources, ranging from 5001to 61 0 m31s; the calculation
is based on 570 m3/s used by OVIBER (1994).
The hydraulic capacity for flood release of Variant O has to be measured at the
same safety standards thst were adopted for the 0rigi!al Project (Chopter 2.3.3.).
This rneans that the release of the 100-year and the 1,000-year flood, respectively,
should not use the entire discharge capacity availaEle and çufficient freeboard
allowanoe should bc left. In addition, in case of erne&enoy the Cunovo structure
shquld be able to convey the 100-year flood alone.

This is obviousty not the case for Phase 1 of Variant C! The operational guidelines,
presented by the S1,ovak side to the Borders Water Commission in 1993, said that
for the 100-year flood (calculated to be 10,600 m3/s) 4!820 m3/s should be released
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through Gabçikovo. This means that 5 out o f the 6 turbines so far installed and
both ship locks would need to be used, using 89% instead of the previous 50% of
the discharge capacity. In this case Cunovo would have to release 5,780 rnys
compareci to an available capacity of 6,085 m31s which is 95% (CE&, 1992).
Actually this discharge capacity was not available immediately after the closure of
the Danube; the Cunovo complex could hardly manage the 2,250 m3/s that had to
be released during the November flood in 1992.

OVIBER (1994) calculated the available discharge capacity of Phase 1 considering
the safety conditions which were adopted in the Original Project (Table 2.8).
Accordjng to these calculations the design floods could not be released in Phase 1
with the same safety standards as in the Original Project. In addition, in case of
emergency the Dunakiliti weir would have, in the Original Plan, been able to
release the 100-year flood alone with a smaller freeboard allowance. This again, i s
not possible with the Cunovo structures in their present condition (Phase 1).
With the cornpletion of Phase II (by the end of 19953) the Cunovo structure will be
able to discharge an additional 6,300 m31s through a ship lock, spillway gates and
smali turbines (CEC, 1992). Then the total discharge capacity will be 13,s85 rn3/s,
exceeding the 10,000-year flood.

If can be concIuded that the SEovak side has accepled additional risks when
implemeriting Variant C wilh uncompletedjluod release structures called Phase P.
In case of an unconfrolled rise of the wafer level up bo the cresf of the reservoir
dyke, large protected areas In fhe Szigefkoz could possibly be endangered by
inundation.
Since the cIosure of the Danube three major ffoods occurred. Considering the
incomplete flood release structures of Phase 1, it was only good luck that the
unusual November flood did not cause more damage. Although only 2,250 m3/s
had to be discharged through the Cunovo weir, about 3 miIlion ml of sediment
were washed away from the downstrearn floor of the bypass weir and the
floodplain weir. A longer flood release could have endangered the weir structure.
The damage to protecting structures, cross-dykes in the side arms, etc., on the
Hungarian side arnounted to around 1 I million JICJF. For further long-term
consequences of this event, see Chopter 2.4.2.
In JuIy 1993, a common surnmer flood with a discharge peak of about 5,100 m31s
occurred; although there is a mutual agreement for joint action in flood fighting,
there was no prior information on the actual flood release at the cunovo weir.
Within a few hours the discharge in the Old Danube was raised from 350 to about
1,600 m31s which was followed by a decrease to 750 rn3/s and another increase to
1,500 m3/s within the next two days. These rapid water level fluctuations resulted
in similar darnage to the Hungarian side branches as in November 1992.

,
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Table 2.8: Safev level af flood releasefor Vuriand C, Phase I (as c~lculatedby OVIBER,
1994).
Design flood

100-year
10,500 m31s

release
through 3%
turbines
,(50%), 1 çhip
lack
including the
filling system
(50%);
capaciby:
3,530 m3/s

1,000-year

r.elease

13,000 m3/s

through 3
turbines
(50%], 2 ship

locks
inçluding the
filling

systerns
(1 00%)

capacity:
4.630 m31s

Ice release
As stated above (Chapter 2.3.3) the release of ice floes and broken ice is a delicnte
operation, and the installation of a large reservoir pram(otes the developrnent of a n
ice çover. Slovak authosities have presented insuficient information about the
planned handling of icy floods. Supposing a sirnilar reléase operation as originally
planned at Dunakiliti, some questions arise.

I

The si11 levels of the bypass and flaodplain weirs at Ç U ~ O V Oare at 126.5 m asl. and
128.0 m asl., respectively, compared to 120.7 m ad. of Dunakiliti. This rneans, that
the reservoir level cannot be lowered enough to safel) discharge the broken ice
(water depthç of less than 2.0 m at the sills of the gates'must be regarded as unsafe
for icc release). On the other hand higher reservoir lev!ls than 130.0 rn as]. would
not result in the required flow velooitiss to move the
iowards the gates.

id

As opposed to the Dunakiliti release structures, no tiltinglgates have been rnounted at
the Cunovo sector gaten which would allow more preciok gate operation. In addition,
no ridges were constniçted to guide the broken ice towards the Cunovo gates.

These conditions led to a dangerous situation in January 1993 when drifting ice
accumulated in front of the Cunovo structure, and the ice flow turned into the
power canal. Subsequently a 1.5-2 rn thick ice jam developed in rkrn 1 1.2- 13-4
which could not be removed by ice breaker actions. Navigation was stopped for a
week until the problem was solved by a thaw.
It can be conciuded, that in ferms of ice release, the Variant C strucfures cannof
filfil the requirements of the Original Projecf plans and can lead tu blockage of
navigation,
2.5 EVALUATION OF REMEDIAL MEASURES ("UNDERWATER
V&lRS")
The term "underwater weir7' disguises the fact that the proposed structures are

regular fixed weirs of several metres height with backwater reaches of several
kilometres in length (Table 2.9). At normal flow conditions in the Old Danube,
Le., 50/200 m31ç for the Original Project and around 200 m3/s baçe flow for
Variant C, the free flowing Old Danube would be turned into a sequence of
impounded reseyoirç (Figure 2.7). As a matter of fact, there are plans to install
smafl hydropower units in each weir structure.
Experiences from the Upper Rhine at the barrage of Rhinau (Plate 3) with similar
weirs in the "rest-Mine" show that such weirs may not have the desired effects on
the adjacent groundwater levels. Kalkowski (1 986) compared water levels for
surface and groundwater with pre-dam conditions after 20 years of operation of the
barrage of Rhinau (operating since 1964). He found:

- that the measured surface water IeveIs up ta a total discharge of
1,500 m3/s (Le., 15 m3/s in the "rest-Rhine") are lower at the upper
end of the impaundments than the average annual water level for predam conditions,
- that even at-flood flows the weirs are hydraulically effective and no
continuous water level exiçts at any discharge,
- that the gradient of the groundwater level does not follow the drop
of the surface water level at the weirs,
- that the groundwater level is governed by the Low surface water
levels at the upper end of the impoundments and not by the higher
impounded Ievels near the weirs. For instance, the average
groundwater-table adjacent to the channel of the dry year 1976 was
almost identical with the pre-dam low flow water level of the Rhine in
196 1, nlthough the impoundrnents rise the surface water levels 70-80
cm above the previous average water level of the river.

These fndingr show that the construction of " u i i d e e e r weirs" m n o t replace
the natural regime of the former river with respect to groundwater levels.
Considering the absence of water level fluctuations up 'ta 1,500 m3/s (mean flow at
this section of the Rhine ca. 1,100 m3/s), the changes ihposed on the graundwater
regime by "undemater weirs" significantly affects the wetland ecosystem in the
floodplain.
7

Table 2.9: Location, height, and widih of "undmater'*wdirs as proposed hy the Slovak
side (CEC, 19936)

1

ln addition to the wnter levels, Figure 2.7 shows the velocity profiles of the Old
Danube for 50,'200 and 350 m3/s with and without "undenvater weirs" as proposed
by the Slovak sido (Table 2.9). Three phenornena ban be observed from these
graphs:

l

-with "undenvater weirs" the flow velocities would be reduced to
about one third of flow conditions, without bacdwater effects,
I

-without "undenvater weirs" the variability of die flow velocity along
the river is considerably larger,
-the backwater frorn the conjunction with the pbwer canal affects the
Old Danube up to rkm 1820-1 825.

The magnitude and variability of the flow velocid govern the morphological
pattern of the remaining riverbed. The construction
"undenvater weirz' would
lead to rather uniform flow conditions with the coRsequence of rather uniforrn
riverbed habitats. Prevailing low flows during mont of the year wauld lesd to the
silting up of a great part of the rernaining tiverbed; flood discharges would wash
out most of these fine sediment. Thlrs the series of; "undenvater weirs" would
represent nothing else than a sequençe of weirs with gackwater reaches in a nrnall
river with the well known resulting changes in the aquatic habitat.
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Figure 2.7: Wuter Ievels and velocrw proJIes in the Old Danube wilh and without
"undematerweirs "for 50,200 and 350 m3/s (no peak operulion al Gabc'ikovo) (produced
by VITUH Consult Kt in S~ptember19941

2.6 ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

It is claimed in the Slovak Mernorial that the problern of riverbed degradation is
one of the main reasons for the implementation of the G/N Project (SM, paras
1.18, 2.85, 2.86). It has been çtated above th? in the Hungarian reach of the
Danube the elevation of the siverbed is closeIy related to deposition of sediment
and the impacts of dredging. There is no indication that the reduced level of
sediment supply h m upstream or river training has caused degradation of the bed.
No certain conclusion cari be drawn for the Slovnk river reach because of the lack
of dredging data.

In the case that bed degradation would have to be p r e h t e d by other means than
stopping the industrial exploitation of gravel (and mdving it to the floadplain),
international experience points to less detrimèntal solutions than barrage building
(Kern, 1994b).
At the Upper Rhine, barrage construction ended in 1977 with the barrage of

Jffezheim. Jn 1975, France and Germany signed a treaty stipulating the
construction of still another barrage at Neuburgweier nfainly to prevent the down~uttingof the river below Iffezheim. Already in 197P, Karl Felkel published a
paper with the title "Reflections on the possibility of preventing erosion of a
movable riverbed -Upper course of the Rhine River taken as an example" (Felkel,
1970). AFter a series o f field tests with sedirnent additidn to replace the eroded bed
material starting in 1975 below the barrage of ~arnbshkirn(aperating since 19741,
Germany and France agreed in 1978 to continue the tests below the barrage of
Iffezheim. In 1982, both cauntrieî signed an amendmePt stipulating that sediment
addition would be carried out be!ow Iffezheim instead of barrage construction at
Neuburgweier. This decision was based on ecologicll as well as on economic
considerations.
Between 1978 and 1992, a total volume of 2.3 millionl m3 of gravel was added to
the riverbed. As a result the navigational low-flow watdr level could be maintaineci
within the prescribed margins. Intensive monitoring of the riverbed proved that the
sedirnent addition is a feasible solution to riverbed degiadatian.
Encouraged by the Upper Rhine experience, prelirninaq field tests are beiiig
carried out in the Austrian reaçh of the Danube to stabilise the river below the last
barrage, although only slight erosion tendencies were pbedicted there. Unlike at the
Upper Rhine, the Austrian sediment addition is intended to develop an armoured
layet of çoarse sediment rendering a permanent bed protection which not only
resists the hydraulic forces of flood flows but also of ship propellers. General
mode1 tests proved the feasibility of this procedure ( ~ e b 1994b).
,
I

2.6.2 NAVIGATION
(based on Laczay, 1994a)
I

Both the Danube Commission and the EEC regulatio& require 2.5 m draR with a
minimum uhderkeel clearance of 0.2 h. The EEC land the DC recornmend a
fainvny width of 80 rn and 100 rn, respectively.

I

The river training concept adopted in the early 196ds (Chapter 2.2.3) çtood on
sound rcientific and professional gounds. Due to exbected irnpoundment effects
of the planned GM Project, construction was not dlfilled an the entire reach.
Along the stretch rkrn 1842-1816, frorn Rajka to sap, where training rneasures
have been consjstently performed, conditions of navigation improved and achieved
a tolerable level. Apart frorn a few deficiencies in didth, no major obstacles or

39
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"bottlenecks" were known in this particular reach. Shallow sections near DunakiliE
t were çaused by the construction of the inlet and outlet canal of the Dunakiliti weir.

In a re-evaluation of traditional concepts of navigational river training, it was
concluded by VITUKI (1 99 1) that a traditional solution without canalisation by
major structures may be feasible, provided that careful morphologicat studies have
been carried out. The special situation of this aggrading Danube reach will
probably require some permanent maintenance. Similar conclusions were drawn
by a recently completed Dutch-Hungarian stvdy (Delft, 1994).
It is cornmon practice in traditional river training to perform some dredging for
navigational purposes, e,g. at the Rhine, the busiest fainvay of the world,
permanent dredging has to be carried out to maintain the required navigational
depths (BMV, 1987).

2.6.3 FLOOD PROTECTION
In ferms of flood prolecrion fhere is and was no need for the GJN Projecl. The
provisional construction of Phase 1 of Variant C rnight lead to an uncontrolled
flood release, even in protected areas of the Szigetkoz.

With the construction of a relatively large reservoir, içe conditions of the river
have deteriorated. As opposed to pre-dam conditions, the devetopment of a solid
ice cover lias to be anticipated almost every winter. Discharging ice from a
reservoir is a most delicate task imposing additional risks, even with appropriate
construction and proper operation. The structures of Variant C, Phase 1, do not
even fulfil the design requirements which were agreed for the Original Project.

Especially downstream of Gyor there are some areas with insufficient flood
protection on the Hungarian side where the dykes need to be beightened. The
completion of the Slovak Reservoir dykes in this section ajer Hungary abandoned
the GM Proj,ect puts Hungary in an unfavourable situation because these dykes are
0.2-0.6 m higher than the required 100-year flood level. So Hungary will be forced
to raise the dyke systern in this reach to the same level to prevent increased and
unacceptable risks frorn a higher level of flooding.
f

2.7 CONCLUSIONS

It was claimed in the Slovak Mernorial, that the G/N Project is the onIy reasonable
solution
for harnessing the potential energy of this river reach;
- for solving flood protection problems;
- for mitigating navigation problems; and
- for solving the problems of bed degradation.
-
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-
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FLOOD PROTECTION

It is pointed out in this chapter that there was no need of this project to solve flood
protection problems. Repeated reinforcements of the dyke systems after large
floods have eventually led to an appropriate level of flood protection in the flood
prone areas of the Szigetkaz. Downstrcam of Gyor mindr tanks for flood protection
have to be fulfilled. As a matter of fsct, the installatiin of a large reservoir has
state of
increased the potential danger of ice
construction of Variant C, the so-called "Phase
both sides.
NAVIGATION

is clear evidence that the rernaining obstacles for navigation can be removed
by traditional river training methods including regdlar maintenance on short
reaches. The Danube Commission requirernents in d&th for free flowing river
sections Gan be met over the entire reaoh without s bairage syntern. Thus there is
no reanon to talk about a bottleneck in an important international fairway. The
rernaining restrictions in width and radii çan be handled by careful navigation. The
diversion of the Danube to the power canal has caksed some additional ford
sections downstream of Sap.
niere

l

BED DEGRPLDATION

Unlike at the river Rhine, the degradation of the ~ a n l b ebed in the HungarianSlovak reaîh and the subsequent lowering of the low flow levels was caused by
excessive grave1 rnining cornbined with ford dredging h d not by river regulation
or bedload retention of upstream dams. The G/N ~ r o j é ç sirnply
t
compensates for
the sinking of the water levels by irnpounding the free howing river including the
side brançh system while ignoring the basic essentills of wetland ecosystems.
Those who pretend to "save the Danube's inland delta" merely ignore the adverse
environmental effects of the GM Project.
ENERGY PRODUCTION

The entire Ghi System was optirnised for energy produbtion. The construction of a
large teservoir and the size of the power canal as well as the downstream barrage
of Nagymaros were necessary for peak operation. Daily water level fluctuation up
to 4.5 rn in the Nagyrnaros reservair had been accep{ed by the project planners
caused by rapid daily rise and fa11 of the discharges released at Gabdikovo during
peak operation. For optimal use of the discharge at /the turbines only 50 m3/s
should be released in the old riverbed during mast of the year. The detrimental

'.
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impacts on the aquatic and riparian flora and fauna in the entire project reacll have
been emphasised in this chapter. Even at Nagymaros a considerable peaking
operation was planned with high variability of releases to the free flowing river.
The characteristics of the peaking are unrnatched in European navigational
lowland rivers, contrasting with the SIovak statement that the G/N Projeçt is just
another normal barrage system, similar to others in Europe.
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CHAPTER 3

'I

SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER
1

Riverbed aggradation below Bratislava Ilas led to the formation of the wetland
systems of the Szigetkoz and ~ i t n gOstrov, located on a deep alluvial cone whicli
forrns the largest high quality graundwater aquifer i i i Central Europe. The Danube
flaws have regularly flushed the complex system of side-arm branches, biit the
Danube main channel has primarily determineci the groundwater recharge and
groundwater levels throughout the Kisalfald.
Further downstream, the alluvial aquifers are much less extensive, but nevertheless
are widely used for bank-filtered groundwater supply, including tlie supply to
Budapest. In addition, these is some limited connection with the Karst groundwater
of the Transylvanian mountains.

SURFACE WATER QUALITY

Histarical trends of surface water quality show a dramatic incrense in the nutrientç
Nitrogen and Phosphorus, which are no longer limiting for eutrophication.
Increased algal biomass has occurred, and a change in pliytoptankton communities.
Bacteriological qbality remains poor. Some heavy metal concentrations in water
exceed perrnitted values; similarly heavy rnetals iji sediment soinetimes exceed
relevant standards. The liighest pollutant concentration tend to be associated with
the fine sediment fractions.
Impacts of the Original Project in rems of water quality were neglected in the
early studies of environmental impact, and even today have yet to be fully
explored: One example iç the effect of peak power operation on the Mosoni
Danube. Flow reversal iç likely to Iead to unacceptable water quality given either
wastewater discharges or çtorrnwater overflows. A second example concerns the
effects of the dams on eutrophication. Recent simulation results show a neardoubling of algal biomass due ta tlie Dunakiliti Reservoir, and the effect of
increased biomass on biochemical oxygen demand can exceed the impacts of
wastewater discharges. However, prediction uncertainties remain higli.
Anticipated effects of Variant C are similar in many respects, although Variant C
is less unfavourable with respect to eutrophication. Current observations of water
quality for 1993 and 1994 show some conflicting trends and are insuffiçient to

identify long-term effects. Adverse water quality çhadgeç in the Mosoni Danube
lead ta fish mortalitieç.

Prior to the diversion of the Danube, groundwater ievdis throughout the Szigetkoz
and adjacent areas were detemined by Danube watdr levels. In addition to the
direct supply to vegetatian frorn near-surface gmuAdwater, capillaiy rise can
provide a significant source o f natural sub-irrigation! where groundwater levels
reach the covering fine soi1 horizons. The typical seasonal pattern of Danube flows
generated maximum groundwater levels in the surnrne: period of maximum water
requirement for plants.
Sorne groundwater from the Szigetkoz is used for suppiy, but the resource is as yet
largely unexploited. Estimates of yield are sirnilar to the needs of a capital city
such as Budapest. The smaller alluvial aquifers downstrearn are more extensively
used, in particular for the Budapest water supply.

Impacts of the Original Project have been investigated by groundwater simulation.
The regional flow patterns change radically. The prirnary recharge sources become
the reservoir itself and the side-arm systern. ~ m u n d w h e rincreases occur near the
reservoir, but deçreases in groundwater levsls are prehicted to exceed 3 m and to
affect an area of approximately 300 km2 on the ~ u A ~ a r i aside.
n sÙ~-irrigation
would be reduced or last over 167 km'. However, besults are sensitive to the
uncertain effects of clogging associated with the deposition of fine sediment.
Further downçtream, there is a likely degradation of ~ k r swaters
t
due to baçkwater
effects of the Nagymaros dam, but the main issues Joncern bank-filtered wells,
which are considered separately.
Impacts of Variant C are quantified for the Szigetktiz and adjacent areas. These are
shown to vary, depending on the level of former ~ a k u b eflows. Up to 240 km'
have suffered reduced groundwater levels. Under hieh flow conditions, 22 km'
surfer reductions in excess of 3 m. In cornparison dith 1990, 127 km2 suffered
reductions in groundwater sub-irrigation during the gdwing season.
,

GROUNDWATER QUALIn-THE SZIGETK~ZA&

ADJACENT AREAS

Under naturaI conditions, recharge from the Danube is of high chemical quality
and this water determines the present poundwater puality. However, sediment
deposition in the side-arms has led to important chemical changes, Organic decay
consumes oxygen; under reducing conditions, imn, mekgmese, and ammonium are
reaéily released.

There are serious concerns for groundwater quality açsociated with the Original
Projeçt. Sediment deposition in the Dunakiliti Reservoir is expected to decay, and
may lead to the water quality problerns outlined above. This is confirmed by
international experience and acknowledged by Slovakia and the CEC Façt-Finding
Mission. Predictions are highly uncertain, but suggest that such occurrence is
likely in the reservoir. These effects are already observed in the side-ami system,
which would become the other main source of groundwater recharge. There i s a
signi Ficant risk that the aquifer, over a period of years and decades, would become
unfit for water supply.
Following construction o f Variant C, groundwater quality adjacent to the side-am
systern haç generally been found to have unacceptable levels of iron, manganese,
and ammonium, with some examples of arsenic release.
BANK-FILTERED WATER SUPPLIES
P

Concem for bank-filtered water supplies includes problems of yieId and chernical
quality . Where grave1 layers in the riverbed have been reduced, for example, in the
vicinity of Budapest, well yield has been reduced and there iç an increased risk of
pollutant ingress. Changes to river sediment have also led to the deposition of fine
sediment adjacent to wells, with observed long-term water quality deterioration,
documented here for the Surany Watenvorks on Szentendre Island.
In the back-water reach o f the Nagymaros dam, sedirnent deposition is calculated
to affect the quality of existing watenvorks. Just downstream, two existing wells
have had serious water quality degradation due to bed sedirnent changes, believed
to be asçociated with the Nagymaros eoffer dam.
Downstream of Nagyrnaros, dredging waç to have taken place and simulations
show that further bed degradation is expected due to erosion. These effects are
compounded by changing patterns of sediment deposition. It is concluded that
there is a serious riçk of yield reduction and water quality deterioration in the
major well fields providing water supply to Budapest.

3.1.1 TIlENATURAL SYSTEM
As noted in Chupter 2, the Danube emerges from a gap between the Alps and

Carpathian mountains at Bratislava to flow tkrough the Kisalfold, or Little Danube
Plain, to the Danube Bend and Budapest (Plate 1.1, Volume 5). River morphological developrnent was discussed to explain the history of riverbed aggradation

and the formation of the complex wetland systems of
Ostrov. 011the geological time-scale a large alluvial c
reaches depths of 600 rn in the SzigetkCiz and forms a
is the largest gropndwater resource in Central Europe.
grave1 layers are çubstantialCy thinner, and disconti
extensively developed for bank-filtered water resource
supply to Budapest, where some 800 wells supply up ti

e SzigetkDz anci the i i t n f

Throughout the Danube reach from Bratislava to Bu
interrelationship behveen surface waters and groundw:
recharge to the alluvial groundwater is in general the n
groundwater levels are primari t y determined by Dan
temporal variabiliv reflects the Danube flow regime.
for the Szigetk~z,although the situation is more cc
filling of the braided system of side-am channels
conditions.

ipest, there is an intimate
:r. The dominant source of
in Danube cliannel. Hence
Je water levels, and their
I ~ i çlias also been the case
plex, due to the periodic
under high Danube flow

The Danube flow regime and associated groundwater
and defining influence on the regional enviroament.
this is reflected in the patterns of soi1 development. 1
dependence on these hydrological characteristics is p
that where shallow groundwater occurs, it may be direi
However, if tlie water-table Is located within a fine-te
action can provide a significant plant water supply t
sub-irrigation. This has been an important factor in bo
Szigetkoz and the agricultural development of this regi

ivels have had a dominant
s discussed in Chapler 5,
Chupfer 4, the ecological
çei~ted.Tt should be noted
y accessible to vegetatioti.
ured soi1 profile, capillary
ough a natural proceçs of
the natura! ecology of the

has been formed, which
roundwater aquifer which
Iownstrearn of Gonyü, the
iaus, but they have beeii
and in particular for water
I million ni3 per day.
ie

1.

It can be seen that the natural systems of the region, al particularly the Szigetkoz
and adjacent areas, bave evolved, over a time-scale F centuries and longer, to
form an integrated system with complex inter-depende ies.
I

The aiin of this chapter is to explain our understandi ; of the surface water and
groundwater regime under pre-dam conditions, and O discuss the actual and
potential impacts of the Original Project and Variant 1 However, the çomplexity
of the problem, involving physical, chemical and bi ogical inter-re lationships,
some of which are poorly understood, shauld not : underestimated, nor the
methodological implications.

To illustrate the complexity, it can be noted that char es in Danube flows affect
groundwater directly, but also have impacts on surfar: water quality and the depositionlrnobiliçation of river sediment. In turn, the di! ibution and depth of sediment modify surface water-groundwrtter inter-relationsh s, and chemical changes in
''surface water and rediment oui have m<or implications ir groundwater quality.

Methodologically, the only way to quantify change in such a cornplex set of Enterrelated processes is through simulation models based on extensive field data, but
model strengths and limitations must be clearly understood. The application of
integrated modelç to such cornplex systems is at the leading edge of sesearch, and
it must be recognised that techniqu~savailable for uncertainty analysis of such
complex models are limited, and that levels of uncertainty may be very high. For
example, although simulation rnethods for sediment transport are well developed,
their results, particularly for bed-load, are typically çubject to order of magnitude
uncertainty. Processes of sediment clogging have received relatively little
çcientific attention, and there is no agreed basis to quantify effects on groundwater
recharge. Modelling of chernically reductive processeç in sediment and
groundwater is in its infançy, and predictive results should be regarded as
speculative, at best. Tt is evident that the cornbined models should therefore be
seen as a way of informing judgement on impacts of change, but levels of
uncertainty must be recognised in the context of risk assessment.
In our view, an integrated programme of modelling iç an essential prerequisite for
an environmental impact analysis of the Original Project. This is clearly
recognised on the Hungarian side (Sornlybdy et al, 19891, and equally clearly
recognised by Slovak and international experts. For example, Mucha ( 19901,
discussing groundwater quality, notes process complexity, lack of knowledge, and
the need for modelling. "In addition, biological and microbiological activity plays
a decisive role in the garne of groundwater quality considering the whole syçtem
from rainfall to the rivers, soi1 and the groundwater itself. . . .We muçt admit that
this syçtem and the processes occurring in it are not fully understood. It is an
unquestionable fact, however, that such a cornplex çystem can be examined only
by means of a model . . ." Discussing the PHARE project, Refsgaard er al. (1 994)
note that "To understand and analyse the complex relationships between pliysical,
cliemical and biological changes in the surface and subsurface water regirne
requires multidisciplinaIy expertise in combination with advanced mathematical
modelling techniques" and conclude that information from the integrated
modelling system "constitutes a necessav basis for subsequent analysis of flora
and fauna in the floodplain."
.

However, Mucha also clearly recognises the limitations of modelting as well as its
strengths. To continue his previous quotation, ". . .by means of a model, which
nevertheIess are still far from simulating the real complexity of the process. Last
but not least, we are not even able to define our common understanding of nature
conservancy and groundwater protection."
On both the Hungarian and Slovak sides, strenuous efforts are being made to
quanti@ potential impacts using advanced modelling rnethods, and results from
ongoing Hungarian studies are reported below. However, we reiterate our view,
reinforced by Mucha and Refsgaard et al., above, that such rnodelling is, and was
seen in 1989 to be, an essential prerequisite for environmental impact assessment.
It is, additionally, our view that such assessment iç and was essential prior to

proceeding with the Original Project. The fact remaiAs that it is not yet fully in
place on either side.

In the following sections surface flaw characteristjcs of the natural system,
Original Project (Plute 1.1, Volume 51, and Variant Q (Plate 1.2, Volume 5) are
briefly defined (Chapter 3.2), surface water quality ik reviewed in Chopter 3.3,
and the suooeeding three sections evaluate the goundwater Oow syitern (3.4,
groundwater quality aspects of the Szigetkaz and adjakent areas ( 3 4 , and finally
consider impacts on bank-filtered wells in the lower reaches (Gonyü to Nagymaros
and Nagymaros to Budapest).

I

3.2 SUMMARY OF SURFACE WATER FiYDROLOGY

by Klaus Kern

3.2.1 THE NATURAL SYSTEM
The discharge regirne of the Danube is characterised by a seasonal variability which
is governed by the Alpine catchment of the river, yielding higher discharges in earIy
sumrner (mean annual flood 5,300 rn3/s)and a low-flow $eriod in the winter (average
848 m3/s). Figure 3.1 shows the long-term monthly h$drograph of the Bratislava
gauge.
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The design of the Original Project was based on the following characteristic
discharges at Bratislava and N a p a r o s (JCP. 0- 1 , 1977):
Bratislava

Period:

1901-1950

Average flow:

2,025 mS/s

Lowest flow bar).:

Highest flood (year):

.

570 m3/s ( 1 948)

10,400 m3/s (1 954)

20 year flood:

-8,750 m3/s

IO0 year flood:

10,600 m31s

1,000 year flood:

13,000 m3/s

10,000 year flood:

15,000 m31s

Before the degradation of the riverbed started in the I960s, many of the side
branches were still open. The discharge in tiie side branches of the Szigetkoz and
iitnf Ostrov, e.g. in the reach of GabEhvo (rkm 1833-18161, amounted to about
20% for a total discharge of 1,005 m3/s. At 1,958 m3/s which is exceeded on 168
days per year the side branches carried up to 500 m31s(Mucha, 1993).

After degradation of the riverbed and the closure of entrances of side-arms to
improve navigation, the threshold .for the brançh system inflow increased to 2,500
m3/s which typically oectrrs for 75-100 days per year.
The following data in Tubje 3,l represent the situation in 1980.

Table 3.1: Flow regime of the Danube in 1980 (Mer CEC,i99.2 and WORKING GROUP

1

REPORT.pp.16-17)

l

Water dishibulion according to the Joint ~ontrackua~
~ l a (OVSBER,
n
1994)
The water distribution, according to the Joint ~ ù n t r a d aPlan
l
(OVBER, 1994) was
specifred to be:
Old Danube:

50 m3/s

l

200 m31s(considered for the vegetation season)

An increased discliarge up to 200 m31s could be released, if necessary,
during the growing season (it was not specified, in which case and in
which period this should be done). The amount of 50 m31s is a guaranteed
minimum discharge, wl~ichmay be partially satisfied by seepage water
from the reservoir.
Flood discharges exçeeding 4,000 m'ls would be released at Dunakiliti
into the bed of the Old Danube (for more information on flood release, see
Chapter 2.3.3).
Hungarian branch system:

13.5- 1 6.9 m31s [average of 1 5 m3/ç]
(Dec. - Feb.)
23.5-26.9 m3/s [average of 25 rn31s]
(Mar. - Nov.)

Accarding to the Joint Contractual Plan, 13.5-14.9 m31s from Dec.-Feb.
and 23.5-26.9 m3/s from Mar.-Nov. would be supplied to tke Hungarian
floodplain brancli systern. The lower values apply after clogging of tlie
branch systern. Facilities to release up to 250 mJ/çfrom the Dunakiliti ship
Iock into the side branches had beeii installed, but there was no agreement
concerning the use of this capacity. Actually, it was agreed that any extra
withdrawal of water from the reservoir exceeding tlte guaranteed amounts
would be compensated to the other side by a correspondiilg reduction of
the shared part of the produced energy.

HydrologicaE eflects of the impleme~ataiionof the Original Projecf
Mosoni Danube:

1 0 m3/s (Jan. - Feb.)
20 m3/s (Mar. - Dec.j

Dunakiliti-HruSov Reservoir:

irnpounded volume
rise of water level
reduction in flow velocity
daify water level
fluctuations

200 million rn3
ca. 2 m at Bratislava
from ca. 2 m/s ta ca. 0.30 mls
Ca. 1 m due to peak operation
(see Figure 2 . h )

l

Old Danube:
drop of water levels
reduction in flow velocity

2-3 rn drop of dater levels below the
navigational lo&-flow level
h m about 2 rnk to less than 1 m/s (see

Figure 2.7)
daily water level
fluctuations

seasonal water Ievel
variations

during peak operation at GabCikovo water
level fluctuatiork of about 4 rn wouid
occur at the codjunotion with the power
canal; the bachater of thiç sudden rise of
water level wodld reach up to rkm 1823 in
the old riverbed reversing the flow
direction durink the rise
I
(see Figure 2 . 5 ~ )
no water level fluctuations for about 3 50
days per year

The Szigetkoz floodplain:
Natriral flow into the çide branches and the floodplain would occur only
for rare flood events. At 6,500-7,500 rn31s, which i ç a 5-10 year flood
event, there would be flow in some side branches only, and at 7,500-8,500
m3/s corresponding to a 10-25 year fiaod alrnhst al1 branches and parts of
the floodplain would be inundated.

1

Nagymaros Reservoir:

change of water levels
daily water level
fluctuations

dailyfluctuationsinflow
velocity

+ 6 rn at ~

l

adaroç
- 2 rn at Sap (tdilwater dredging of
GabEikovo)
dependent on the peaking mode, e.g. for
mean flow:
4.4 m at rkm 1801 (Sap) .
2.6 m at rkm 1793
1.O rn at rkm 17'68 (Komarom)
(see Figure 2 . 5 ~ 3
from0.3-1.6d/s(Table2.4)

1
1

H j d - u ~ l i and
c hydro/ogicd impacts of Variant C
Cunovo Reservoir:

l

The reduction in flow velocity iç similar to that discuçsed above; to the
best of our knewledge, the water level is kept at a constant level,

Water releases in the Old Danube:

The water releases in the Old Danube (see Pfafe3.1, Vofume 5) were kept
ro a base level of 200-250 m3/s in 1993 with an increase to about 3 50 m3/s
from May to June. In 1994 the base level of discharges was lowered to
about 200 m3/s and no increase was made in the summer (data from daily
discharge measurements at gauge Rajka).

Flood discharges above 3,000 m3/s - corresponding to the capacity of 6
turbines at GabEikovo - were released in the old riverbed. For further
information on flood release refer to Chapter 2.4.4Hungarian branch system:

A lock in the connecting canal to the Mosoni Danube is used to convey
some water into the Szigetkoz side branch system. In 1993 the discharges
varied between 2- I O m3/s (OVIBER, 1 994).
Mosoni Danube:

A monthly average of 10-20 m3/s were released into the Mosoni Danube
until September 1994. In October 1994 the discharge was increased to
about 25-3 5 m3/s.
3.3 SURFACE WATER QUALITY

3.3.1 THE NATURAL SYSTEM
The present section discusses briefly the water quality of the Danube behveen
Bratislava and Budapest. It considers the situation in the late 1980s and early
1990s together with the trends observed and thus indicates how water quality
might have evolved if the project had not been implemented (for a detailed
overview of the late 1980s see SomlyCidy et al., 1989). It also discusses the water
quality observed in 1993, and through it, some of the first impacts of Variant C.
Since water quality is characterised by a number of physical, chernical, biological
and other attributes which may be affected differently, the analysis will deal
separately with different groups of cornponents and types of problems.
Due to the large nurnber of parameters for assesçing the water quality,
classification schemes of a few categories are used in most countries in order to
quickly assess the water quality and its changes. Since there are no broadly
accepted international systems - particularly not ira Central Europe being in a state
of strong political and economic transition - each country employs a specific

çcheme which may or may not correlate. To avoid cc fipion, the discussion starts
with the definition of class limits. Actually, due o historical reasons, three
djfferent systerns will be specified as follows:

(i) The previous Hungarian classification sys
the end of 1993, which consisted of three r
indicated good quality while Class 111 the
classification was the 89% duration value of
of al1 the samples taken in a year could exce
class identified). It is noted that for bacteriol
were employed.

:m, valid between 1985 and
her coarse classes (Class I
morest). The basis of tl-ie
{ater quality (i.e., only 20%
1 the limits of the particular
gical purposes, four classes

(ii) The new scheme, introduced 1 J i uary, 1994, follows the
recommendations of the Europeaii Union. Ii incorporates five categorieç
(Classes 1 to V) and is based on the 90% ( ration level. It is finer and
more stringent than the previous one.
(iii) Finally, the six-class system iç present 1, agreed upon by Hungary
and Slovakia to evaluate the joint water qua y observations (this system
was actually used by several earlier COMEC( N countries prior to 1990).

For the purposes of effective comparison and eva
discussed later on, Tables 3.2a-c incorporate the cla
" for oxygen budget and nutrients. As can be seen, fi
values of the old scheme are similar to the correspon
new system, With regards to the nutrient cont
approximately equivalent to Class IJT of the ni
sophisticated systems, (ii) and (iii) are very similar.

ration of the water quality
limitç of the three çystems
t class oxygen budget limit
iiig second class lirnit of the
~ t ,the earlier Class 1 is
v system. The two more

57

Table 3 . 2 ~Hungarian
:
surface water q u a l r ~clusslfication syslem, vulid unbii December
J 993

Tuble 3.26: Hungarian surface water quality classifiG[i~~ic)n
systirn valid since .Jmuary,
1994

Table 3.2~:Ciassificafionsystem applied in the joint Hungarian-SIavak water quality

,

monitoring programme

Total phosphorus (mg 1.9

c 0.016

0.13

0.33

0.55

0.98

r 0.98

3.3.1.1 Tradifionalchernical componenfs
The quality of the Danube stretch considered is generally acceptable (due to the
high dilution rate). For instance, in the 1980s it wasevaluated as Class 1 and Class
II according to the old classification system. It was of Class I for mosf of the

l

l

~

60

parameters, except for instance BOD5, NO2-N, NO3-N, PO4-P (characterising
organic rnaterial and some of the nutrients), pH, oil and phenol (VITUKI, 1987).
Observations performed'after 1989 resulted in Class 1 knd Class 1-11 for dirnolved
oxygen and BODr respectively, acoording to the n e 4 Hungarian scheme (KGI,
1993). Nutrient contents were categorised as Class [II-IV. System (iii) led to
sirnilx results when evaluating the 1993 observations of the joint HungarianSlovak monitoring programme: dissolved oxygen wad o f Class 1, BODI was of
Class II (deteriorating downstream towards Budapest), P was of Class III, while N
was of Class II-V (Hungarian-Slovak Boundary Water Commission, 1994).
To illustrate the average concentrations in addition Jto ctasçes, at Komirom which are Spical of the Rajka-Budapest section - the 90 % duration values for the
period 1986- 1992 were as follows: DO (dissolved oxyde,) = 8.3 mgIl, BODr = 5.4
mgtl, COD,, = 7.5 rng/l, CODd = 23 mgll, NH: = 0.6 mkil, NO< = 14.8 ingll, TN =
4.6 mgIl and TP = 0.4 mgll (see KGI, 1993, for details)!
The tributaries of the Danube (e-g., the Morava, Vah, Ipoly and other minor rivers,
Plates 1.1 and 1.2, Volume 5) show a poorer water qdality (VITUKI, 1987; KGI,
1993 and Hungarian-Slovak Boundary Commission, 4994). Thus, longitudinally,
the Danube's quality is çlightly deteriorating (again depending on the particular
component considered). Due to a slow mixing rate! thers are also transverse
variations for rnany water quality parameters: the lo4er quality close to the lefi
side bank shows the impact of the larger tributaries to the same çide.
,

Trend analyses, based on data of the regular monitoring programme for the period
1976-1985, showed moderate changes (VITUKI, 1987). Generally, BOD5, NO3-N,
PO4-P, specific conductivity and total dissolved solirls slightly increaçed, while
DO and COD improved. Evaluation of trends for the period 1986-1992 showed
significant improvements primarily due to the introduction of wastewater
treatment and a reduçtion of industrial ernissionç in tke upçtrearn catchment area
(also Influencing heavy metalç - se; later) (KGI, 1993). Acçordingly, BOD5,COD,
ammonia and orthophosphate concentrations improved by 4-7%lyr (average vaIues
for the Rajka-Budapest stretch), while other parameters did not change
significantly (KGI, 1993).
The quality of the right side tributaries exhibited larger variations prior to the mid
1980s. The trend of deterioration could reach 10%ky. These negative trends
appear to have decreased recently at several tributaries (for details see KGI, 1993
and Csanhdy et al., 1994).
Longer t e m historical changes up to the 1980s can be evaluated, for example, by
comparing the minimum and maximum values of measurements perforrned by
Liepolt in 1960 at Rajka (Liepolt, 1965) with the cbrresponding values of the
regular monitoring programme for the period 1981- 1985, for each component
(VITUKI, 1987). The drastic increase in most of the parameters (see Table 3.3) i s
apparent. Particularly striking is the change in the the most important nutrient
1

forms, NO3-N and PO4-P. The latter demonstrates an order of magnitude increase
(as noted before, the curent trend has slightly changed but nevertheless does not
influence the excess supply of nutrients, crucial from the viewpoint of
eutrophication (discuçsed in Chapter 3.3.1.2)).
Trends in water quality are also reflected by increasing seasonal variability. Due to
growing eutrophication and associated algae activity (see Chapder 3.3.1.2) the
diumal fluctuation of dissolved oxygen has been increasing significantly in the
vegetation period and oversaturation can frequently be observed. Simultaneously
an increase in pH can be observed (for the same renson; KGI, 1993). Forms of
nitrogen and orho-phosphate also show increasing seasonal alterations (KGI,
1993). Despite this, PO4-P rernains permanently in abundance.
Table 3.3: Changes in water qualig on she Danube at Rajka
(Liepoli, 1965 und VITUKi, 1987)

3.3.1.2Eutrophicarion and hydrobiology
The increase in nutrient -1evels outlined earlier and the irnprovement of Iight
conditions due to the sediment retention of dams constructed on the upstream
Danube section led to enhanced eutrophication (between the late 1950s and the
late 1970s the average suspended solids concentration was approximateIy halved

on the Raj ka-Budapest reach: Berczik, 1993; Berczik and Kiss, 1994). Actually
inorganic P and N are abundant in the water and they no longer limit algal growth.
This explains why, in cornparison to the early 1960s, there was approximately an
,order of magnitude increase in algal parameters such as algal count, biomass,
chlorophyll-a and others. For instance, at God (30 km downstream of Nagymaros),

where detailed weekly observations have been availablle frorn the late 1970s, nowadays the algal count number, the biomass and the c(lorophyll-a value can rsach
annual peak values of 60 million indJ1, 50 mg/l and ZOO mg/m3, respectively, al1 indicating hypertrophie conditions (Berczik and Kiss, f994). At the same time the
seasonal dynarnics have also changed. From the early 1970s, these have been characterised by the occurrence of abundant algaE comrnunities in spring and increased
fluctuation in dissolved oxygen levels, influençed by pdotosynthesis and respiration.
The development of eutrophication was accompanied by a change in the structure
of phytoplankton. In the 1960s, the algal composition was dominated by diatoms,
while today it has shifted towards lake phytoplanktok çommunities as a rosult of
increased residence time in the upstream resedoirs. The composition of
phytoplankton shows seasonal dynamics. In wintei, diatoms dominate, during
spring and auturnn diatoms, gnen algae and yellow-ireen algae are predominsnt,
while in summer, green algae, blue-green algae and Flagellates are the moçt
common (Hungarian-Slovak
and KGI, 1993).
its composition is aiso
The zooplankton biomass correlates
typical for slow flowing, eutrophic waters
Boundary Water .
Commission, 1994).
Longitudinal changes in algsl biornasî along the rivér are alsa significant. Under
low water conditions the chlorophyll-a concentratibn at Gad can be 50-100%
higher than at Rajka, It is noted that for the period 1977-1986 the mem chlorophyll-a value at Baja was approxirnately double the value at Rajka (see Chaprer
3.3.2,3).This increase is prirnarily due to the travel time of 3-4 days under low flow
between Rajka and Baja (which suggeits nignifcant bidmass increase for the planned
Dunakiliti Reservoir having a comparable mean r e s i d e h time; Berozik, 1993).
Parameters related to eutrophication exhibit changes bn different time scales (such
as a day, a season, a year, a decade or decades). Up until now, year to year
alterations have not yet been touched upon. They s l y l d be prirnarily interpreted
in terrns of the annual peak biomass. It can be readily demonstrated that given the
present excess supply of nutrients, the maximum value dependç basically on the
coincidence of low flow conditions with warm, Sundy days (high temperature and
solar radiation). For instance, a flood - quickly nduding the residence time within
l
a given river stretch and increasing turbidity - almost
irnmediately collapses an
algal bloom othenvise under development. Thus, the year-to-year changes strongly
depend on the combined variability of meteorology and the hydroiogic regime.
Accordingly, the scatter is high in the peak chlorophyll-a values, and for instance,
between 1977 and 1986 it varied between 70 rng/m3 h d 196 mg/m3 at Rajka.

The conditions in the Szigetktiz side-am system, lthe total length of which is
several times that of the main river and within which there is a large diversi9 in
biotic and sbiotic factors and henîe also in life coiditions (Berîzik, 1993), very
much depends on their watec supply. Prior to the diversion of the Danube, the sideami system was charsoferised by an intensive watdr exçhangc above 1,800 rn3/s

Danube flow from the total Iength of the associated main river. The duration of
such exchange periods in a year - depending on the hydrologic regime and floods
- was about 35-40 days (KGI, 1993).
As long as there is a supply to side-ams, circumstances in tems of disso1ved
oxygen and algal growth are similar to that of the Danube (with the difference that

the residence time is usually higher). As far as the composition of phytoplankton is
considered, the report of the Hungarian-Stovak Boundary Water Commission,
1994, iç referred to. If inflow stops and the side-arms becorne disconnected, they
start to behave more as lakes or ponds (their residence time can increase to çeveral
months since they are separated from the main stem for about 3 80 days in a year)
and chlorophyll-a values close to 890-1,000 mglm3 Gan be observed (Berczik,
1993). Al1 the changes depend very much on morphology, bed volume of
individual side-arms and the water regime and thus the mosaic-like behaviour is
one of the major attributes of the Szigetkoz (Horvath and Laszlb, 1994). Dead
arms alço beiong to this mosaic of waterbodies, and are characterised by
phytoplankton and zooplankon comrnunities typical of stagnant waters (ICGI,
1993). The macro-zoobenthos incorporates among others rare species, atypical o f
the rest of the Szigetkoz.

The composition of zooplankton (see Hungarian-Slovak Boundary Water
Commission, 1994, for details) and fish populations depend on the hydrologic
regime and the connection of the side-am system to the main river. Their
composition is characteristic of moderatefy polluted surface waters (Berczik,
1993). Observed changes are primarily due to eutrophication, discussed above.
The Mosoni Danube is generally of poorer quality than the main river (HungarianSlovak Boundary Water Commission, 1994). Downstream it is strongly impacted
by the wastewater of Gy6r and possible backwater effects of the Danube.

The organic pollution of a river and heterotrophic bacteria decomposing in it is
characterised by the so-called Pantle-Buck saprobic index which is in the Bmesosaprobic, R-a mesosaprobic range for the Danube stretch in question
(Berczik, 1993). At thé upstream section it corresponds to Class III of the new
evaluation scheme outtined in Table 3.2b, while at Budapest it is of Class TV (KGI,
1993 and Hungarian-Slovak Bounday Water Commission, 1 994).

3.3.1.3 Bacteriological water qualiîy
Waters vsed for swimming should not contain infecting micro-organisrns, pathogenic bacteria, fungi, parasites, their egga etc. A11 these attributes are incorporated
into the bacteriological water quality assessment systern, characterised by nine parameters (see Chapter 3.3.1). Evaluations of the mid 1970s showed a CIass 11-111
quali~
(WHO-VITUKI, 1976 and DeLk, 1977). In the late 1980s (KVM, 1 988) the
entire Danube stretch upstream to Budapest belonged to Classes iiI and IV, i.e. the
river - due to the discharge of untreated wastewater - was not suitable for bathing

\

(Class 11 iç reqimired for resorts used for bathing purpdses). Recent studies report a
categorisation in the Classes IV-V sccording to the new system (KGl, 1993 and
I
Hungarian-Slovak Boundary Water Commission, 1994).

The first heavy metal observations were performe# in 1974 at Szob (WHOVITUKI, 1 976). Later several systematic longitudinal profile meaçurements
covering Hg, Cd and Pb were made covering the entih Hungarian Danube stretoh
(VITUKI, 1981). The average rnercury and lesd concentrations were below the
drinking water standards (used for cornparison), &hile the maximum values
sornetimes exceeded the permitted values. For Cd, average values were
significantly below the standard, white the peak concentrations exceeded it
(VITUKI, 1981).
Under the framewark of the joint ~ u n ~ a r i a n - ~ l a vwater
j k quality monitoring
programme eight components are investigated. In 1993 ail metals - except mercury
- belonged to Class 1 of the accepted evaluation scheme outlined earlier in the
Rajka-Medve section (and to Class 1-11 between Kornhrom and Budapest; see KGI,
1993 and Hungarian-Slovak Boundary Water cornmilsion, 1 994, for details). For
Hg a few higher values were rnonitored between Rajka and Medve resulting in a
classification in categories III-V (Hungarisn-Slovak ~ b u n d a Water
r~
Commission,
1994). The impact of accidental pollution is suspeLted in thir respect. Another
reason could be the inadequacy of the monitoring programme. The sampling
frequency was much smaller than usual for traditional components, which is
associated with the little knowlcdge availabls on the dynarnics of Hg. Tlius the
degree to which these observations are representative is questionable.
As far as organic micropolIutantç are concerned, moie than ten cornpounds (such
as lindane, atrazine, aldrin, dieldrin, DDT,PCBs) d r e investigated in the upper
stretçh of the Hungarian Danube and upstream of khe capital. The latter were
considered as the most important results from the $iewpoint of drinking water

supply and toxic impacts.
Atrazine is a typical pesticide preçent in the Danube dater owing to itç wideçpread
use in agriculture. Higher concenfrations occur during application periods and
intensive runoff events (non-point source impact). ~bmetirneshighly flughisting
concentrations of volatile chlorinated solvents are! observed in the Danube.
However, evsn in the case of the above mentioned brganic micropollutants, the
characteristic concentrations were below the lirnitk considered hazardouç for
aquatic life or drinking water.
Most of the other organic micropollutants were not deteçtable or their
concentration was rnuoh smaller than the corresponhing standard (KVM, 1988;
Cçanady, 1993; Horvith and LiçaI6, 1994 and ~ u n ~ a k i a n - ~ l o vBoundary
ak
Water
Commission, 1994). Thus, they do not form a probleml at present.

.

3.3.1.5 Sedirnenr contamination
The first sediment heavy metal measurement (frorn the top 5 cm layer) was
performed in 1977 which was followed by a number of other studies. For the
purpose of the evaluation the monitured sediment concentration was compared to
nahrral ("unpolluted") background levels and to soil standards used in agriculture
(these speciS, values stiEl tolerable by plants, see below). The average sediment
heavy metal concentrations did not exceed the standards, however the maximum
values were permanently larger than the limit (except for Cu). In 1987
observations were made in side-arms of the Szigetkoz and in the vicinity of bank
filtered wells within the impact area of the GNBS. The smallest values were
obtained in the upper reach of the Danube, while the highest values were found in
the middle stretch, between Tat and G6d (VITUKI, 1988b).
From among the organic micropollutants the highly resistant compounds tend to be
accumulated in the sediment, that is why it contains chlorinated hydrocarbon type
pesticides, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and oil. The evaluation of sediment quality
haç not yet been standardised (this is the reason why soil standards are used).
~ e c e defforts
t
focus on the application of internationally accepted methods, among
others in the frame of the Cousteau programme (Equipe Cousteau, 1993). The
same study showed that the contamination of the Danube sediment for the organic
micropollutants was inferior to those measured in sorne comparative western rivers
(this statement applies to the entire Danube characteriçed by 52 sampling points of
which 6 were located between Bratislava and Budapest). In contrast, heavy metalç
in the sediment span a wide range of concentrations "which overlaps those of
"uncontaminated' and 'polluted' rivers" used for compari&n (Equipe Cousteau,
1993).
The contamination of sediment largely depends on flow conditions and particle
size distribution. In stagnant zones where accumulation is fast, sediment core
sample analyses showed that the thiçknesç of the contaminated layer can be several
metre (VITUKI, 1983). Detailed assessment revealed that for al1 the pollutants the
smallest fraction (c90 vm) had the highest concentration. Here even the average
metal concentrations exceeded the standard (VITUKI, 1988b). Unfortunately, our
available knowledge is inadequate for the understanding of the transport and
accumulation of fine sediment fractions and associated micropollutants, as well as
their possible h m h l effects.

3.3.2 IMPACTS OF G/N SYSTEM ON SURFACE WATER QUALiTY
The construction of a barrage can influence al1 the different aspects of water
quality discussed above in rnany different ways, through a numbea of complicated
processes which can be interrelated. One of the most critical issues in relation to
the GNBS was that a comprehençive impact assessment on water quality was not
prepared (the 1985 EIA hardly incorporated any analysis on water quality). This

situation would have been acceptable in the early 01
negative impacts of damming on water quality were
however for the late 1980s the presence of such an e i
and other methodologies to compare future impacts
various projects - was considered essential in the de\
assessment methodologies have developed tremendous
so, and the procedure to be followed, virtually on a col
increasingly elaborate (see Chapter 7). It sufices to
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information and assessrnent available for the GNBS and they cause significant
scientific uncertainty. The impact of peak operation leads to an additional element
of the unceriainS.
The issue is further complicated by different time scales o f impacts. For instance,
changes in the dissolved oxygen budget (in the waterbody) appear relatively
quickly. The development of eutrophication in a freshly constructed reservoir and
its observation, taking into account year-to-year fluctuations, rnay take several
years. Impacts associated with interface processes (deposition, erosion, clogging,
influence on groundwater, etc.) rnay appear even on a longer time scale (Le., a
decade or more),
The Iack of analyses and the level of uncertainty related to the above complex
potential water quality changes, are illustrated subsequently by hiro examples stressing that a detailed systematic evaluation is missing even today. Due to
temporal effects and ongoing changes, a comprehensive assessrnent may not be
possible within a short period of time: this raises important questions as to the
possibilities of operational corrective rneasures.
3.3.2.2 Impact of the peak operation on the dissolved oxygen budget of the

Mosoni Danube
The impact of the GNBS projeçt on the oxygen budget of the main Danube was
analy sed using the traditional Streeter-Phelps mode1 in 1978 (VITUKI, 1978)
which in fact is too limited for the given problem since the impacts of the N and P
cycles were neglected. The conclusions were twofold: due to reasons outlined in
the previous section, BOD will improve by 0.5-1 .O mgll and at the same time as a
penalty, dissolved oxygen will somewhat deteriorate, but it will remain larger than
7 mgll under summer low flow conditions which stilI indicates a good quality. The
effecr of peak operation was neglected (together with several other factors) which
is probably a reasonable assumption for the main river, however not for the
Mosoni Danube. This recognition led to an order of magnitude type of analysis in
1989 (Somlybdy et al., 1989) whieh is outlined below.
The Mosoni Danube is heavily loaded by the raw wastewater of the town of Gyôr
(about 80,000 m31d) which causes an approximate 2 mgIl dissolved oxygen
reduction in the Mosoni Danube prior to the junction to the main river (under low
flow conditions for both rivers). The operation of the GNBS would seemingly
improve the situation sinçe the daily average dilution rate increases according to
the plan. However, the designed peak operation would induce a tidal-like backand-forth motion resulting in a significant increase in the local travel (or
residençe) time.

'

Detailed studies show that three periods of different flow conditions will develop
repeatedly each day: a downstream flow of about 8 hours duration, a reversed fiow
of approximately 6 hours and finally again a downstrearn flow of 10 hours. On the

basis of hydrodynarnic mode1 cornputations absolute values of the velocity range
behveen 0.3 mls and 0.5 m/s depending on the flow regime and the type o f the
operation. Thus, when reversed flow develops, polldtion is Mnported upstrearn
while organic rnaterial rernoval and dissolved oxYgsn oonsurnption proceeds,
which then continues after the change in flow directidn, particularly when the river
water already poor in dissolved oxygon again meets d e wastewater discharge.

The phenornenon was handled as a first estimate by the classical Streeter-Phelps
equations which çhould be incorporateci into a set of longitudinal dispersion
equations (using veloîities an inputs frorn the hydmdbnarnic rnodel). These can be
solved ~urnericafly(for details see Somlyody et al., 1989). Results are to be seen
in Figure 3.20, It is apparent frorn the figure that the hissolved oxygen reduction is
larger than under the present conditions even if biol&ical treatment is introduced,
and at the mouth of the Mosoni Danube, dissolved oxigen values below 4 mgll can
develop.

Figure 3.2a and b: Changes of dissolved ovgen levels in khe Mosoni-Danube due to peak
operation of rhe GabEikoiio-Nog~mnrosriver barrage &stem (after Somlydrh/ 1991)

More striking is the situation under stormwater conditions: a rainfall event
occurring once a year - an assumption, Spically uçed for design purposes - can
lead to complete oxygen dcpletioii in the ~ o s o n i - ~ s k u b(see
e Figure 3.26). Thus,
wastewater treatment alone does not lead to a satisfdtory solution. In addition, the
construction of a detention basin i s needed or the çtokmwater çhotild be diverted to
the main Danube where the rate of dilution is mudh larger ihan in the Mosoni
branch. Unfominately, however, this issue was not rkised at all, clearly indicating
thst water quslity impacts were ignored in the course of planning and possible
prevention or rnitigation masures wero not considerdd.

The impact of the GNBS on eutrophication can be evaluated by nutrient cycling
modeIs well known from literature which arnong others describe changes in the
biomass due to growth, death, sedimentation and convective transport. The growth
rate is a ç~mplicated,non-1inear function of the temperature, solar radiation,
suspended solids concentration and the biomass itself (called the self-shading
effect). The death rate depends primarily on the temperature.
The transport term is a function of the flow influencing the residence time. Due to
storage, it increases in the Dunakiliti Reservoir by a factor of 4-5 compared to the
pre-dam situation. The consideration of convection necessitates the incorporation
of reaction terms into transport equations which use velocities and geometric
parameters as inputs from a hydraulic model. Since residence times are
significantly higher in the floodplain regions of the Dunakiliti Reservoir than in
the main Channel (and other parameters such as the thickness of the photic zone
relative to the water depth are also different}, the two-dimensional effects should
be accounted for. Due to its different nature, the Nagymaros Reservois can be well
approximated by a one-dimensional treatment.
It is noted that the study of Somlyody et al,, 1989, used several assumptions which

then were refined by Bakonyi, 1994. In addition, the first effort considered only
critical surnmer conditions, while the recent, more comprehensive study simulates
a year or several years.
During low flow conditions (approximately 1,000 rn31s) the theoretical, average
value of the residence time can reach about 70 hours in the Dunakiliti Reservoir
(associated with a mean velocity of about 0.05 m/s),.while under higher flows
(4,000 m'ls) it would be less than 20 hours (in the 95 km long Nagymaros
Reservoir of throughflow character the intsrease of the residence time would be
smaller than in the upper one (at Dunakiliti) and velwities would remain in the
domain 0.35-1.4 mis depending on the flow).
As noted earlier, a sudden change from low water to high water conditions due to
floods leads to a fast reduction in the residence time which can quickly çounteract
the impact of algal growth and can flush out bloorns within a day or so, a well
known phenomenon. The impact of variability of flow and meteorological factors,
and seasonal changes are well reflected by Figure 3.3 which illustrates
chlorophyll-a changes in the Rajka cross-section of the Danube. The figure shows
at the same time that the above algae model acceptably describes the observed
changes (for the computation of the Rajka section the upstrearn river system was
replaced by an equivalent river stietch utilising the presence of excess nutrient
supply) and thus it can be used for the analysis of future changes of different
alternatives in a relative sense. The year 1976 was used for calibration while 1486
was employed for validation.

Figure 3.3:Computed and measured chlorop.jl1-a concentralionsis:Danube af Rajka
(Som&&,
1991)

The coupled hyciradynarnic-water qualip modet covering the entire Hungarian
Danube stretch gave sirnilady good agreements between simulations and
observations. For the model, data of the Rajka cross-section were used as upper
boundary conditions, and flow and chlorophyll-a at Baja were cornputed. The
unsteady flow model was calibrated and validated as a first step (see Figure 3.4).
Calibration and validation results of the eutrophicatior/ model are shown in Figure
3.5 (Bakonyi et QI., 1991; Somlyédy and Varis, 1993 and Bakonyi, 1 994).
Mode1 cornputations çhowed that the increase of algal biornass in the main channel
of the reservoir is relatively small, about 10% sinLe the residence time here
changes only by a srnall extent. The situation is diffeknt in floodplain regions as
the residence time can be much longer than in the main channel. Alio the wster
depth is significantly less and thus the relative photio hone is much thicker than in
the main river. As a result of al1 these factors, chlorophyll-a can increase from the
sssurned 40 rnglm3 at the inlet of the reservoir to rnhe than 200 mg/m3. At the
1 3 .
outlet the chlorophyll-a concentration is about 100 mglm
, m., as an impact of the
resewoir the biornass çan approximately double. ~ h d s eeffects wauld be further
amplifled by the Nagymaros ReservoCr which would induce some additional algal
growth (it would be significantly smaller than for the upstream reçervoir not only
due to the smaller increase in the residence time but also due to the p a t e r average
depth and the çrnaller relative thickness of the assoçiathd photic zone).
I

me.

Unfortunately the uncertainty of the estimate of tde impact of the Dunakiliti
Reservoir is relatively high. This was studied in the
of a sensitivity and a
Monte Car10 analysis frstrnework (SornlyOdy et al., 1989) which resulted in 30%
standard dsvistion of the outflow chlorophyll-a concentration estirnate (and highcr
values for the flgodplain regions).
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As noted before the above estirnate was obtained for summer conditions by
assuming a fixed inflow chlorophyll-a concentration. Full-year dynarnic
simu~ationswere performed by Bakonyi, 1994 for the period 1977-1 985 to
investigate the impacts of the Original Project and their variability. The increase in
the annual biomass as an impact of the Dunakiliti ~esdrvoir(expressed in terrns o f
chlorophyll-a) ranged between 45% and 90%, refl&ting also the role of the
hydrologiî regime and rneteoralogioal condition ( ~ i & r e 3.6). The e m r of this
estimate is sirnilar to that outlined before, again pri&rily due to the role of the
floodplain (Bakonyi, 1994).

The estirnated impact of the Dunakiliti Reservoir, takeb as a whole, is close to the
chlorophyll-a increase observed between Rajka and Baja (see Chapfer 3.3.1.2).
The additional percentage increase of the chIorophyI1-a concentration at Baja is

anticipated t o be smaller than outlined above, primarily due to the discharge of the
Iargely untreated wastewater of Budapest which from the point of view o f algal
growth, Peads to less favourable light conditions downstream of the capital
(Csanady, 1993 and Bakonyi, 1994).

EUTROPHICATION MOUEL
Increase of Algae Biornass at Szap

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 Avg
t Iyearl

1

Variant C

Variant A

Figure 3.6: Change in the cldorophyll-a content at Sap due to the Original Project and
Variani C (assumipig hisrortcal records of hydroloa and meteorology to demonsirade
irariability)

It is noted that the impact of peak operation and episodic wind events on algal
growth was neglected in the scope of al1 the studies performed until now. Both
phenomena can increase sediment re-suspension and reduce light penetration
which would tend to dirninish the above effect.

The increased biomass cm require the modification of the technology of the
surface watenvorkç of Budapest which is used primarily during the summer
period. Methods of upgrading are known, (some changes were already performed,
CsanLdy, 1993); however, they are expensive. It is also noted that due to the drop
in water consumption during the past four years, this intake plays a somewhat
more reduced role than before.
Increased biomass causes an interna1 load of organic material which - unlike
organic material of sewage origin - increases downstream in the vegetation period

when algal growth exceeds mortalhy. Ironioally, in thk vegetation period the BOD5
increase sternming from algal growth çan be equivalent to (or larger than) the total
cxternal organiç material load behveen Rajka &d ~ u b a ~ e sand
t , thus BODI levelr
would not irnprove evan if al1 the wastewater were kreated biologically. Clearly,
the solution of the eutrophication prablem of the Danube stretch ~ n s i d e r e ddoes
not depend on wastewater treatrnent along the given reach, but it would require a
GO-ordinated international programme to reduce the phosphorus in the entire
upstream basin.

3.3.3 POTEMI AL IMPACTSOFVARIANTc

JNWATER Q
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Very few water quality studies are available on the impact of Variant C. The brief
evaluation given here is based on Csanidy (19931, ~ b r v h t hand Liszlb (1994) and
Bakonyi (1 994).

Most of the impacts are as diçcussed for the original Project, but from the
viewpoint of eutrophication, Variant C should be Considered less unfavourable
than Variant A: due €0the reduced volume the residdnce time inçreaçes to a lesser
extent and thus the increase in algal biornass is
smaller. This behaviour is
çlearly reflected by mode1 computations (Bakonyi, 1994); using historical data for
3977-1986 - as for the analysis of the effect of the Dunakiliti Reservoir - the
annual average increase in the biarnass at Sap range+ between 25% and 50% (see
Figure 3.5). This is smaller than the natural variapility at Rajka (the mean of
yearly average chlorophyll-a concentrations is about
mg/m3 for the same period
of time, while the minimum and maximum values lare 16 mdm3 and 44 m g h 3
respectively, i.e., k5O% around the mean). The obiervations of 1993 - data for
1994 were nat yet available when the present dockment was prepared - are in
h-ony
with the above findings (Csanhdy, 1993): on the besis of this single year
no impact can be obnerved. Knowing the natural vdriability of chlarophyll-a and
the estimated impact of Variant C, probably mors thdn a decade is needed to dcteît
the trend with statistically acceptable accuracy.

alla

3.3.3.2 Other impacts on she main river q u a l i ~
As a result of diverting the Danube in 1992 and iicreased çedimentation in the

new reservoir,

the suspendcd solids concentration diopped rnaikedly in 1993: the
annual average at Medve was 24 mgIl in cornparisth to 48, 47, 36 and 36 mg11
monitored in the course of the preceding four years (1989-1992; Hoivhth and
LBsz16, 1994). It is notcd that the reduction is h i g h l in the variance and extreme
values characterising fluctuations within the year. Simultaneously, the chemical
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were somewhat reduced (due to increased sedimentation and organic material
removal in the reservoir). Dissolved oxygen aIso seems to alter (reasons discussed
earlier) whiçh iç shown prirnarily by the smaller minimum value deteciGd (6.2
mgA) in çomparison to previous years (7.6, 6.8, 7.4 and 7.4 mg11 in the same
sequence as before). Certainly, experiences of a single year can offer the first signs
of changes, but they are not satisfactory for drawing stronger conclusions.

Bacteriological quality for 1993 suggests an improvement (Csanhdy, 1993) which
- as outlined earlier - is a likely impact of the operation of the Cunovo Reservoir.
However, the recent reduction in industrial emissions referred to several times may
also have contributed to this. In spite of this irnprovement valid for the entire
Danube stretch upstream to Budapest water is d l 1 far from being suitable for
swimrning.
Data available for 1994 do not support the improving trend in bacteriological
quality which could be suspected from the 1993 observations (Csanady et al.,
1994). Our earlier rernark is repeated once more: çonclusions on water quality
impacts can not be drawn on the basis of the measurements of a single year.

3.3.3.3Impacts ;so wufer quuli& of the Szigetkoz and the Musoni Danube
The diversion of the Banube drasticalIy affected water suppIy to the side-am
system (Chapfer3.2.2). In the past, these laterals carried fresh water during split
conveyance of flood flows, but were drained rapidIy as the river stages dropped.
During periods behireen floods, water remained in the deeper side-ams alone, or
these were recharged with groundwater seeping towards the main Stream. After the
diversion, as an attempt to feed the side-ams, a maximum flow of 10-12 m3/s was
introduced in the second half of surnmer in 19.93 into the flood bed recharging
system from the flow released to the Mosoni Danube. The recharging system
impacted the side-ams dong the lower Szigetkoz, over a Iength of about 20 km
(Horvith and Laszi6, 1994).
Observations revealed that the water quality of the five side-am systerns on the
Hungarian side responded perceptibly to the changes of water supply. Without
going into detail (see Horvhth and Lhszlb, 19941, a basic difference was induced in
the nature and type of water supply. The irregular, dynamic watec supply &long,the
entire Szigetkoz (driven by the hydrologie regime) was replaçed by a more or less
steady limited flow supply only from upstream changing drastically connections
and disconnections, as welI as their spatial and temporal patterns. The mosaic-like
nature of the system has changed which is leading to a basically different pattern
of water quality than in the past. This is again an issue which requires several
years of observations before we can see the total impact.

The water supply of the Mosoni Danube also changed as a result of the diversion.
The impacts in 1993 appeared primarily in dissolved oxygen conditions due to
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upstrearn eutrophication, the occasionaFly poor quality of water released by the
Slovak nide and hydrometeorologiîal conditions. ~ h e i eresulted jointly in p e k d s
of low dissolved oxygen level and fish mortalities in ~ l u ~ u s t .

l

3.4 GROUNDWATER

by Howard Wheater

3.4.1.I The Szigefkdz and di$achnt Areas

I

la$

The geological development of the Little Danube
has been intimately linked
witli the morphological developrnent of the Danube, leading to the formation of an
extensive Quaternary alluvial aquifer (Plafes 3.2 and 3.3, Volume 5). The
Hiunparian aquifer in the Szigetkos is estimnted fo have a volume of some 218 km3
(Erdélyi, 1994) and is overlain by a spatially variable lpper layer of fine soil, from
0-5 m in depth (Plate 3.4, Volume 5) and underlain by a sandy-clayey cornplex,
which holds thermal waters at depth. The pattern ,of recharge is indicated by
regional groundwater levels (Plate 3.5, Volume 5b and stable isotope tracer
analysis (Figure 3.7). The Danube has been the dominant recharge source of the
Szigetkoz and &tn$ Ostrov aquifers; water originatdg from the Danube has been
found at depths of several hundred metre in the Szigetkoz, and beyond the Mosoni
Danube. In cantrast:rainfall recharge is small (for tdis part of Hungary, patential
evapotranspiration exceeds rainfal l by 30% (Petrasovits, 1988)). However, beyond
the Mosoni Danube, other recharge sources become &ogressively more important.

l

-

Knawledgc of the aquifer has developed significsntl$ during the 1980s and 1990s
(Liebe, 1994). In particular the spatial complexiv has become increasingly
apparent, and more information has beconre available on the behaviour of the
aquifer at depth. What was originally seen as a hAmogenous îystern has been
found to be strongly anisotropic (first estirnate4 indicated a 4:l ratio of
horizonta1:vertical permeability; this has been reviseb to up to 30:l) and spatially
heterogeneous, reflecting the cornplex and changing Pattern of alluvial deposition.
Flow velocities are highest at 50-100 m dePthi. The horizontal hydraulic
conductivity varies from as linle as 20 mid in the uppbr aquifer to up to 300 m/d at
depth. This indicates flow velocities in the range 200-300 mlyear, consistent with
the stable isotope results.
Hydraulic connection with the main Danube channel occurs throughout the RajkaG h y ü reach, and prior to construction of the Variant C reservoir, Danube flows
determined the groundwater levels throughout the Szigetkoz and beyond. Plate 3.5

(Vdume 5), discussed above, p r w n t s the average dater-table elevations in 1990
(which are representative of the later 1980s respodse) frorn which approximate
flow directions can be infemed. In fact the response is more cornplex; under high
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Danube flow conditions the predominant groundwater flow direction changes from
south-east to south, reflecting the importance of high flow recharge to the Szigetk ~ z Groundwater
.
levels in the Szigetkoz follow closely the variation in Danube
water levels, but with deereasing amplitude as distance from the Danube incseases.
Thus adjacent to the Danube, groundwater fluctuations in excess of 2.0 m cm be
observed. Ctose to the Mosoni Danube these have reduced to 1 .O m or Iess.

/
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Figure 3 . 7 ~ :Groundwater levels m ash(afler Liebe, 1994)

Figure 3-76:Stable isotope analysis of iritium (affer Liebe, J 994)

The dcpth of the water-table below the surface is of major importance for capillary
moisture supply. If the water-table rises into the fine soils overlying the coarse
alluvium of the aquifer, the water can rise up the soi1 profile by capillary action and
providc an important contribution to the water use of both natural vegetation and
agriculture (see Chapier 5).
The average water-table depth beiow ground surface is given in Plate 3.5 (Volume
5 ) for f 990 conditions. This can be çompared with the thickness of the fine-gmined
sediment (Plate 3.4, Volume 5), from which it can be seen that capillary supply
becomes progressively more important movihg from the Upper to the Middle to the
Lower Szigetkoz. However, average water-tables underestimate the importance of
this effect. Flood flows in the Danube characteristically occur in late springlearly
summer and may be followed by late summer floods. I-Ience the highest
groundwater levels coincide with the period of high water dcmand by

plants md maximum climatic stress. This provides a natural sub-irrigation which
has been an essential feature of the ecalogy and agriculture of this area.

When considering groundwater in the Szigetkaz, histdrica~trends should b s noted.
The degradation of the Danube bed due to excessive lgravel removal at Bratislava
has been discussed extensively in Chapfer 2. This has had the effect of reducing
Danube water levels, and hence grouodwater Ieve!s. The average water-table
depths in the period 1956-1960 are shown in Plate 3.7 (Volume 5). The average
depth was very close to the surface (< 1 m) in the flobdplain, generally betwaen 2
and 3 m elsewhere in the Szigetktiz, and deeper than 3 m to the sowth-west of the
Mosoni Danube.

Historical Danube water levels in the Upper, Middle, and l k v e r Scigetkoz are
show in Figure 3.8. At Rajka, mean water levels in the 1970s had decreased by
25 cm, in the 1980s by a furthrr 45 cm, and in the edly 1990s by an additional 70
cm. This was reflected in reduction of groundwater levels in the Upper Szigetkoz
of in evcess of 1 rn (Plate 3.6 and Plate 3.7, Volume b). In conhast, Danube water
levels in the Middle and Lower Szigetkoz remained rélatively stable until the esrly
1990s. A reoent decline at Nagybajçs is probably duk to dredging for navigation,
and an abserved decrease in gmundwater levels in d e south-eait is due in part to
goundwater abstraction.
Histoncal groundwater Ievels are shown in Figure 3!9 from a transect of 3 wells
(indicated on Plate 3.13, Volume 5). The generdl decrease in amplitude of
groundwater fluctuations with distance fiom the ~ a A u b eis illustiated, and it can
be noted that the amplitude of variations, indicated on Plate 3.7 (Volume 5) foc
1956-60, remained largely unchanged prior to construction of Variant C.

As discussed above, the Danube is the prirnaiy sourci of recharge to the Seigetkoz,
and it is estimated from groundwater modelling (Sirnonffy, 1994) that average
recharge from the Danube to the Hungarian fIoodplaip was 8.1 mpis under average
(198 1- 1990) conditions, and from the floodplain to the Szigetkoz beyond was 5 -2
rn3/s.
As already noted, the volume of the Srigetkoz aquif+r is estirnated to be 21 -8 km3
and contains approximstely 5.4 km3 of groundwater. It is thus a unique resource of
good quality water, which at present is rnostiy not utilised. The larger waterworks
in the area are GyBr, Kisbajcs-Sxogye and Gyorhjfalu. Together with
Mosonmagyarbvir, production is estirnated to be 70,000 m31d.In addition, minor
arnounts are extracted by nurnerous small settlementb. This can be cornpared with
t
(1984) of
resource estirnates of the National Water ~ a n a ~ e m e nMasterplan
750,000 myd. However, this underestimates the sdhitionai induced yield whioh
could be generafed by bank-filtered wells. It can be been that there is a sufficisnt
resource to supply a major city (the same order as Budapest), and as such this is
regarded as of national strategic sipificance.

Considering the right bank of the Danube between G ~ n y üand Dunaalmas, the
grave1 aquifers adjacent to the Danube are much thinner (a few tens of rnetreç in
depth), and discontinuous. Continuous recharge from the Danube does not occur.
Generally, some infiltration inta the Danube takes place from off-river sources.
From Nyergesujfalw towards Nagymaros, the right bank aquifer, comprising coarse
clastic formations, becomes wider and deeper in the Dorog basin. Further
downstream, discontinuous alluvial formations recur, on both sides of the river,
with a wider and deeper formation in the Pilismariit basin.
I

Throughout this reach, there are important bank-filtered waterworks (Plate 3.8,
Volzrme 51, and sipificant unused additional resources. The issues of bank-filtered
water supply are considered in detail in Chapter 3.6, below.
There is also an inter-relationship with the karst water of the Transdanubiai~
Mountain range which is the largest, and economically most important, karst water
resource in Hungary (Lorberer, 1994). The regional erosion base of the north-east
mountain range iç the Danube, and thermal karst springs emerge along the river at
failltlines at locations which include Dunaalmas, Esztergom and Budapest. These
have a centuries old histosy of use for water supply and medicinal bath.
The progressive development of mining in the' Transdanubian Range led to the
need to pump substantial volumes of water from this karst system, and by the late
1960s, extraction exceeded natural recharge. As a result, water levels and spring
discharges have decreased. Under natural conditions, the levels of the Danube
influence the yield and quality of the springs and adjacent groundwaters.
Following the influences of mining activity the head (i-e.,potential eoergy) in parts
of the aquifer has falten ta below Danube water levels, leading to some ingress of
Danube water to the karst aquifer. These rates in~reasedup to 1991, but following
recent decreases in mining stctivity, have started to decline.

The alluvial aquifer between Nagymaros and Budapest is the major source of
water supply for the capital. Alrnost al1 of the water supply for Budapest comes
from bank-filtered wells. 64% of this water comes from the Nagyrnaros-Budapest
reach, principally from a 10-20 rn deep aquifer underlying the Szentendre island
(Plate 3.9, Volume 5). At mean Danube flow levels, the groundwater has a depth
of 10-15 m which is deereased by 2-3 m due to the depression of the wells. At low
flows, a further reduction in water-table height of approximately 2 m occurs, with
an associated decrease of the filter area of the channel bed.

The issues of water supply from this resource are
importance, and are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.i
noted that bed changes, due to dredging and river I
serious problems of loss of yield and degradation of wi

if major national strategic
below. However, it can be
aining, have given rise to
er qualiq.

3.4.2 IMPACTS OF THE ORIGNAL 1
3.4.2.1 The Szigethz and adjace

\

The construction of the Dunakiliti Reservoir is assoc
process interactions which cannot be quantified withoi
and which potentially irnply extremely serious ad\
Szigetkoz. The concerns which existed in 1990 are
(1 994).

ited with a complex set of
- high levels of uncertainty,
:rse consequences for the
ully documented by Liebe

The raising of water levels in the reservoir would havc
increased local groundwater levels. However, a si,
inflowing suspended sediment load of the Danube
reservoir. The spatial distribution of the settled sedirnc
of the bed could be expected. Extensive research v
including laboratory tests and large-scale field experi
clogging was likely to occur and to increase bed re
factor of 30 (Staroçolszky, 1966, 1981). This was c
experience (Damendrail, 1986, 1988).

undoubtedly led to initially
nificant proportion of the
would have settled in the
it is uncertain, but clogging
1s undertaken at VITUKI,
lents, which suggeçted that
istance to infiltration by a
insistent with international

The Original Project envisaged a discharge of 50 m3/s in the main Danube
downstrearn, hence the nahiral pattern of groundwate recharge would have been
profoundly modified. Minimal recharge would have dt ived from the Danube river
bed in this downstream reach; initialiy substantial rei large would have occurred
from the reservoir, but this was expected to have pi >gressively reduced due to
sedimentation. The expected effects included a radic I change to the patterns of
groundwater flow; initially increased groundwater 11 tels in the vicinity of the
reservoir, and significantly reduced groundwater lev 1s throughout most of the
SzigetkGz and beyond.
In an attempt to reduce the uncertainty surroundin; the impact assessment, a
programme of groundwater mudelling was put ir place by the Hungarian
government, supported by an extensive set of fie j characteriçation studies.
Modelling results are now becoming available (Simon Q,1994). A 3-dimensional
groundwater flow mode1 (MODFLOW), initially dev~loped by the United States
GeoIogical Survey, has recently been extended ti allow a more complete
representation of river-aquifer interactions and is beir ;used in the first phase of
simulations. Further development at VITUKI has inc irporated evaporation from
ripasian ecosystems and sub-irrigated agriculture. A re ional mode1 has been used,

including the i i t n i Ostrov, to establish boundary conditions for more detailed
modelling of the Szigetkoz and adjacent areas. The mode1 represents the aquifer by
11 vertical layers, with a variable horizontal mesh (minimum grid çize 200x500
m). This results in approxirnately 50,000 model elements (Figure 3.10). The mode1
includes a representation of the side-am systern.
As noted above, the effects of clogging are highly uncertain and were not
considered in the rnodelling undertaken prior to 1989. Plate 3.10 (Volume 5)
shows the model simulation of the prs-dam situation and a simulation of the
average groundwater levels as a result of the Original Projeet, but with the
optirnistic asçumption of a discharge of 200 m3/s to the Danube channel. It is
assrimed that a moderate amount of clogging would take place in the reservoir and
in the side-am system (leakage factors 0.03-0.5 and 0.05-2.0 day-', respectively;
this latter effect is conditioned on current experience of çide-am response).

,

Plare 3.11 (Yolume 5) and Table 3.4 illustrate the differences in average
groundwater levelç between these two cases. It can be seen that close to the dam,
water level rises of in excess of 3 rn occur, due to the impoundment, However, the
toss of Danubian recharge results in significant changes throughout most of the
Szigetkoz. In a riparian strip alongside the Danube of an area 48.5 km', a 2-3 rn
decline in water level is predicted. An area of 128 km2 has a decline of greater than
1 rn; the total area affected by reduced average water levels is 282 km7. In the
lower Szigetkoz, below the confluence of the Danube and tail-race carial, thiç
decline is primarily due to the proposed dredging of the river bed.
Considering the case of a 50 mvs discharge in the Danube, a greater lowering of
groundwater levels is predicted (Table 3.4 and Plate 3.11, Volume 5, right-hand
side rnap). A riparian area of 20 km' is now affected by a groundwater decline of 3
rn or more; the total area affected by reduced levels is 3 10 km'.

Tuble 3.4: Areas where changes in the graundwurer Ievels would have been observed,
before and afier the impiementafion of the Original Project

I

The uncertainty in the effects of clogging is also illustrated In Plate 3.16 (Volume
5) for the 200 m31s flow conditions. Assuming a more pessimistic but not
unrealistic scenario for sediment deposition and clogging, gives further reductions
in groundwater level of up to 2 m, including some areas where a 1-2 m decline is
already prediçted.
Apart from a reduction in levels, changes in the magnitude of direction of
groundwater flows occur. The annotation on Plare 3.10 (Volume 5) indiçates a
reversal of flows in the vicinity of the main Danube channei. Recharge from the
channel is replaced by drainage towards$it. The changing role of the main Danube
and side-ams in providing recharge sources is shown schematically in Figure
3.11.

The effect on the supply of groundwater tu vegetation by capillary rise is
illustrated for average groundwater levels in Plule 3.12 (I/oIzdme 5). It can be seen
in Figure 3.12 and, for the cross-sections in the Upper and Middle Szigetkoz in
Plate 3.13 (Yolume 5), that in the pre-dam state, average groundwater levels onIy
just intersect the fine covering layer in the upper cross-section. AEter dam
construction, the water levels are lawer, and recharge from the side-am systern
occurs. In the second cross-section, average water-table conditions lie within the
fine layer pre-dam, but would fa11 below after irnplementation of the Original
Project.
The supply of groundwater as sub-irrigation by capillary rise depends on the
position of the water-table in relation to the depth of fine çoil, and the groundwater
levels vary according to the seasonal pattern of flows, high levels usually

regional groundwater fiows, The loss of Danube recharge would lead to the ingress
of poorer quality waters from adjacent areas and also a change in flow paths from
existing known and unknown point sources of pollution, Where groundwater
levels increased, new sources of pollution might alter the groundwater systern.
Buring the discussions following the initial agreement of the Original Project,
solutions were proposed to reduce adverse effects by some increase o f Danube
flows, the construction of weirs in the main Danube channel, and supplementary
recharge systems.
I

The evaluation of these systems is highly complex, and even with a current state of
the art capability for integrating flow, sediment depositionlerosion, sediment
clogging and chemical degradation, groundwater flow and groundwater quality
models, a high level of prediction uncertainty is inevitable. It was certainly the
case that the effects of these proposals could not be adequately estirnated in 1989,
and despite strenuous technical efforts by both sides, that remains the situation at
present. Principal concerns for groundwater relate to the effects of sedimentation
on clogging and chemical degradation, and the impact of reduced levelç of
temporal variability.
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Figure 3.12: Grounhuler ievels before and ofter Original Project.
rr) cross-section I ; b) cross-section 2 (4Pl are 3.1 3 , Volume 5).

The reach h m Gonyü to Nagymaros would have bejn affected by the backwater
of the Nagyrnaros Reservoir. A major concem heré is the effeot of sediment
deposition on the yield and quality of bank-filtered weils. This is discussed in
detail in Chapfer3.6 below.
An additional problem concerns the impact of elevdted surface water levels on

groundwater. Solutions were propased to remedy the Patterns of water-table rise in
adjacent low-lying areas, principally the Esztergom and Komlrorn lowlands. This
involvcd the oontinuous pumping of groundwater frdm an extensive set of relief
wells and interîeption cansls (Ujfsludi, 1994). 1 t was noted thst partioular
problems were likely to arise in the islands of this reach and that strategic sites,
e.g., the Primas palace (an important historical monument) were at risk. While
such solutions are technically feasible, if expensive i n ternis of capital and, in
particular, running costs, there are also associated riskç. These obviously include
pump failure, but poor quality of installation andior maintenance can cause local
damage.

The relationship between the karst water of the ~ranshanubianMountains and the
Danube was introduced above. In the Yate 1980s, there was extensive discussion of
the potential impact of the N$agymaros Dam on the inter-connections, and a
divergence of opinion between hydrogeologists condeming the impact (Erdélyi,
1984, 1989 and Lorberer 1989a, 1989b). Current understanding is reviewed by
Lorberer (1994), based on a detailed field investigation programme undertaken
from 1987 ta 1989, and subsequent numerical analysis!

in karst water levels inddced inflow of Danube water
from 1984 onward, and it is believed that this may haie led to an obssrved drop in
temperature and concentration of solutes in the watcr $upply frorn a former spring
to an open-air swirnming pool. Additional ingress to tic aguifer is likely due to the
Nagyrnaros backwater effects with potential adverse effects on hot springs and
wells. Given the localised nature of flow in karst systems, this is dificult to
prevent, although grouting and other rock sealing rnea?ures have been proposed as
a possible solution. Modelling of karst systerns is ~highly uncertain, given the
potential importance of (unknown) preferential flow-paths, but simulations
indiçated pressure increases of 3.3 m due to the dam and increased infiltration
from the Danube of 1.5-2.0 m31min (Figure3.13).
At Esztergom, the reduction

It waç suggested that at Dunaalmas the main effect oh the karst system wouId be
indirect, leading to increased infiltration of 1.2-1.5 d3/rnin, although two fornier .
springs could provide direct communication.

It was also noted that proposed pumping mensures tA conbol water Ievels in the
Kis-Duna would increase the transport of background bollution at ~ s z t e r 6 r n .

The primary impacts anticipated in this reach are associated with the'yield and
quality of Budapest water supply, and are discussed in Chapter 3.6, belaw.
Impacts on thermal waters are expected to be limited.

3.4.3 IMPACTS OF VARIANT C
lmpacts o f Variant C on groundwater have been, on the Hungarian side, inainly
related to changes in groundwater levels, fluxes, and flow-directions in the
Szigetkoz.

As noted above, under pre-dam conditions, groundwater levels reflect Danube
water levels. Following construction of Variant C, average Danube water levels
have fallen by 4 rn at Rajka, 3 rn at Dunaremete (Figure 3.8). The observecl
groundwater changes under average flow conditions are shown in Plate 3-13
(Volume 5). Maximum reductions in excess of 3 m occur in the close proximiv of
the inain Danube in the upper Szigetkoz. A riparian strip 1.5 km wide experiences
reductions in excess of 2 m along most of the affected main Danube channel. A
total of 297 km' suffers water level reductions (Table 3.6). Groundwater level
increases of up to 0.25 m occur over an area of 24 km2.
Table 3.6: Areas where changes in the grouplhater hme beepl obsemd, bdore and afrer
the imp/emenbutjonof the Vuriunr C

Considering typical higli flow conditions in the Danube, as expected, impacts are
greater (Plale 3.13, Volume 5). The total area affected by reductions in
groundwater IeveEs is not rnuch larger (346 km'), but the extent of major
reductionç is significantly increased. Reductions of 3 m or more apply to a 22 km'
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strip, 1-2 km wide and some 25 km long. Reductions of 2 rn or more apply to an
area of 69 km2,extending nearly 5 km from the Darfube (Tnble 3.6). The results
çonfirm the nature of changes presented in the Original Project simulations. The
average groundwater levels are shown in Plate 3.14 p l u m e 5). The main Danube
channel, fomerly a major recharge area, is now ac~ingas a drain. The primary
recharge to the aquifer is from the reservoir, and the side-arm system.

n i e impacts on oapillary rise are presented in ~ o b 3.7
l for the growing season
April-August. A total area of 127 km2 suffers reduction in water availability, and
37 km7nowhave a total loss of sub-irrigation supply.
The tirne-series of groundwater fluctuations acroçç fhe two sections indiçated in
Plate 3.13 (Volume 5) contirni the drarnatiç change in both goundwater levels and
variability following irnplementation of Variant C.

t
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Table 3.7: The relative position of the groundwuter and the covering layer before (1990)
and aper (1993) the implementa f ion O) Variant C
-

Relative position

by Howard Wheater

1

3.5.1 THENATURALSYS~EM
\

The groundwater flow regfme in the Szigetkoz ~d adjacent meas has been
discussed above. In the pre-dam situation, groundwater in the Szigetkoz was
rechargeci primarily from the grave1 bed of the maid Danube ehannel. The quality
of this recharged watsr was excellent, as shown by akalysis of the quality of bankfiltered groundwater along the length of the main1 channel between Rajka and
~ s v h n ~ r a rrkrn
6 , 1849-181 5 (Horvkh and Tiith, 1994). In particular, the water was
aerobic; the dissolved oxygen content was sufficient to oxidise the low amounts of

degradable organic material, and hence reduced redox species such as iron,
manganese and ammonium were only present in low cancentrations (Table 3.8).
Table 3.8: Mean concendralions ofreduced redox species in bank-fi!(ered water in 1991.
Sumples t a h d o n g the main channel af the Danube between Rajku and ~ m d ~ r d r c i ,
1849-1815 rkrn (Horvdth and Tbth, 1994).

The influence of Danube water on the groundwater of the Kisalfbld is illustrated in
Figure 3.7, which is based on stable isotope analysis. Oxygen-18 data indicare the
spatial distribution of Danube water, and hence its influence on groundwater
quality. Tritium, which peaked in surface waters some thirty years ago as a result
of atmospheric nuclear tests, has now penetrated to the middle of the Szigetkoz.
This 30-year old front provides an important illustration of the time-scale of
contaminant transport in groundwater; travel tirnes indicated are in the range 250400 mtyr (Liebe, 1994).
As the influence of Danube water decreases, adverse changes in groundwater
quality are observed. To the south-west of the Szigetkoz there is an increase in
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dissolved solids, including a substantial increase in iron, mangnnese and
ammonium. In the lower Szigetkaz, in the vicinity of Gyôr there is also an increase
in the reduçed redox species, in sarnples from deeper wells a mixing with Pliocene
water has been observed, tao. However, for the Szigetkoz in general, groundwater
quality is good. Where pollutants have been obçerved, they have been limited to
the top 20 rn of the aquifer and result from isolated cases of point source pollution,
usually nitrates from agriçultural or domestic wastes. In the deeper groundwater
used for public supply, highest nitrate values (1 0 rngll) occur between the Mosoni
Danube and the river Lajta to the south-west, but are well below the drinking water
standard (Liebe, 1994).
The influence of organic-rich sedirnent on groundwater recharge is discussed in
detail in' Chapter 3.5.2.1. Degradation o f organic material can consume the
available oxygen, leading to chemical reduction, and the mobilisation of iron,
manganese and ammonium. Examples are presented from international experience
of dams and asçaciated floodplains, and, in Chapter 3.6, from bank filtered wellç
in Hungary.

The side-am systems of the Szigetkoz are rich in arganic sedimeot, and, as
discussed below, are abserveci to give rise to reducing conditions. However, in the
pre-dam situation their impact on groundwater recharge was minimal. As will be
discussed below, this is no longer the case.

"

3.5 -2 IMPACTS OF THE ORlGiNAL PROJECT
3.5.2.1 International experience of groundwa er quality degradalion
Several published studies provide convinci i g evidence of groundwater
quality degradation associated with river in poundment, e.g. Hahn e t al.
(1 979), Marki ( 1 97 1). More recent Austri, n examples are particularly
relevant. Frischherz et al. (1986) report the 2ffects of the Danube Power
Station Abwinden-Asten on an adjacent H rll field of capacity 48,000
m31d. They note the following pr-imary chan€ 2s:

- increase in water level of the reservoir
- decrease in flow velocity in the backwater re;
- decrease in wrtter level fluctuations
which lead to:
-

increased sedimentation

oxygen depletion during infiltration of wate through the sediment
into the groundwater

-

resolubilisation processes from the sedimen . due to the anaerobic
conditions

-

In this case, the deposited sediment had a high org: nic load, but the time-scales
and consequences are important. The reservoir was c ~nstructedbetween 1976 and
1979. In 1979 manganese was observed for the first 1 ime in one well, followed by
the appearance of ammonium (mid-1980) and dissol ted iron (1981). In a second
well, ammonium appeared for the first time towards he end of 1980, followed by
hanganese in mid-1982 and iron in mid-1983. The consequence was the
occurrence of bacterial slimes in the water sur ply system, giving rise to
"significant technical problems."
Possibly the most intensely-studied Danube reservc ir has been the Altenworth,
also in Awstria (Hary and Nachtnebel, 1989). Investig itions of groundwater quality
in the vicinity of the Altenworth barrage, in cornpari: >n with non-irnpounded river
reaçhes, showed the following impacts of the barrage system:

- increased sedimentation in the reservoii due to lower flow
velocities;
- infiltration h m the reservoir tu groundw ter occurring through
sedirnent with a high organic content;
- a decrease of groundwater fluctuations, wit I subsequent reduction
of oxygen supply to the soi];

- the poçsibility of permanent waterlogging of soi1 horizons with a
high organic load;
the prevention of large-scale inundations, and hence the reduction
of supply to soils and groundwater of oxygen-rich surface waters.

-

These changes in the surface and groundwater flow regimes led to the formation of
areas of reduced or zero oxygen content, the subsequent mobilisation of iron,
manganese, and ammonium, and some increase in organic load and heavy metals.
For exarnple, it is noted that "In the northern floodplain, for which extensive data
is available, the groundwater quality indicates an oxygen-depleted or oxygen-free
zone. Simultaneously, increased iron and manganese concentrations were found
after a period of delay of a few years after the power station construçtion."

3.5.2.2 Impcfs of the Runakiliti-Hruiov Reservoir
The impoundment of the Danube at Dunakiliti would have led to substantial
changes in the groundwater flow regime. This in itçelf can lead to problems of
groundwater quality, since çhanging groundwater flow paths can m o d i 6 the
direction and time of travel of existing pollutants. However, the changing pattern
of groundwater recharge may also be associated with complex and extensive
problems of water quality degradation. These are explained below, but are also
fully recognised and discussed in the annexed paper by Mucha (1990) and in
Mucha and Paulikova (1 99 1).
In the DunakiIiti Reservoir, settling of suçpended sediment and ctogging of the
reservoir bed were expected. Hence filtration through the accumulated silt cou1d
be expected to be associated with anaerobic conditions due to organic degradation,
as disçussed elsewhere.
It should be recognised, as is evident from the international experience, that these

processes may not appear for some years. It must also be acknowledged that a
highly complex set of process interactions is involved, including sediment spatial
deposition patterns, the physical effects of consolidation and clogging, and
chernical degradation, which can only be predicted, given the current state of the
art, with a high IeveI of uncertainty.
Water quality changes in the infiltrating water from the reservoir have been
estimated (Laszlb, 1994b), based on a calculation of redox conditions, considering
the sequential oxidation of biodegradable organic material, and the subsequent
appIication of the geochemical equilibrium model, MINTEQ (Batelle Pacific
North West Laboratory).
A sensitiviîy analysis was undertaken, considering the ranges of uncertrtinty in the
key parameters (Table 3.9). These calculations were carried out for the following
parameter sets:

1. The parameter values most favourable for aerc

. conditions;

2. The parameter values least favourable for aerç

conditions;

3. A mean parameter set.
The results indicated reducing conditions in cases 2 an1
it is considered that the mean parameter values
prediction.

Given the uncertainties,
ivide the most reliable

The MINTEQ mode1 considers metal speciation under
on thermodynamic relationships. It was similarly appl
considering a realistic range of parameter values
recognised that a high degree of uncertainty is inv
limited information about the solid iron and manganes
mean parameter values result in maximum concentrai
mgll manganese in anoxic groundwate:, cornpared
(1993) drinking water standards of 0.2-0.3 mgIl i
manganese (Table 3. I l ) .

:mical equilibrium based
in a sensitivity analysis,
2bEe 3.10)- It must be
:d, in particular due to
pecies. Neverthelesç, the
s of 25 mgll iron and 5
h Hungarian and WHO
iron and 0.1 mgIl for

The impact on the groundwater system will depend on
within the reçervoir. On the assumption that aerobic cl
under the former river Channel within the reservo
indicates the water quality implications. ,

distribution of sediment
itions can be maintained
Plate 3.15 (Yolume 5)

Io the Original Project, groundwater recharge WOU
reservoir and from other recharge sites, associate
floodplain recharge systern, ~ n a e h b i cgroundwater I
sites (Plate 3.15, Volume 51, and from the subse
rneasures, field evidence is discussed below, in the con

lave occurred from the
nith the supplementary
Iso expected from these
nt1y proposed remedial
t of Variant C.

I

Table 3.9: Parameter Rangesfor Redox

(

* Dissolved oxygen level in the reservoir water
* Nitrate level in the reservoir water
* BOD of the reservoir water
* Arnouni of settling fines
* Biodegradable fraction ofsettling tines
* Seepage velocity
(Underhned numbers are the most favourable for aerobic condition

Table 3.10: Parameter Ranges for Chernical Speciation Modelling

Iron and rnanganese precipitations inilially prcsent in the solid matrix and subject to equilibrium
dissolution

Table 3. I I : Cornparison ofInfernational Drinking Warer Standardsfor Selected
Parameters

MAC=Maximum Admissible Concentration
EC ( 1 980): European Community Drinking Water Directive (80/778/EEC)
Hungary (1989): Hungarian Drinking Water Standards (I-iSS, 1989)
WHO (1 993): World Health Organisation Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality

likely to be of poor qualiy. Concern over this issue is evident from Slovak
activities. It has been dernonstrated from Hungarian data that poor water quality
bas occurred adjacent to the side-arm system. The clear implication is that
recharge will result iii long-term adverse changes to the quality o f this major
alluvial aquifer. Recharge quality in generaI exceeds drinking water standards for
iron and manganese and ammonium. In some cases the toxiç element arsenic is
also present in unacceptable concentrations. Similar effects are also expected as a
result of the rernedial mensures,
Tabie 3-12: Characteristic purameters of the observed well groups
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3.6 BANK-FILTERED W ATER SUPPLIES

by Howard Whester

3.6.I

EXISTING BANK-FILTERED WELLS

In the river reach from G ~ n y üto Budapest, bank-filtered wells have been
developed to a varying extent to exploit the alluvial aquifer. Berneen Giinyü and
Nagyrnaros, the reach influenced by backwater effects from the proposed dam at
Nagyrnaros, major weH-fields have an existing capacity of approximately 30,000
m31d (%ble 3.13 and Plate 3.8, Volume 5), and potential resources of 19,000 m31d
and 75,000 m3/d have been identified in the ~cs-~omirorn-~lm&sneszmél~
and
Esztergom reaches (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 1994).
Below Nagymaros, 64% of the Budapest Watenvorks supply cornes from the
major well-fields to the North of the city, principally Szentendre Island (see Plute
3.9, Vudume 5). It is therefore an issue of national importance to evaluate the
potential risk to these resources, considering effects both upstream and
downstream of the Nagymaros dam.
Table 3.13: Ekisting bank-filtered well fields - GOyü to Nagyrnaros

3.6.2 POTENTIAL RISKS TO BANK-FILERED WATER SUPPLIES

,

Bank-filtration is used extensively on the major European rivers. It has been
shown to be highly effective in removing contaminants, for example inorganic and
organic pollutants, heavy metalç, algae and bacteria (e.g. Sontheimer, 1980;

Hermann et al., 1986 and Chorus el al., 1992), althodgh there is a dependence of
removal efficiency on the length of the filter pathwq! However, the water quality
of bank-filtered wells is dependent on the chernifa1 cdnditions in the filter layer. If
ohernically-reducing conditions develop, mobilisation of metals suoh as iron and
rnanganese (and other heavy metal pollutants whiJh may be present in river
sediment)'rnay oççur, together with the generation of Brnmonium, and, in addition,
serious clogging problerns oan ariss due to bacterial dctivity (van der Kooij et al.,
1985).
The yield in t e m s of water quantity frorn bank-filtereh wells is dependent on river
water levels and the hydraulio oonneotion with the rivér. This in tum is.affected by
the geornetry and material properties of the riverbed.
The primary concerns for bank-filtered water suphlies are açsociated with a
combination of these two factors. Changes to river water levels and riverbed levels
will affect yield; changing patterns of sedirnentatidn will cause deposition of
organic-rich sediment. Their long-terni degradation c h change the chernical state
I
of the filter system, with serious adverse çonsequences.

In addition, it is not uncommon in internationil experience for adjacent
groundwater to have inferior water quaEity to bank-filtered river water. Reduction
in river bed hydraulio oonnection can lead to increhsed well capture of poorer
quality water.

3.6.3 HüNGARiAN EXPEiUENCE OF DEGRADATION f!lF BANK-FLTERED WATER
,

QUALlTY

The extent of dredging of the Danube has been d:iscussed in Chapfer 2. The
Danube reach from Nagymaros to Budapest has been dredged for industrial
purposes and also to some extent for navigation. ~ i i e training
r
works have also
included the construction of groynes. Two examples iylustrate the çonsequences of
changing sedirnentntion patterns on groundwater quality,

3.6.3.1 The Surdny waterwbrh
This watenvorks was constnicted by Budapest ~ a t d w o r k on
s Szentendre Island
between 1968 and 1971. Following tests in 1965 and 1966 whioh showed potable
quality water with no imn, mangancso or arnrnonikm, 20 wells were installed
( F i p 3.20). Water quality problerns emerged, and here initially analysed in the
mid-1980s (LBsz16 et al., 1990). Data frorn 1984 shdw particularly high levols of
rnanganese and ammonium in wells 7 to 9 ( ~ i ~ 3.11).
d e The tirne-ieries of
.manganese and ammonium concentrations from 1973 to 1984 is shown in Figure
3.22 for wells Nos. 4 and 9. Concentrations in well
4 peaked in the mid-1970s,
and dsclined thsresfisr, whersas a signifioant deterioration in well 9 continueci.

NO.

Thé investigation programme extended to the' riverbed, and inçluded detailed
sediment survey, additional investigation boreholes, and biological and chernical
analysiç. The field siirvey in the vicinity of well No. 7 revealed two sediment-filled
troughs (Figure 3.23), extending also to wells 8 and 9. The processes of sediment
degradation outlined above were indeed occurring, and the reçulting concentration
o f manganese and ammonium can be compared with EC (1 980) limits of maximum
adrnissibIe concentrations of 50 pgll (0.05 g/mS) and 0.5 mgIl (0.5 g/m3)
respectively and guide levels of 20 pglI (0.02 glm3) and 0.05 mgll (0.05 g/rn3),
respectively. It will be noted that ammonium Ievels in well 9 in 1984 reached 90
times guide levels, manganese 200 times guide levels.
Investigation of well 4 indicated that problems of sediment degradation had
occurred, but that the sediment had been gradually scoured following a change in
flow pattern associated with later groyne construction.

The question remained whether the effects observed in welIs 7 to 9 were IikeIy to
be persistent, or short-lived. More recent data for wells 8 and 9 are presented in
Figures 3.24 to 3.29, and show that unacceptable levelç of manganese, ammonium
and iron continue up to the present. The riverbed now appears stable in the vicinity
of the wells. Hence the clear implication is that the original sediment deposition
does indeed have long term effects.

Figure 3.10: Sur&

b~nkjltrotionwellfieid olong the Danube rkrn 1673- 1678

Figure 3.21: Water qualiv in the Surany wellfield in 1984
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Figure 3.22; Annual highest rnanganese and ammonium ion concenfrulions in the wefl Nu.
4 and No. 9 between 19 73-1984
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Figure 3.23. Danube cross secti~nlhrough well No. 7
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Figure 3.24: Annual muximnrm, minimum and mean arnrnorium concenirations in welf No.
8 berween 1988 and 1993 /
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Figure 3.25: Annual maximum, minimum und mean ammonium concentrations î~ well No.
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Figure 3.26: Annual maximum, minimum and mean mangunese conce~itrabionsin well rVo.
8 between 1988 and 1993
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Figure 3.27: Annual maximum, minimum and mean rnanganese concenfruriom in well No.
9 beiween 1988 and 1993
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Figure 3.28: Annual mmrrrnum, minimum and mean iron concentrations in well No. 8
betweepr 1988 and 1993
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Figure 3.29: Annual rnarimzrm, minimum and m m n iroh concentrations in well No. 9
befwee~i1988 and 1993

3.6.3.2 Nagymaros Waterworks

Two bank-filtration wells of the Nagymaros Watenvorkç of the Danube Regional
Water Company weïe operated on the left bank of the Danube at rkm 1693
between 1943 and 1488. Rapid water quality deterioration began in both wells in
the early 19807s, as shown in Figures 3.30 and 3.31. The manganese and
ammonium concentrations exceeded drinking water limits and the operating
licences for the wells were withdrawn. A Raney-type well was installed two
kilometres downstream in 1985, Within six years the water quality became
unacceptable. As can be seen from F i p r e 3.32, the reçults show a change of redox
conditions leading to increased manganese and ammonium and reduced nitrate
concentrations.
The adverse changes in water quafity in these three wells occurred due to bed
sediment depositian. It is believed to be a direct result of the Nagyrnaros coffer
dam construction.
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Figùre 3.30: Wuter q u a l i ~
of the bankfiItration well No. 1, Nagyninros Waferworks

F i g ~ r 3.31:
e
Wuler qlraliri, of the bank Jiltration weld No.II., N u ~ m a r o sWaterworh
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3.6.4 HUNGARiAN EXPERENCE OF YIELD REDULTION
It has been noted above that extensive dredging has taken place below Nagymaros,
in part in preparation for the Original Project. In consequence, the riverbed has
dropped by 2.5 metres an average (Budapest Waterworks, 1994). This has led to a
reduction in low flow water levels by 0.6 m at Budapest, 1.23 rn at Nagymaros,
and 1.5 m at Surany since 1960. The channel bed has become uneven, leading to
the localised deposition of sediment, with consequences as discussed above. In the
Budapest area, the thickness of filter media has decreased in places to 1-2 metres,
which in practice means that it cannot perform its function properly. There has
also been a decrease in the effective width of riverbed for filtration, by
approximately 40-50rn or 30%. The estimated decrease in capacity due to reduced
water levels is 100,000 m31day and due to decreased filter area is 200,000 m31day.

3,6.5 IMPACTS OF THE ORIGMAL PROJECT

3.6.5.S Impacts of the N~1gy111aros
Dam on bank-jltered weEEs in the
backwater reach (Gdnyü to Nagymaros)
The significance of bank-filtered wells in this reach has been discussed above. The
existing well capacity is approximately 30,000 m3/d, and potential additional
resources have been estirnateci as 94,000 m3/d (Table 3.13 and Plate 3.8, Volume
5).

Changes in surface water quality can be expected, as discussed already in Chagfer
3.3. However, a major concem is the process of sediment deposition, the
subsequent degradation of organic matter, and the associated development of
reducing conditions. As discussed above, there is ample evidence from
international experience, including the Danube, and from Budapest, that these
processes occur.
%

The processes of sediment transport are cornplex, and predictions are inevitably
uncertain. In the case of the Nagymaros Resesvoir, the influx o f suspended
sediment Ioad will depend on the discharge from the upstream system of the
Dunakiliti Reservoir, power canal and main Danube channel. RakOczi and Bognhr
(1985) estimated that most of the upstrearn load would be transmitted to the
Nagymaros Reservoir. More recent simulations (VITUU, 1988) indicated that
between 41 and 73% would be retained upstrearn, depending on the particular flow
regime in a given year.

Apart from this input uncertainty, flows in ,the Nagymaros Reservoir would be
affected by peak power operation, again leading to significant uncertainty in the
estimation of the two-dimensional distribution of sediment deposition that could
be expectecl.

The study by RakOczi and Bognar (1985) suggested that the main section of
was the 42 km-long section between Lhbatlan and Nagymaros, although
significant deposition further upstream could not be excluded. Consideration of the
settling velociv of the fine sediment fraction, and the distribution of velocity
profiles and bed shear stress expected during peak power operation led to the
conclusion that fine sediment would mainly settle in a çtrip of 6.5 m depth below
surface water level on each side with a cornbined width o f &O rn at rkm 1708.5 and
of 280 m at rkm 1724.4, upstream of Esztergom. The 1985 study estimated an
annuat rate of sediment deposition of 40-50 mm. Assumptions of a reduced
sediment inflow suggest 20 rnrnlyear.

.concern

Research by Starosolszky (1966, 198 1 ) on the effect of sediment deposition on the
reduction of infiltration rates indicated penetration of fine sediment within the
alluvial profile. Hence the effectç on reduction of bank-filtered well yields were
estimated assuming:
A. a 5 cm. silt layer over the relevant strip

B. a 1 m clogged layer of alluvium underlying the silt

The potential reduction in yield was 2-6% in case A (which represents 1-2.5 years
deposition) and 10-40% in case B, depending on well configuration.
To evaluate the groundwater qualiiy impacts, LiszlO (1994b) modelled the redox
processes in the filtration layer under conditions of organic degradation, i.e.:
-

aerobic respiration
CHIO + O2

+

CO1 + H 2 0

+

CQ2+2/5Nl+715H20

+

Z M ~ "4- 3H20 + CO2

- denitrification

CH20 + 4/s NO; + 4 ~ Ht
5
- manganese (Mn (IV)) reduction
CHzO+ 2MnQ + 4 p

- iron (Fe (III)) reduction

For a biadegradable organic content of settled çediment of 2% (VITUKI, 1988),
sedimentation at the consemative rate of 2 cm/year and trpical river water quality,
it was concluded that reduction would occur, with the Iikely impact of increased
iron and manganese in bank-filtered wells.

3.6.5.2 Impacts of the Nugyazaros Dam on hank--1teredwells downstream
The national signifieance of the water supply from this reach (Plate 3.9, Volume 5)
has already been discussed. Et has been shown that dredging for the Original
Project has, together with other dredging activities, already led to a dangerous
reduçtion of the riverbed filter layer to 1-2 m in places, and that changing patterns
of sediment movement have already given severe water quality problems, with
certain parameters exceeding drinking water standards in excess of 2 orderç of
magnitude. In particular, construction of rhe Nagyrnaros coffer dam appears to
have been responsible for the closure of wells due to unacceptable water quality.
According to the Joint Contractual Plan, additional dredging was pIanned to lower
the Nagymaros tailwater by 0.6- 1.2 m.

Tlie uncertainty in sediment transport calculations has already been referred to. A
nurnericaE modetling study of bed degradation dowstrearn of the Nagymaros Dam
used two alternative approaches, each well-founded on relevant Hungarian
experience of the Danube (Bakonyi, 1994). Order of magnitude differenceç were
obtained in the predicted bed changes, with local rates of degradation and
aggradation of 1.5 mlyear in the worst case.
The effects af the planned dredging were estirnated to give a reduction in the yield
of the bank-filtered wells of 75,740 m31d(Budapest Watenvorks, 1994).

It is therefore evident that, although uncertain, predictions indicate a potentially
serious threat to the Budapest water supply, and that adverse changes associated
with the project have already occurred.
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FLORA AND FAUNA

1

4.1 HXSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

by Gabor Vida

The ares affected by the ~ a b ~ i k o v o - ~ a g y m aproject
r o s extends to the large area
between Bratislava and Budapest. However, by far the largest impact is and will be
on the unique inland delta, of which the Hungarian part iç called the Szigetkoq and
the Slovak part 2itny Ostrov. This area was originally covered with waterbodies,
marçhes and various kinds of forests ranging h m inundated to the driest foreststeppe types. Due to the naturaI (flood) and artificia1 (clearing) disturbances,
which started rnainly in the last century, the diversity of habitats was supplemented
by several succession series resulting in an exceptionalIy high species- and
comrnunity-diversity. This high biodiversity was further increased by the
transitional position of the area. Pannonian, East-Alpine (Noricum) and Carpathian
elements of the flora and fauna meet here. The cIimate is also a mixture of
continental, Atlantic and even sub-Mediterranean influences.
Agriculture has long taken over most areas of naturnl vegetation in the drier, Iess
frequently inundated areas. In the middle of the last century, large scale river
regulntory work started, confining the flooded area to the 2-6 km-wide belt (see
Chapter 2) between the flood protection dykes. This first intervention did not
change significantly the groundwater level distribution in the old (former)
floodplain. Much more impact resulted, however, from the regulations to improve
navigation. The originally braided channel was mtidified into the recent main
çhannel plus side branches systern, increasing up to 90% of the discharge in the
main channel at the expense of the side-arms. This launçhed a series of slow
gradua1 transformations (successions) in the floodplain.

I

4.1.1 PROTECTIONALVALUE

1

In spite of al1 these anthropogenic. actions, biologists have been able to report on
an exceptionally rich flora and fauna (se'e Plate 4.1, vo'Iume 5). As MésAos and
contributors ( 1994a, 1994b) describe, there are 80 different plant communities
(asçociatians) camprising one thousand vascular plants in the Szigetkoz. Lower
plants (mosses, Iivenvorts, lichens, algae), fungi and micro-organisrns are only
imperfectly known.

The fauna is even richer (see Mészhros et al,, 1994aI 1994b). The species so far
recorded by zoologists (a few thousand taxa) rnake up only a fraction of the total
fauna. h light of the rapid degradation of the habitais, it is questionable that the
total fauna of the Szigetktiz will ever be asséssed.
Natural flooding was (until 1992) a major factor in rnaintaining high biodiversity.
It excluded several othenvise cornpetitive species in the floodplain, therefore
supporting the survival of the specially adapted ones.
8% of the vascular flora of the Szigetkoz are officidlly protected. There are 314
protected anirnals, of which 66 species are listed ik the Hungarian Red Book.
9,15 8 ha belong to the Protected Landscape Area ( ~ é k z i r o s 1994b).
,

l

It is well known that thiç area and, more generally, the inland delta are of

international interest and have a patrimonial value (end.Dister, 1994). Until the last
few decades, the Danube lowland between ~ratislafaand Gyor represented the
largest and most valuable floodplain in Central and Western Europe. The size of
this area, namely the Szigetkoz and the 2im9 Ostrov, Surparseci similar sreas along
the Rhine and Rh6ne rivers, and the latter wére additionally altered by
hydroelectric developrnent. Szigetkfiz and ~ i t n Ostrov
i
remain "especially
important because of their rnorphodynarnics but have been fundamentally
destroyed by the construîtion of the ~ a b ~ i k o v o - ~ a b r n a hydroelectric
ros
plant"
(Dister, 1994). Concerning more precisely the Szigetk~z,before the completion of
Variant C, it was unique with respect to the diversi! of its alluvial habitats, its
geographioal location, its geamorphic location, its geornorphological and
hydrological features, and its sub-Atlantic climate. Al1 these characteristics "lead
to the development of combinations o f species that partly differ frorn the usual
fauna of European river valleys" (Mészhros et cil!, 1994b). The international
patrimonial value of this area is deIl known and well docurnented (cf. Mészaros el'
al., 1994a).

1

1

$uns

There has been substantial damage in the flora and
as a consequence of the
irnplementation of Variant C (see MészAros et al., 1994a and Chapter 4.5). There
çan be no doubt for an ecologist that the lonr so far kcorded is only the first sign
of a massive degradation. The whole prpcess can take place over deçades, giving
the impression to the layman, accustorned to the rapid changes in the human
sphercs, that there is limited change. short-sightedkein, however, cannot be an
excuse. The essential problern is that of gradua1 but chrnulative lasses.
I
According to the Rio Conference's recomrnenldations, the "precautionary
principle" should be applied in such a case: in the absence of adequate scientific
knowledge large scale interventions should be avaiddd. This principle accords well
with the experience of the ecological sciences.

4.2 THE NATURAL SYSTEM
by Gabor Vida

4.2.1 ?HEIMPORTANCE OF BIODIVERSITY
Natural terrestrial biotic cornmunities, the interacting assemblage of thousands of
Eiving creatures (plants, animalç, fungi and micro-organisms) have evolved for 400
million years, incorporating successful innovations and eliminating mistakes in the
course of co-evolution. Only recently have we realised that even the present
diminishing natural ricliness is still a rich storehouse. In additioii, the natural
systems contain invaluable information on principles of efficient organisation for
energy utilisation and sustainable material use. Even more irnportantty, an a global
scale we depend on ecosystem services provided mainly by natural ecosystems.

The major contrasting difference between natural and man-made ecosystems is in
relative scales of biodiversity (Vida, 1994). Nattrral systems are rich in species
(high species diversity), and each species is rich in gene forms (aIleleç) giving high
genetic diverçity, a prerequisite for long-term survival. On the other hand, manmade systems, e.g. an agro-ecosystem, are much more uniform in both species and
genetic diversity.
Conservation and understanding of biological diversity therefore became a worldwide major issue the late 1980s in both the scientific and tlie popular press
(Groombridge, 1992 and Wilson, 1988).
One of the most worrying issues confronting modem societies is the massive
transformation of the Earth's landscapes taking place taday, including changes in
soil, water, vegetation, and atmosphere (Solbrig el ai., I 992). Present biodiversity
changes have a negative influence on the biosphere's functioning. J.W.M. La
Riviere from the International Institute for Hydraulic and Environmental
Engineering (Delft, The Netherlands) regards biodiversity as "one of the most
important problem âreas of our tirne" for three reasons:
"1) It is the living part of çreation, possibly unique in the Universe;

2) lt is a storehouse of economic goods, underexplored and

underexploited; and
3) It is an essential part of the life support syçtern. Its complexity and
vulnerability are poorly understood" (La Riviere, 1992).

Hence, as F. di Castri, President of m B S (International Union of Biological
Sciences) clairned, "Biodiversity is likely to becorne one of the most crucial issues
of environmental sciences" (di Castri, 1990). Two years later at the Rio Summit
(UNCED, United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development) the

Convention on Biological Diversity was signed by mode than 150 states, inçluding
Hungary.
The Preamble of the Convention on Biological ~ i v e r s i bstates as follows:
I

"Affirming thst the conservation of biological diversity is a çomrnon
concem of humankind,
ReafFirming that States have sovereign rights over their own
biological resources,
Reaffirming also thnt States are responsible for conserving their
biological diversity and for using their biological resources in a
sustainable manner,
Concemed that biological diversity is being sighificantly reduced by
certain human activities,
Aware of the gsnsral lack of information and knawledge regarding
biological diversity and of the urgent need to develop scientific,
technical and institutional capacities to provide the basic
understanding upon which to plan and implement appropriate
measures,

Noting that it is vital to anticipate, prevent and attack the causes of
significant reduction or loss of biological diversity at source,
I

Noting also that where there is a threat of signihcant reduction or loçç
of biologioal diversity, laçk of full scientifio oértainty shauld not be
used as s reason for poîtponing measures to avdid or minimise such a

threat,
Noting further that the fundamental reqnirement for the conservation
of biological diversity is the in-situ conservation of ecosystems and
nahiral habitats and the maintenance and1 recovery of viable
populations of specics in their naturai surroundibgs."
I

Again, this cloîely reflects the day-to-day cxperience bf biologists and the lessons
of their discipline. Consistent with this, the maintendme and safeguarding of the
biodiversity in the Szigetk6z and other affccted areas df the GabCikovo-Nagymaros
Project is an important national and international conckm.
I

4.2.2. BIODIYERSI'PI LOSS IS UNAVOIDABLE bHYDROPOWER
Natural eoosysterns are among the rnost carnplicatéd naturai systerns. Despite
rnuch study, ecologists are ail1 far from s comblete understanding of this
çomplexity. Natural ecosystems form an intricately interwoven system of the
populations of plants, hcrbivorous and carnivorous anirnals, decornpasers and the
I

non-living environment. Most of the living creatures of an ecosystem are invisible;
in the gallery-foreçts of the Szigetkoz there are several thousand species of which
the conspicuous trees, game-anirnals, fishes and birds altogether repaesent only 12% at most. In the case of the floadptain ecosystems the river forms the core of the
system. Its physical, chemical and biological parameters influence directly or
indirectly every other part of the çystem. It is inconceivable ta suppose that
riverine ecosystems can be maintained by diverting substantial proportions of the
water discharge from the main channel into an isolated power canal. Yet Miroslnv
LiSka, a senior Slovak engineer, said in a recent report to New Scientiçt (Pearce,
1994): "We have çeparated the navigational and commercial function of the river
from its ecological function. This gives us a unique opportunity to develop this
section of the river in its natural form".
This artificially engineered "natural fom" of the former river can at best be an
artifjcial lacustrine ecosystem, if weirs are built, or an artificial smnll river if not.
In any event, it would be far from performing the eupotamon functions described
below [Chopter 4.3.2.2). What kind of ecological function of the river is left, if the
flux is misçing? The quoted scenario could be more or less valid only if 95% of the
discharge remains in the main channef.

In the case of the implementation of the GabCikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System,
the substantial loss of flora and fauna is inevitable for several reasons:
- Certain habitats are no longer available. Species adapted to these
conditions (main channel with high water flow velocity) will
disappear;
- With the changing water Ievel and flow conditions many species
find themsefves in the wrong place, forced to move and recolonise to
the nearest right place. Such has often been the case in an actively
developing natural river system. The present Cunovo Dam situation,
however, is quite different, for the magnitude of change was
abnormally large (e.g. a 2-3 m drop in water leveI), and the natural
and semi-natural spots now are mostIy fragmented, çeparated by long
distances, allowing Iittle chance for many species to reaçh the suitable
place;
- Even if they Gan find the correct place to coIonise they have to
campete with weedy species from the disturbed environment, and,
having lost substantial genetic diversi@ through the "bottle-neck
effect" of migration, they fail to establish themgelves. Genetic
diversity is necessary to adjust the population into the multi-species
cornmunity's food web system (Vrijenhoek, 1994);
- Peak operation with huge daily fluctuation of the water level and
flow velocity creates an additional burden and subsequent loss to the
aquatic and littoral ecosystems (see Chapter 4.4).
,

All there are basically stochastic processes: their tirne requirernent and concrete
realisation is highly unpredictable. A limited amount o f disturbance can actually
increase local biodiversity but usuqlly only at the expense of regional biodiversity .
In other words, nsw weedy species with ubiquitous distribution will enter the
biotic cammunities and out-oornpete the unique local species or genotypes.

Thus, the final outcorne, a losn of local biadiversid, i s unavoidable. This has
already been demonstrated by every single water regulation, including the Upper
Rhine barrage syçtem or the Rhône barrage çystem'. P. Peterrnann (1987), an
authority on Upper Rhine ecologiçal impacts, concludes on the results of the two
centuries of river transformations. "Altogether eacd intervention had adverse
effects that made further measures necessary" (cf. Lasing, 1994). The most
regrettable fact of biodiversity losses is that they are to some extent irreversible,
particularly if they are lnduced by physical modifications of the habitat. As
opposed to chernical disturbances or pollution, physicdl disturbances like dams are
other places,
irreversible. Even if a locally lost species
the colonisation
the speoifiç genetic composition will not be
an adaptive gene
was successful, hundreds of generations are
(Frankel and Saule,
pool comparable to that of the extinct, original
1981).
4.3 ECOLOGY OF FLOODPLAINS
by Joachim Losing and Albert Roux

In the past ten years, the view of rivers as one-dimensional structures, prirnarily
detemined by the environmental parameters upstrbam and downskam, has
progressively been enlarged to encompass other functional dimensions: the lateral
dimension (riverine-floodplain interactions), the vertical dimension (surface watergroundwater interactions), and the time dimension
the interfering multi-scaled
ecological to geohistorical processes (Amaros et
987). We will focus here on
the lateral dimension of river-floodplain systems.

The determining ecological factor of floodplains isl the cycle of flooding and
drying. Othsnvise, the whole ecasystem with its tyfiical floodplain forests and
other types of biotopes could not exist. Floodplainç are extensive nmphibic
ecosystems in contrast to other types of wetlands.

1

wpho-dynami~

hvdro-dynarnica
periodicity and amplitude of
water level and depending
water table fluctuations.

series/course of erosions, rransports
and sedrrnentations (formation of bank
failuren, grave1 b&, embankments,
and loamy roplayers)

pedo-dvnamlq
micro reIief and texture çonditioning soil genesis;
dynamics of the soil water w d soi1 air balance;
impon of nutrients (and polluwnts)

bio-dve
evolution (self-organisation)of flodplain
biccoenoseç and succession

Figure 4.1: Processes of naiuralfaoo&!ain 4narnics responsibie for the varie@ of
strttclures (Henrichfreise, 1988, mod$ed in Losing, 1994)

The periodicity and the amplitude of water level fluctuations in the reaches and the
inundation area are determined by hydrodynamics, the specific water discharge
regime of a river (Figure 4.1). Running water produces eresion, transport, and
deposition, Le., morphodynamics. Morphodynamics result in soil genesis, soiiwater dynamics and soil-air diffusion, known as pedo-dynarnics (including
dynamics of other substances like oxygen, nutrients and polIutants; sec Chopter 3).
Lastly, hydrodynamics and morphodynamics are controiling al1 ecological
processes. In addition, the topography of the inundation area and the conductivity
of al1 stretehes for irrigation and drifiing biota are of particular importance.

4.3.2 THE ECOLOGICAL ZONATION
4.3.2. J Landscape ecologicaI zonation

A rnosaic of structures, typical in a floodplain, arises from the combination of al1
processes, with vaying impact from place to place. Nevertheless, the structures
may be differentiated following the generally acknowledged ecological zonation
(Henrichfreise, 1988):
a) Surface waters of the floodplain and river banks

Surface waters of the floodplain are subdivided according to the period of water
discharge lpemanently to episodically fiiled witb water), the intensiiy of the
current (fast flowing to stagnant) and the morphology, or form, of surface (narrow,
broad and deep, shatlow). River banks are subdivided by inclination (steep to

l

1

gentle slope), substratum (silt to gravel), and durhion of the terrestrial and
arnphibian phases.

Lower zones of thefloodplain (wer ro mois$
b) Softwood and lower hardwood floodplain

l

The softwood floodplain is subdivided açcording to the intensity of hydro- and
morphodynamics. Dynamic sofhvood exists in areas near the river with strong
erosion and deposition. Wet sofhood exists in areas distant from the river, situated
on s higher level with little influence of srosion And deposition). The lower
hardwaod floodplain is differentiated by shorter duration of fioading, depending
on the relief and granular fine soils.
Upper zones of the floodplain fies h ru moderate dry)

1
I

c) Upper hardwood floodplain and transition zone

The zones are differentiated first by the duration of floods, which dependç on the
relief. Second, the cornbination of fine deposits a n d t h s depth of the upper soi1
layer characterise the upper zones. Inundation is relatively brief but periodical in
the upper hardwood floodplain. In the transition d n e , inundation is- brief and
episodio. Due to hurnsn impact, such sr ernbankrnenti and darns,'another zonation
has to be introduced:
Active Joodplains

A

Today, human activities divide the floodplain into twb ecologically distinct areas.
The sections of the original inundated areas whikh are situated within the
ernbankments are the active recent floodplains. Floods, corresponding
groundwater-table fluctuations, and the four dynamic Iprocesses (hydro-, morpho-,
pedo- and biodynamics; see Figure 4.1) are responsible for their existence and
variable changes, though river replation and bed d+gradation, the latter mainly
caused by dredging (see Chapter 2.2), have already 'altered the dynamics of the
çystem to a certain extent.
Oldjloodplains (prolected side of the jloodphin)
The sections of the original inundated areaç which ire protected from floods by
levees or dams are called old floodplains. They originate from natural floodplainç
but lack the determining factor. The influence of a fluctuating groundwater-table
which corresponds to the water level of the river, althdugh reduced, is the only one
rernsining. Side branch systems with stagnant watkr belong to this category.
Geographically, these side-amis are still part of the floodplain; ecologically, they

are no longer an integral part of the floodplain system. Instead, they tesemble a
lacustrine environment wiîh stapanr waters, such as lakes, marshes, and other
types of wetlands.
b

4.3.2.2 Thefloodplain waterbodies
The typalogy of floodplain ,waterbodies in the Szigetkoz c m be summarised as
follows, recognising 4 main types of functional sets (Figures 4.2 and 4.3):

- Eupotamon: the main channel of the river, the meandering sections
and its anabranches (braided zone) with a permanent unidirectional
flow. The bottom is composed of stones and grave]. There is no
stratification in temperature or oxygen. There is an absence of
macrophytes. Zoobenthos is dorninated by rheophilic species with
lirnited abundance and low biomass. Fish community is characterised
by rheophilic species, open substratum spawning species, and littte
ichthyomass;
- Parapotamon: the side-arms of the braided zone are permanently
connecteci with the main channel at their downstream ends. The flow,
which is fed by both surface and groundwater, may reverse due tu
water level fluctuations in the main channel. The bottom is composed
of grave1 rnixed with sand and silt. Vertical stratification of
temperature and oxygen content may appear. Macrophytes are scarce
but phytoplankton is abundant and rich in biornass. The fish
cornmunity is rather diversified and the ichthyornass moderate;
- Plesiopotamon: permanently or temporarily stagnant waterbodies
that were formerly side-amis in the braided belt. They are sometimes
fed by groondwater. Their size increases or decreases according to the
hydrological conditions. The bottom iç silt and clay. Vertical
stratification in temperature and oxygen content exists. Dense groups
of macrophytes and phytoplankton are diversified and very abundant.
Zoobenthos and zooplankton have a high biornass. Fish communities
are mildly diversifled, and ichthyomass varies from very low to very
high;
- Paleopotamon: permanently stagnant waterbodies, oxbow lakes,
very rarely inundated by flood. The bottom is silt and clay. There is
important stratification of temperature and oxygen content.
Macrophytes are very dense, and phytoplankton very sparse. The
biomass of the zoobenthos is low. Fish comrnunities have few species,
and ichthyomass is rather high.

4.3.2.3 The various biocoenoses h o o d p h i n s
The following description is based on the natural rnorphological formations and
follows Figure 4.4.
I
I

In surface waters, flowering pIants and aquatic mac<ophytes, submerged or with
swimming leaves, represent the vegetation. Here, the, continua1 existence of open
water is required. During average fluctuations i of water levels, pioneer
cornrnunities (algae and lichen) coexist with reeds :on non-wooded, amphibian
shores (ecotones). The water level fluctuates frequently and periodically.
On the bars and islands, bushy willow stands grow, eventually followed by willow
'trees and poplars, grouped in dynamic softurood riparian forests. Under typical
conditions, they exist on a low level, only slightly above the average water Ievel.
The vegetation is submerged by flood water up to 5 months a year on average (in
Central Europe). Under extreme climatic events, inundation occurs only 3 weeks
or up to 9 months. Ashes and alders are the main species of the wet varieties of
softwood' and lower hardwood riparian forests. Elms 'and oaks dominate the more
common dynamic parts of the hardwood forests! These dynamic parts are
connected to the upper hardwood riparian forests on higher ground, which consist
of a large variety of species, especially elms and oaks. A transition zone , usually
çontaining deciduous forests with elms, oaks and hornbeams, is flooded only
episodically or exceptionally during a few dayç per
The highest elevations of
the floodplains consist of a grave1 substratum which carries specific vegetation
cornrnunities adapted to a very dry and rather hot environment. They are cnlled
'"steppe forests and meadows" along the Danube and! "Heisslaende" r h o t lands7')
in Austria and "Brennen" ("burners") in Gennany. ;
The most important detemining factors for the lvegetation are duration of
inundations and the elevation of the groundwater-table during the vegetation
period. Tt should be remarked that the zonation is inot an absolute, but only a
reIative division baçed on the altitudinal levels. It is subtly diversifieci by the
different levels, frequencies, and durations of flood?; by the soil texture; and by
the current. The fluvial processes of erosion and, deposition interrupting the
genesis of soil is responsible for the existence of softwood riparian farests on the
same level as old hardwood forestlands. The appearance of many formations side
by side in irnmediate vicinity and in different steps of!succession is typical.
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Figure 4.4: Di~tributionof plant formations on a cross-section of the middle reaches of an
alpineforeland river h m Eilenberg, 1976, rnodijîed in Yon and Tendron, 1981)

In addition, rare, çatastrophic events, such as ice drifts blocking the çhannel and
causing extraordinary floods, create hrther formations of bare soils and rough
pioneer areas on all altitudinal levels.
Furthemore, activities of animals such as beavers and ruminants (herds of wild
cattle, horseç and deer) create and maintain open land, leaving meadows, pastures,
forest edges and brushes or beaver ponds. Man haç also been part of the ecosystem
since the gIacial epoch, cutting trees to gain arable land, pastures and wood. Due to
the Iarge number of biotopes, the dynarnics related to inundations, and the
resulting various stages of pIant and animal composition, the floodplain ecosystem
containç the largest variety of species outside the sea and rnountainç (see Chapler
4.1). AccordingIy the species have adapted uniquely to the various sections of the
floodplain.
Highly speciaIised species are to be found in the lower zones where an excellent
adaptation to extreme factors is necessary to survive. Environmental conditions

~1

change more quickly and more ofien than in other systerns. Thus, organisms must
use pioneer strategies to seule new sites. They Gan reach new sites, passing large
distances, either actively or passively, such as seeds which are transported by
water. Many species need special sites. For instance, tarnariscs and wading birds
need grave1 bars, and kingfishers or sand martins neid the native, steep slopes of
bank failures for breeding. Many witlows, on the other hand, have a large spectrum
of sites on which they may proliferate, if they manage to compete successfully
'against other woody species. Only in floodplains do they prevail since they endure
long-tem inundations up to 300 dayslyeas (100-190 dayslyear on average). The
beaver and many birds, such as the black stork and osprey, have loi~g-rangehabitat
demands and prefer undisturbed places for nesting on islandç or in natural forests.
Fiçh and invertebtntes depend on permeable and undisturbed migration routes to
their spawning grounds, which for many may only be found in the floodplain.
I

4.3.3 BIOLUGICAL FUNCTIONS OF FCOODPLATNS AND RJ VER-FLOODPLAIN
iNERACTIONS

;

We try here to summarise the main biological flinctions of floodplains and
floodplain-river interactions in order to identify the losses that are caused by
alterations of river systems and to provide a scientifk rationale for conservation.
Four main biological firnctions cm be identified:
I

-the nutrient cycle and water quality;

l
I

-the organic matter cycle and the biomass production;

- the life-cycles o f aquatic species and the maintenance of
çommunities;

-- the biodivenity.
,

4.3.3.1 The nutrient cycle and d e r quai@

The complexity of the processes interacting in i the floodplain makes the
identification of-its role as source or sink for minka1 nutrients difficult. Flood
waters bring substantial amounts of nutrients to the floodplain. They fuel plant
growth and are responsible in part for the high nutrient level of alluvial
ecosystems. The uptake of these nutrients by floodplain vegetation provides a
purification mechanism for the surface water of the river.
Regdation of a river and its floodplain affects the water qualiq rnainly by
changing the water temperature and the ions correlated with primary production.
Reservoirs in the main channel act as thermal regulators due to the great quantity
of water and the decrease in short-tem and seasonal fluctuations. These' reservoirs
also trap nutrients and sediment, including suspendyd, particular organic matter.

The transport of nutrients, especially nitragen and phosphorus, iç often blocked in
reçervoirs. The physio-chemical dynamics of a regulated river are essentialIy
controtled by the parameters of the reservoir, such as storage capacity and the
position of the water outflow and by its function, such as a deep release
(hypolimniaf) outflow or underflow mechanism. In the Mississippi river, during
low flow, some authors note autochtonous nitrogen and phosphorus inputs frorn
side-arms and former channels to the main channel (Fremling et al, 1989). During
floods, the physio-chernical composition of the dead side-arms and the main
channel are similar. Regulation directly influences the chemical composition of the
main channel, but, according to the exchanges between this channel and the other
floodplain waterbodies, the water quality of the floodpIain environments will also
be affected. These floodplain waterbodies will nevertheless act as refuges for tlie
fauna of the river during disturbing events, such as chemical and toxic pollutions.

4.3.3.2 The organic matter cycle and the bioïnass producfion
Fluvial wetlands appear to be among the most productive ecosystems. Two
conditions can explain this productivity. First, abundance of land-water interfaces
characterise these systems; such interfaces prove to be the most productive zone
along land-to-water gradients. Second, the fluctuating nature of these boundaries
("moving littoral") promote a very active mineralisation and recycling of the
organic matter, resulting in a higher productivity than in more stable aquatic or
terrestrial conditians (Junk el al., 1989). Preliminary data on floodplain forests of
the South-East coast of the United States show (Cuffney, P 988j:

- the processes of the organic matter cycle enriches the riverinefloodplain environments. The floodplain introduces organic matter to
the river. These inputs outweigh the prirnary production of the river
and are of the same order as inputs from the upstream watershed.
They are important because they provide a substantial food source
suçtaining the riverine communities;
- The floodplain also regulates the organic matter cycle. The coarse
organic particles are retained by snags, slowing the losses- by
downstream exportation. The major release of organic matter to the
river (Le., the autumn litter) is usually postponed until the spring
flood.
Research carried out on the Slovak side of the Danube floodplain also provides
useful information. Numerous measurements of the phyto- and zooplankton
productions in the Danube side-arms provide evidence of the very high
productivity of these biotopes and their contribution to the productivity of the main
channel. The biomass and primary production of the main channel are greatly
influenced by the fauna (plankton, macroinvertebrates, fish juveniles) and
nutrients inputted from the side-arms and former channels (Ertl, 1985 and

Vranovsky, 1974, 1985). Studies of the Upper ~ i s s i s s i river
~ ~ i and the Rh6ne
river elabarate their roleî as producers and subsequent bistributors by their drift.
The fish production of the floodplain waterbodies )s highly correlated to the
periodic flooding. Nurnerous studies carried out in the braided side-arms of the
Danube give figures and estimations oonîerning this kubject. These studies show
the importance of dispersion from the side-amis to the kiver during hi& waters and
the subsequent shelter in former channels and lentic wlerbodies for fish whiçh did
not drift (Holbik and Bastl, 1973; HolEik et al., 19811and Holtik, 1988, 1991).
Parapotarniî and, to a lesser extent, pleisopotamiç waterbodies are of special
interest in this respect. Maintaining the eonnection with the river is very important
for production. If waterbodies are exeessively irolatdd and sporadically flooded,
their biornass and production are low. Studies of wdterbodies in the Rhine and
Rhône floodplains which are pemsnently or only tedporarily connecteci with the
river prove that higher biomass and diversity occur in perrnanently cannected
bodies (Lelek, 1989).

4.3.3.3The life-cycles of agerafic species and the mainlenance of
communifies
As in the case of fish, the known migration
of two rnayfiy species
(Leptophlebia cupido in Canada and Parameletus chelver in Sweden) provide
clues that floodplain water in bodies connected to the main channel are vital stages

in the life cycle of some invertebrate species. For these mayflieç, the aquatis
floodplain biotopes provide a temporary shelter from severe flow conditions in the
main channel and better temperature and food which accelerates growth (Hayden
and Clifford, 1974 and Olsçon and Soderstrom, 1978). When the main channel
returns to normal after a sevsre disfurbance (ruch las floods shifting the bed
sediment), side channels and temporarily inundated arFas provide potential sources
of organisms for the recolonisation of the main channel. This phenomenon is
docurnented by a shidy of post-flood invertebrate ddift in a side channel of the
Durance river in France (Prevot and Prevot, 1986). 1
The diversity of aquatic and serni-squatiî habitats is necesssry for the life cycle of
nurnerous fish species and for refuge during disturbing events such as floods,
reductions of discharge, or polluting inputs. The e x e p l e of a toxic pollution of
the Rhine in November 1986 cm be given (Müller and Meng, 1990). The
recolonisation (ressttling) of the main channol by fishds was quicker than expected
because many fish found shelter in the few rernaining 8r rejuvenated side-arms and
in the tributaries still connected with the çhannel. The periodic phenornena such as
floods, low flows, or physio-chernical cycles are essential to normal, productive
biological functioning of the floodplain. The neceçsity of these conditions can be
exemplified by the migration of fish in a sector of the l o r a v a river's fïoodplain.

1
1

4.3.3.4 The biodiversity
Biodiversity of benthiç invertebrutes in dtfJerent aquatic environments

Floodplain aquatic and semi-aquatic ecosystems support rich and diverse
cornmunities. They encompass the whole range of aquatic conditions from flowing
to stagnant to semi-aquatic waters. Two cases can be exemplified from the RhOne
floodplain. In the first one, a parapotamic side-arm, two opposing fiows enter a
former channel. Upstream, water seeps into the çhannel from the river. '
Downstream, the side-am is directly connected with the main channel, and
therefore feeds the channel durirrg low flow, whereas during floods the channel
feeds the side-am. Thus, within a two kilometre stretch of the former channel, a
clear gradient from a spring to fluvial condition exists. This results in a strong
gradient structure of benthic Oligochaefes communities with local overlapping of
phreatophilous, rheophilous and lenitophilous species (Juget and Roux, 1982).
In the second case, the large amplitude of hydrological fluctuation in a set of
former rneanders of the Ain river, France, provides the optimal conditions for the
shopt-tem coexistence of ecologically distinct aquatic beetle assemblages
(Richoux and Castella, 1986). This type of diversity can be described by the
"intermediate disturbance hypothesis" (Ward and Stanford, 1983), which states
that the praductivity of the system and the coexistence of othemise cornpetitive
species is enhanced by the diversity of ecosystems undergoing intermediate levels
of disturbances (in this case, floods or drought conditions). A traditional example
can be given of the diversity of former channe1 types in a floodplain sector
supporting a Iarge range of invefiebrate communities in the surface water and the
groundwater (Dole and Chessel, 1986). The lack of objective and comparative
methods to evaIuate the biological and functional diversity of floodplaln syçtems
should be emphasised. It is especially dificult to relate this parameter to diffèrent
taxonomic characters or to make cornparisons for different wetlands undergoing
various types of human alterations. The physical factors of a regulated
hydrosystem determine the ecoIogy according to the quality, quantity, and stability
of the benthic invertebrate communities. Different studies in the Missouri (Morris
et al., 1968 and Hesse et al., 1989a, 19X9b), Mississippi (Becket et cd.,1989),
Rhône (Cogerino, 1989 and Fruget, 1991) and Volga (Mordukhai-Boltovskoi,
1979) rivers show that species diversity is greater in unembanked parts of these
rivers than in embanked ones. Embankments lead tu a reduced diversity of
substrates (habitats), limiting biodiversity. The banks, ecotones between terrestrial
and aquatic (interstitial and potarnic) environments, play a very important role in
the processes of colonisation. ?lie vegetal and mineral habitats of eroding
environments which are connected pemanently to the river (lotic side channels,
wing dykes and embankments of the main channel) have more individuals than
minera1 habitats of silting environments and vegetal semi-terrestrial habitats. This
indicates the evolution of the waterbodies towards terrestrial stages by siltation.

140

Biodiversig of fsh in diflerenr aquatic environments
The taxonornic diversity of fish increases from upitrtrearn to downstream as a
funîtion of the diversity of habitats, Le., as the floodbiain increases. The positive
correlation between structure of fish cornmunities and an inçrease in stream order
is used to indicate geomorpliological and hydralogical changes along the
longitudinal continuum. The structure of fish comrnunities can also reflect
disruptionî in the hydrosystern (disappearance of bacdwaters and former channels,
disappearance of islands and shingle-shores), This il dernonstrsted by examples
from highly regulated rivers in the United ~ t â t e s ,su(h as the Missouri (Hesse et
al., 1989a, 1989b), Colorado (Stanfard and Ward, 19161, and Tennessee (Krenkel
el al., 1979) rivers. In these riverç, numerous native original species have been
replaced by exotic species as well as littoral and pelagic planktonophage species
which usually constitute a minor part of fish assemblages in unmodified reacheç.
In European regulated rivers, such as the RhBne (~e(sat,1988 and Fruget, 1992),
Rhine (Lelek, 1989) and Gerrnan-Austrian Danube OBalon ef al., 1986), the fish
communities are dominated by some species which rkpresent 80% or more of the
absolute abundance. The structure of fhese codmunities has shifted frorn
phytophilic (floodplain) spawners to mainly lithophi~lic(main channet) spawnerç
and limnophilic Cyprinids,clearly indicating a lowe4 value with respect to nature
conservancy. Thus, the species diversity of fish is :closely correlatecl to habitat
complexity. The more diversified and accessible the aquatic and semi-aquatic
areas are, the more variable is the structure of communities and the more diverse
the species. The same principle applies to the benthic invertebrates.

4.3.4 CONCLUSION

1
l

1

Fluvial wetlands and floodplain waterbodies are geherally more productive than
the running water of the main channel, When floodplain habitats are connected to
the river, almajor part of the organic matter is washed out into the mnning water,
providing food for the benthic invertebrates and the river fish. These connected
habitats are also used as spawning areas and nursericesas well as a refuge during
high spates or accidental pollutions of the main river by numerous fish species
1
from the river.

i

i

However, floodplain waterbodies and wctlalids are processed by naNral
phenornena (ecological successions, eutrophication, siltation) which transform
them into terrestrial habitats in a more or lesç short term sense (from severai
decades to a few centuries). The connections between floodplain environments and
the main river also experience temporal changes. ~eaçonaland annual fluctuations
on the çonnection with the main channel depend on /the water level of the river as
well as the morphology of the channels, alluvial plu& and bank levees. On longer
time-scales, changes of the degree of connection iesult from human impacts as
well as natural processes (ecological successions, siltation). Sorne of these
processes are revetsible, naturally or artificially. ~ h process
e
would be naturally

reversed if the fluvial dynamics (lateral erosion) can reset the ecological
successions and reconnect the former channels to the river. The connections could
also be ariificially restored (restoration concept). Considering the functional
dependency of the diverse habitats of river floadplains and their ability to restore
themçelves, any environmental management scheme should take into account the
different spatial dimensions of the fluvial hydrosystem (running to stagnant
waterbodieç, wetlandç, terrestrial biotopes, underground alIuvia1 biotopes) as well
as the temporal dimension (genesis of the diverse biotopes, successional pracesses,
changes in connectivity). To be applied, these dimensions must be quantified.
4.4 IMPACTS OF THE ORIGINAL PROJECT

by Joachim Lasing and Albert Roux

In order.to avoid repetition, the effects will be separated into short-tem and longterni impacts, the latter being evaluated in the operation section. NevertheIess, al1
impacts will be discussed in Chopter 4.4.2,

-

4.4.1.1 Dunakiliti-HruSov Resewoir

L

The Dunakiliti-Hrusov Reservoir was envisaged with a size of approximately 60
square kilometres, including the head race canal. This eIement of the Original
Projeçt has already been real ised. Al1 the aquatic and floodplain structures except
the main channel have been destroyed by grave1 excavation, construction of the
dyke and the canal or by other measures; al1 forests have been cIeared, and al1
other vegetation has been removed within about 6,000 hectares.
The Original Plans had counted on taking about 6 manths to fil1 the Dunakiliti
Reservoir, while the waters on the floodplain and on the protected side branches
downstream in the Szigetkoz would have received a continuouç water supply.
Howver the riverine and floodplain ecosystem needs much more time to adapt,
despite the fact that this type of ecosystem is able to react faster than other types
(like beech forestç and other zona1 systems; cf. L~sing,19941, utilising inherent
means of reproduction afier catastrophic+events.

4.4.1.2 The Szigetküz
Under natural conditions those catastrophic events, mentioned above, are very rare
and do not affect a complete ecosystem, such as the Szigetk~zwith about 375
square kilometres, not to mention the area of the Slovak i i t n ? Ostrov. In addition,

there are usualiy undisturbed areas upstream and dohstream where any form of
re-population can start from. In this case, however, the section of the Szigetkoz
would have been locked as an isolated island bedveen the irnpoundrnents of
Dunakiliti and Nagymaros, developing laoustrine rathdr than riverine biotopes.
Because of the long history of river training and wo4s in advance of the project,
some of the anticipated damage has already occurred. Due to extensive grave1 dredging amund Bratislava the riwrbed of the main channe1 lhad degraded drastiîally (see
Chapter 2.2). The corresponding groundwater-table had dropped as well.

l

As a result of the relatively fast filling of the upper reiewair which war envisaged,

al1 the vegetation types in the Szigetkoz, influenced by the groundwater, would
have been damaged by the extraordinary water shmtaAe. For the vegetation as well
as the fauna depending on it, the water regime bf the surface soil-layer in
combination with the floods is the most fundamentif1 factor (Losing, 1994). The
drop of groundwater-tables together with reduced inundations would have caused
severe problems in the water balance of the plants.1 Specifically, these changes
would have threatened the s o h o o d riparian forestsof willow and poplar in this
area (Mesziiros et ai., 1993). Willow woods "used lto give a nearly continuous
cover on the islands of the Szigetkoz-Danube labyrinth until the 1920s" (Simon et
al., 1993). Partially they had to give way to the timder plantations, mainly in the
central parti of the inlands. Nevertheless, the rernaiding woods indicsud in 1991
were still in "better conditions than indiîated by dada ccollected by Kirpkti in the
1950s fmm willow woods autside the Szigetk6zn(simon et oL, 1993).

4.4.1.3 The Nagymaros Reservoir and i f 5 ldownsfreamsection
I

all le^

The 123 km-long reservoir, including the Danube
upstrearn of Nagymaros,
would have radically changed ecological conditions! This section of the Original
Project would have required the reinforcement and extension of dykes along both
banks of the Danube to contain the water fluctuatiops resulting from pesk power
operation. The con'struction of the reservair levees m u l d have wiped out the dry
rneadowr on top of the previauî dykes as well a s parts af the narrow strip of
recent, active floodplains within the embankment.

The intended lowering of the riverbed downstream of Nagymaros would have
degraded the riverbed by 0.60-1.20 rn on average ({ee Chaprer 23). Considering
the findings of the MaBi ecosystem study at A p w ~ r t h ,Austria (Haw and
Nachtnebel, 1989 and Losing, 19941, the correspovding drap of water Ievels by
only about 0.50 rn caused already negative effe~tsto the vegetation of that
particular stretçh of the Austrian Danube. Similar impacts are to be expected a$
this section of the project.

Man-and-Biosphere program of the UNESCO

4.4.2.1 General impacts un the aquatic biotopes
Accarding to HoICik et al. (1 98 1 ), the waters in the entire section affected by the
scheme covered about 7,937 hectares prior to the con~truction.~The bands,
delirnited by the water-level variations (the ecotone of the littoral zone), extended
over approximately 671 hectares. The surfaces between the littoral zones (the
medial zones) covered 7,266 hectares. None of these areaç would have remained in
their previous condition çince hydrotogic parameters would have changed
everywhere.

The benthos communities of the riverbed would have beeo destroyed in al1 the
sections where the bed would had been deepened by dredging or other measures,
çuch as the construction of dams, coffer dams, dykes or "undenvater weirs". The
reduced discharge by the upper reservoir during the filling would have caused
further damage to the other aquatic biotopes suffering from water çhortage as a
result of the induced riverbed erosion.
Those detrimental effects have been mentioned by the SIovak hydrobiologist
HolEik and contributors (198 1):
,

\

"We may now conclude by stating that after the completion of the
GNRBS project, the entire Danube section stretching between Bratislava
and Nagymaros will have only a minimum biological importance, and
moreover the fish populations of both the lower and vpper Danube
sections can be expected to show considerable decreases. The principal
negative influence of the GNRBS is that the conception of the project
with a diversion canal eliminates the very floodplain which, together with
the am systems, makes up the productive base of this region and also acts
a sort of biocenotic centre as well, which determines to a considerable
extent the population of the main channel by al1 aquatiç organisms."
>

4.4.2.2Dunakiliti- HruSav Reservoir
ln the upper reservoir the benthic biamass would have been about 30 times higher
compared to the previous conditions in the main channel, prirnarily Oligochaetes
(HolCik et al., 1981).

This figure given by WolCik et al. (1981) is ptobably far too low. It would just account for the
Danube itself between Bratislava (rh1870) and Budapest [rkm 1650) considcring an average
width of 360 m. Thus the side branches on both sides of the river are not included.

general decline of the water level would have resulted in the rapid expansion of
weed cornmunities. This is particularly striking in the main channel in the
Szigetkoz (Mészhros et al., 1994a).
Interruptions ofconneclions

As a result of the diversion into the bypass canal, the çonnection between the
previouç main channel and the branch system in the recent, active floodplain
would have for the most part ceased to exist. The diversity of this braided zone
waç the most important conservational factor for the survival of several species in
the main channel. Therefore, the diumal and seasonal migrations between these
two parts of the aquatic system in the upper section of the Szigetkoz would have
stopped. This fact would cause a decline in the populations, partiçularly in the long
term (M&szhroset al.,1994a).

The oldfloodplain (the prof ected side) in the Szigetkoz
The-decline or gradua1 disappearance of the popuIations in the oxbow lakes, canals
and ponds would have been more rapid than in the active floodplain inside the
inundation dykes, because the artificial water supply would have been even less
effective in these biotopes. As a direct result of the diversion, the water would
have practically disappeared in the oxbow lakes. Therefore, their fish fauna would
mostly have been killed out. The chance for a natural repopulation would have
been minimal (Mésdros et al., 1 99421).
Experiences of ecological impacts af the Upper Rhine

Fundamental changes in the area of project would be expected in al1 the riparian
forests and vegetation, except perhaps those small elevations with steppe forests
which have not been inundated (at least not in recent decades). Many floodplain
ecosystems of other rivers have experienced çirnilar damage and destruction
caused by river regulation and waterpower development. The example of the
Upper Rhine between Basel, SwitzerIand, and Rastatt, Germany, is appropriate,
especistlly as it was used to show the environmental benefits of the GabEikovoNagymaros Project.
At the upper' Rhine chree steps of river training have been carried out çince the
beginning of last century (see Plate 3, Volume 1). Every stage of the regulation

workç was accompanied by unexpected, serious, adverse effects which were meant
to be corrected with the next measure; nevertheless, other ecooomic and ecological

damage oocurred.' Therefore, France and G e n a n y dkcided to break the vioious
circle of çorreçting the negative impacts of a barra& by building another one
further downstream and opted for a smalI-scale sdution with the controlled
addition of riverbed material (see Chapter 2.6.1). ~urtdermore,about 10 years ago
a large programme was started ai the Upper Rhine td restore floodplain habitats
which were damageci or Iost by the irnplernentation Of the Upper Rhine barrage
system. The programme combines fi-ood protection measures with ecological
restorntion and is called "htegrated Rhine Program" (LW,
1994 and RP Karlsruhe
and Freiburg, 1990).

The impacts of hydropower development at the Uppef Rhine were disastrous for
flora and fauna. At parts of the 70 km section of the! full diversion, 81% of the
alluvial forests were devasrated or dead. In the section Partially diverted only some
typical vegetation and their fauna survived within thk inundation dykes though
with considerable change in composition of specids. In the section of river
barrages (phase 3 on Plate 3, V ~ I u m eJ ) , the entire floodplain eçosystem was
excluded from floods, Most of the vegetation (85%) changed from being typical
and adspted to the ecological Conditions of a floodplbin to being unadapted and
uninfluenced by groundwater. In none of the regwlated sections of the Rhine4
could the natural unique vegetation and wildlife be preserved. The new
çommunities are çignificantly less valuable from the ec;ological and conservational
point of view (Hügin, 1980, 1981; Dister et al., 1990; Hügin and Henriçhfreise,
1992 and Losing, 1994).
At the Upper Rhine, the predominant plant communities of the lower and upper
hardwood riparian forests, belonging to the elm-ash-o$k forests (Querco- Ulmefum
minoris Issl. 24), are replaced by those of the oldest $nd uppemost levels of the
floodplain, belonging to the oak-hornbeam forests (Carpinion betuli Issl. 3 1 em.
Oberd. 57) and no longer being influenced by gro(ndwstcr. Tho influence of
floods has become negligible as well. Due to the long !ife-cycle of woody species,
the conversion of the forests is still in process, but the characteristic species of the
I
herb layer have rnanifested the change.
I
I

Predicrable changes in the Szigetkoz
The impacts of the Original Project on the wetland habitats of the Szigetkoz would
be quite sirnilar, though their species composition iç slibhtly different (Figure 4.5).

I

,

4

Sirnilar effects have been observed for example at the RhOne ri& (Fruget, 1992).
(the scftions of full anci partiril diversion iu well as the section dfbarrngei)
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Figure 4*5: Impacts of the Original Projecd on the natural vegetabion of the Szigetkoz.
The schemaiic cross-section wirhouf scale shows fhe (simplified) na furai poten tial
vegeiation ( c j Kdrpati and Kcirpdti, 1991) and the prediclable reduc Hon of its areas
(highestflood 1954 at Bra~isluvu;Me: averagejlows; QI~,:average lowJo w; QhiEJ,:
allowed occasional high discharge = 200 rn3/s; &in: lowesf$ow = 50 mS/s). The shrubby
associaiion ofAlmond-leaved w d Furple Wi1loi.v (Salicetum tnandrae-purpureae) on the
bankr; will decrease drasf icilly due to the reduced morphological dynarnics in the main
channel. Ali the other associations will sskink (O much smailer areas and lower levels due
io the reduced inundation. The species composition of all, even of the oak forests
(Convallario-Quercetum) and rhe oak-hombeam foresrs (Querco-Cqinetum) in ifs loiver
levels, will modify. However, the lutter will noi achiwe full diversity because the sparse
jIoods willprevent the establishment oftheir zona1 elemen~s,i.e. species which do not
endure inu~rdationai all.

Older forests on small topsoil Iayers or with previous seasonal 'groiindwatersupply
would recede, younger ones would reduce theit leaf area if the abiotic conditions
were not too extreme (cf. Nary and Nachtnebel, 1989). Rejuvenation would stop
just as dynamics do. Instead, as a sign of degradation, other communities would

spread out in periodically or permanentiy wet depressibn, such as swamp forests of
the Thelypteri-Alnehm (with black alder) which are tybical for areas far away from
the main channel at the edge of the floodplain. HO^, most of their former
stands would die. The aqvatic rnacrophytes (class of qotametea) would suffer from
the vanishing surface waters in the side branches being scarcely scattered in the
main channel myway.

In addition, large parts of the floodplain would los4 its occasional contact with
groundwater since the maximum level of floods will decrease considerably (see
Chapter 3).
Another indicator ernphasises the degradation. The &cy alder (Alnus incana) is a
iypical tree of subalpine rivcn prcferring initial stades and raw soils, rnostly on
grave1 banks. These pioneer phases had become
because of the reduced
morpho-dynamics and so did Alnus incana (Simon et al., 1993). Almost the sarne
happened at the Upper Rhine about 100 years earliér when Tullars rectification
works forced the river to flow in a new straightened bed. The 3,448 islmds and the
numemus branches of the braided zone between ~ a ) c land Strasbourg vanished
and the new channel degraded by up to 4 metres until 1900 (cf. Losing, 1994).
Today only a few patches with some specirnen of AI^ incono are still present in
the floodplains of the Upper Rhine. They have been decreasing continuausly since
the last century. This example shows how slowly the change, especially in the
composition of tree species, actually takes place.

rb

However, 64% of the vegetation in the active floodpl$in of the Szigetkoz indicated
a near-natural status (Simon, 1992) before the real implementation of Variant C
and the resulting desiccation of the upper and middle Szigetkoz. Regarding the
whole Szigetkoz area of approximately 37,500 hectards, about 25% was covered by
near-natural or serni-cultivated plant associations such as forests, paplar and willow
woods, aquatic vegetation, marshes and pastures. A l p u g h they were plantcd on
most of the sites, the poplar and willow stands are regarded as near-natural
associations because they accommodate floodplain elements and even some
montane elements (Mésziros et al., 1993).

i

The anticipated impacts of the Original Project infldencing the ecosystern of the
Szigetkaz can be summarised as follows (cf. ~ é s z i r o set! al, 1994a):

I

- a drastic reduction of the discharge in the miin channel of the Old
Danube;

l

- significant changes in the groundwater levels brimarily its decline);
- floods fail to enter the floodplain except ai a discharge 2 6,5007,500 m3/s (the Old Danube receives additihal discharges above
4,000 m3/s only);

I
i

-

- the floods actually entering the floodplain and the almost desiccated
main channel arrive in an extremely short time and with high velocity;
- daily fluchiations of several rnetres in the water level with inverse
flow directions, primarily in the middle and lower reaches, as a result
of peak-operation at GabEikovo.

4.4.2.4 The Nagymat-os Reservoir and ids downstream section
With the implernentation of the Original Project, approximately 20 islands,
peninsulas and large parts of the shoreline would have been submerged. The
narrow but active floodplain would have been destroyed cornpletely.
Peakpower operation

The shores being the ecotone of the moving littoral (Junk et al., 1989) would have
been attaçked by daily water level fluctuation of 1-4 m, depending on the location
in the reservoir. Additional rip-rap would also have hindered the settlement of
vascular plants. In a word both strips of daily inundation would have been fiee of
vegetation - a devastated belt.

Such bare bands are well-known £rom the shores of pumped storage lakes, high
dams and upland reservoirs although they are usually induced not by daily but by
periodical alternations. Peak-power operation at the Greek river, Arachthos, near
Arta, resulted in sevese darnage of the banks and the devastation of the fomedy
braided, nearly unregulated river bed.

I

Geneml impacrs ofpeakpower operation on aquatic habitats

-

-

Peaking flow operation is the most harrnful mode of operation for two main
reasons: the initial surge of water released into the tailwater during start up of the
turbines, and the highly fluctuating water levels In the tailwater. The surge period is
a highly turbulent one. Very rapid changes occur in depth and velocity. The surge
scours the rare macrophytes, the periphyton, the invertebrates, juvenile fish, and it
disorients aduIt fish. The sudden changes in flow can exceed the rate of reaction of
anirnals and some are stranded at low flows. Others are entrained by high flows.
Highly fluctuating water levels include "fluctuating zones" in the tailwater
unsuitable either for terrestrial or (especially) aquatic organisms. Terrestrial or
aquatic macrophytes simply cannot develop. Very few specialised benthic
invertebrates are able to survive in these zones, particularly Oligochaetes and
Chironornids. Spawning sites and nursery zones for .fish cannot exist; ernbryos and
juveniles of fishes cannot survive. Even if they sire drifiing from side-arms or other
tributaries, they will be washed out by the next surge or they will die £rom
desiccation or rapid changes in temperature.

waterbodies containing the most valuable fish are the most dangeroiisly damaged
(Plate 4.3, Volume 5).

The termination of contact between the branch system and the Old Danube caused
severe damage to the benthos, the plankton and the fish fauna. A number of
detailed studies has been produced on fish kills occurring as an immediatc impact
(see in Mésziros et al., 1943, 1 994a, 1994b, Chapfer5.4j.
I

In the branch system of the Upper SzigetkGz, the water level was critically low in
the spring and early summer up until the beginning of the ternporary watet supply
by purnping in July 1994. The formerly large and unintempted reaches were
separated into several tiny waterbodies. Inevitably, the number of individuals
within the rheophileusS species decreased to a greater extent than those favouring
stagnant waters. Several rheophilous migratory species reappeared due to the
temporary w t e r supply. However, the numbers within non-migratory rheophilous
species declined cornpared to the previous stage. In short, the order and balance
arnong cemmunities was upset by the drastic changes in the biotopes of the active
floodplain.
Middle section of the Szigetkoz

/

In the middle reach of the previws main channel, h m the end of the Hungarian
branch system at AsvhY to the conjunction with the tail-race canal, the surface
waters have backed up to r k m 1820-1825, Le., 9 to 14 kilometres up to the nrea of
Lipot. This section has lost its sub-montane stream character as well. Not only the
total number of fish but abo the number of fish species has decreased in this
stretch. The main channel has lost its function and the rheophilous species are
present in small numbers, if at all. Therefore, the most significant immediate
éhange has taken place in this reach from the fish-faunistic aspect. Another çhain
of barriers would have been built by the "undenvater weirs" in the main channel
transfonning the ecological conditions from those typical for mnning waters to
aEmost lacustrine conditions in the several impoundments of the small barrages (sec
Chapfers2.5 and 4.6).
The oldfloodplain (protected side of the floodplain)
As a result of the at2ificial water supply, the marshy oxbow lake of the Zhtony
Danube, originalIy stagnant, beçame a canal with a flow'velocity at some places of
0.4-0.8 mls. As a result of the provision of supplementaq water from the Moson
Danube, the fish fauna of the latter was introduced to the Zatony Danube. For this
reason, the number of fish species increased significantly, but only one species of

li

(attribute ofspecies which prefes nrnning waters with distinct vefocity)

the previous fish fauna survived in large numbers QCobitidae). The increase in
number of fish species must not divert attention from \he fact that thc original fish
fauna has lost importance. The number of individuils within these eurytropic6
species became high and their excessive proliferation may lead to the decline of the
former (mostly stenotropic7) biota en masse ( ~ é s z h r oet
i al., 1944a).

Arnong the oxbow lakes in the old floodplain, the rnortlake at Lipiit was
outstanding in terms of its faunistic value. Et dried out completeIy as a result of the
diversion and its fish fauna was destroyed. The provision of supplementary water
from the main charnel could not rcstore previous Psh fauna. During repeated
investigations, none of the species of the original fish fauna could be found.

As another result of the diversion, the water level in the canals fell significantly.
The flow slowed down or even stopped. Consequently, thc situation for the
rheophilous species became critical. The impact of the intervention appeared with
some delay due to the now exclusive contact though the groundwater (Mésziros et
ai., 1994a).

Water-weed comrnunities grew mainly in the oxbow lakes, ponds and canals in the
Szigetkoz, and as such, they came to the verge of extinction in the upper and
middle park of the Szigetkl)~.In terms of their prosdects for survival, it depends
primarily on the efficiency of the provision of supplerdentary water. .
The marsh communities are somewhat more tolérant than the water-weed
communities. Their more extensive populations lived dnly in the active fiaodplains
of the Srigetkoz. Nanetheless, the decline in the wader-tables seriously threatens
these populations.in the upper and rniddle Szigetkfiz.

The willow forests of "the Szigetki)~region [were] fairly dose to the natural
conditions, especially in the Moson-Danube branch, because of the huge
meanders" (Simon et al., 1993, p. 179). This desirable situation has been irnproved
slightly by, Variant C in the protected side of the Szigetkoz, However, natural
floods, as they are characteristic for active floodplaink, did not return. Moreover,
the situation of the active floodplain of the Szigetkoz das been worrened (see Plaie
12, Volume 1). After June 1993, partial water defidiency could be seen in the
forests. Yellow patches occurred on the leaves and branches begin to shrivel. From
June onwards, trees started to lose their leaves. By
3% af the alluvial
forests were classified as dead. At the end of 1993, 5% of the trees were classified

4id- une,

(artribute of spcsier which are able to adjuii to large fluîtutionj i n environmental factors)
(attribute of species which are inable to tolerate more than slight alremationc; in ecological
conditions)

as dead. The monitoring shows that reduction of the leafarea did not corne to an
end in 1994 (Simon, persona1 communication, publication in prep.).

Summarising, the effectsl of Variant C on the floodplain vegetation do not differ
seriously from those predicted for the Original Project (sce Figure 4.5). The actual
increase of the everyday water ievels is insufficient for the further existence of the
fioodplain habitats.
4.6 EVALUATION OF REMEDIAL MEASURES

by Joachim Losing and Albert Roux
Although there was no agreement in the Original Project to build "undemater
weirs" in the old riverbed, they were considered in order to maintain the water at a
constant level corresponding to the low Row water in pre-dam conditions. In the
same manner, the construction of various weirs in the Danube floodplain (side-arrn
system) was proposed to maintain the height of the tocal water-table and to obtain a
constant flow (SM, para 2.70). This proposa1 of constant water level, of consfant
flow to be maintained or created, ts the sign of neglect of the ecologicnI functioning
of a river and its floodplain.
The biodiversity of the floodplain hydro-systern is dependent on the diversity of
habitats (mosaic of structures). This diversity derives from the variability both in
spaçe and time of the different factors of the biota. The most important factor
controlling the floodplain ecosystems is the variation of the water levels (including
inundations) induced by fluctuations of the discharge, "The principal dsiving force
responsible for the existence, productivi~,and interactions of the major biota in
river-floodplain systems is the flood-pulse [...]. The pulse is coupled with a
dynamic edge effect, which extends a 'moving littoral' throughout the
aquaticlterrestrial transition zone (ATTZ). The moving littoral prevents prolonged
stagnation and allows rapid recycling of organic matter and nutrients, thereby
resulting in high productiviv. Primary production associated with ATTZ is much
higher than that of permanent waterbodies in unmodified systems" (Junk et al.,
1989).
It is evident that al1 these benefits will be lost when weirs are built either in the Old
Danube or in the recent floodplain.

The "underwater weirs", which should correctly be called "weirs", would not have
the desired effects on the surface- and goundwater levels as pointed out in Chapfer
2.5. For the ecological impacts on flora and f a n a the following findings from
Chapter 2.5 are of prirnary importance:

The weirs would dissect the Old Danubc in& a sequence of srnall
sesenioirs, even at higher discharges;
-

The groundwater-table would be controlled b ~ the
! low surface water
levels of the upper end of the impoundments;

-

- The flow velocities would be reduced to aboui one third of unbacked
flow conditions, thus leading to at least ternpor+ siltation;
-

The variability of the flow velocity would be c!onsidcrably reduced;
I

- The 'construction of the weirs would lead tb rather uniform flow
conditions with the consequence ofrather unifoh riverbed habitats,

Afier the construction of "undenvater weirs" the survival of aquatic species in the
Old Danube would be restricted to a few species adapted to aImost stagnant
waterbodies and able to resist rapid rise of discharges.

1

The diversity of aquatic species would be reduced bb the physiçal and chernical
parameters directing to eutrophic conditions above silty deposits instead of gravel.
Subsequently the benthos coenoses would change eon!siderably.The rare events of
flood discharges would wash out the biota just gaining a foothold. Aquatic
macrophytes would not be able ta settle in this çhod-term environment although
the prevailing conditions would fit very well. Thus the entire habitat would be
unsuitable for spawning and juvenile fish. In a few words, the riverbed of the Old
I
Danube would lose almost al1 its entire biologiçal value.
The Upper Rhine experience shows that the groundwkter-table as one of the vital
elernents in a floodplain ecosystem could not be sustadecl to its previous levels, not
even at a constant level. So, also the adjacent floodblain itseif would profit less
than expected.
With weirs representing a sequence of srna11 barrages in a srnall river, the last
remaining river continuum in the sûetch of the loriginal Praject would be
segregated again, transforming the environmental conditions from those typical for
m i n g waters of a large river to aZrnost lacustrine cohditions with flow velocities
of 0.1 m3/s to 0.6 (-0.7) m3isat Q=350 m3/s(sec chapier 2.5).
I

Even thaugh rare flood events may rnitigate the effecd of segregation, the risks are
rising that the srnall populations in the impoundments /vil1 shrink or become extinct
due to predatom, pests, eutrophication or other intek and infra-specific effects.
Those small rearrangernents may even result in total ektinction, as can be observed
everyzvhere in the world in recent decades. At least they drastically reduce the
genetic pool (bottle neck effect, see Chapter 4.1).
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4.6.2 ARTIFlClAL WATER INPUT IN THE SIDE-AG
SYSTEM
The decline of the Danubian inland delta in recent decades was a result of
excessive grave1 exploitation beginning in the 1960s (see Chapter 2.2).
Subseqvently several side-arms (or parts of them) dried out at times or lost contact
with the main charnel. The equilibrium of the ecological conditions, achieved in
the 1950s and 19605, was disturbed again (especialIy since the beginning of the
preparations of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Project). But the reai incision was made
with the irnplementation of Variant C when the whole stretch of the Szigetkoz,
including the Slovak side, fell dry at once.

The Slovak watering system (starting in May 1993) was planned to mitigate or
even improve the ecological conditions. The Slovak Mernorial itself names the
technical side of the structures:

"The Dobrohost intake supplies a rcgular flow of around 50 m3/s into the
side-am, which is planned to increase to 140 m3/s 1-3 times per year to
nchieve the inundation of the side-arms as would oecasionally occur under
natural conditions. The maximum flow through this intake is 234
m3/s...[~ h e left
] side-arm systern has been divided into 8 distinct zones,
each with its own water level. These zones are graded as tri form a cascade
fiom Dobrohost to GabEikovo..." (SM, para 5.42).
It is remarkable b a t a reguIar flow of 50 m3/s as the only intake should be enough
ta supply an area of approxirnately 4,000 hectares and that 234 m31s should
simulate f'ioods of up to 4,000 m31s (distributing over both sides of the recent
fioodplain).

The WWF statcment:(Dister ef al., 1994) goes on to say:
"Even hough in 1991 the Slovak Environment Ministry expressively (!)
criticises such measures as very detrimental and demanding a solution
cnsuring a water input in the side-amis from the [Old] Danube and a
removal of the closures between the river and the side-ams [...], the
GabCikovo engineers started to build this scheme in winter 1992193
destroying parts of the side-arm system, reinfarcing the closures with the
Danube and starting a permanent inundation of the wetlands in May 1993.
[...These] dykes wiIl transfom the previous continuum of the floodplain
into a chain of practically independent ponds which perhaps give the
impression of an intact wetland at f i s f sighf and in v e y short i e m . It
may even be true that the new water levels [...] lifted the water Ievel to a
higher leve1,than under pre-dam conditions. However, the single-point
inflow of water, its stable, significantly reduced volume and its changed
water quality [...] in fact result in detrimental effects.

The water level just upspeam from each lateral dyke is Iifted too high and
remains stable over many months. This is damaging for natural floodplain

biocenoses. [...] This measure induces u real thmat to the affecred
floodplain firests."
Willow trees are having clear physiological problerns since their bases are
I
pemawntly flooded. Large numbers, especially of lyge ofd trees, will die or have
died aiready. The lateral dykes (or dams) proved tu impede the migration of fish
and other aquatic biota, so that the fish biornass drdpped drastically. Almost al1
large fish vanished and only a few species dominate (for instance blealr [Alburnzrs
a.]).The originally rich biodiversity is largely changed today (Roux, 1994).

Biological investigations at the upper Rhine have aldo proven the effects of such
artificial side-am systems. Krause and Hügin (1987) l~mphasiseas a result of their
analysis that "the planning of management systerns o r connected side-ms cannot
be accepted any more."

1
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SOILS, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FISHERY
5.1 SOTLS

1

by Howard Wheater
(based on Virallyay, 1993)

5.1 .1 m O D u c r r o N
The area affected by the GabCikovo-Nagymaros Project is, as noted in Chaptep.4, a
large alluvial plain, rich in various valuable natural eobsysterns, with high diversity
and fine landscapes. At the same tirne, the area is a traditionally important
agricultural region of Hungary, and hence there is abhndant information on, and a
good understanding of, the soils and associated enviionmental factors, supported
by extensive long-tem observations, field experjments, and experience of
agricultural production (Table 5.1; MTA, 1994 and Vhrallyay, 1991).

The area has a continental climate, with considerabld temperature extremes (cold
winter, hot sumrner) and low precipitation. The soils df the Danube alluvial terrace
with favourablo hydrophysioal oharacteristios and moisture regimes effectively
moderate the weather extremes over much of the regidn. High quality groundwater
is drawn up by capillary action to provide an important contribution to the wateruse of natural vegetation and cultivated crops. ~ o w e v k rthis
, oan only ocour where
the groundwater-table reaches the fine-grained sediment (sandiloamisilt) which
overlie the gravel aquifers of the alluvial terrace (see qlate 3.4).A high geothermal
gradient exists throughout the region, and the availlability of good-quality hot
waters at moderate depths provides particularly favou{able conditions for intensive
vegetable production.
I
I

I

The characteristic geologicaf structure of the alluvial terrace has developed in
response to the geomorphological effects discussed in Chapter 2. The area has
high horizontal heterogeneity and vertical stratification, and variable depths of fine
sediment. Henee the natural and agriculhiral ecosystéms of the region show high
spatial and temporal variability, and, as noted nbove, are in particular sensitive to
capillary moisture supply to the root zone from the underlying groundwater. This
rnoisture supply is primarily dependent on:
1) the profile of the soi1 above the gravel mata and its associated
hydrophysical properties;
2) the depth and fluctuation of the groundwater!table.

"Assessrnent of the

These two sets of factors are not independent. As wi Il be discussed below, the soi1
l
physical and chemical properties reflect the origin iof the alluvial parent material
and the wnter regime.
I

Depending on the territorial variability of the abcIve factors, the soils, natural
I
vegetation and biomass productivity of agricultural 1;and Vary considerably. A wide
I
spectrum of landscapes results, including periodical ly inundated floodplains, with
fresl? sediment supply, and highly productive agricuI'tural areas, dependent on the
natural sub-irrigation o f the underly ing groundwateir! This i ç an environment in a
dynamic equilibrium. Any human intervention on i3 large scale will change this
state, possibly irreverçibly. It is evident that the coniplex interrelation of physical,
chemical and biological processes must be fully considered before sueh changes
occur.
I

In this chapter, soil formation processes are described, and existing soils i i l the
I
area of the old floodplain (flood-protected area) ,l e briefly characterised (see
Plate 5.1, Volume 5), with particular regard to the sc)il moisture, soil chemical and
l
plant nutrient regimes. PotentiaE long-term impacts of the proposed GNB Project
on soils and soi1 water are discussed.
5.1.2 SQrL FORMATION PRO(
In tlie alluvial terrace of the Danube, the main pare]n; materials for soil formation
are fluvial alluvial deposits. In the higher ground ofi the Moson Plateau (Mosoni
Siksiig), to the south-west of the Mosoni Danube, soil development began on loess
material, mixed with various alluvial deposits an d re-deposited repeatedly by
fluvial action; and in the transitional region beyond, (owards the Ferti5 and Hansig
depression, it was based on lacustrine sedimerit (peats) (MTA, 1944 and
Vhrallyay, 1991).
I

The alluvium is characterised by high carbonate coinitent (refiecting the lirnestone
I
origin of the Danube sediment) and has a high d~:grec of vertical stratification
(layering) and horizontal variability in soil texture. On this "raw" parent material
I
two prirnary soil processes began: humus fcimation and soil structure
I
development. Depending on the history of fluvial de position, and the development
of the humus horizon and other features of the soi1 Istructure, a time sequence of
I
soils cm be clearly distinguished in the alluvial terra ce
region (Stefanovits, 1992.):

alluvium + alluvial soils ?r humous' alIrnial soils (T
with a humus horizon)
The rate of soil development (soil formation) depen~
ds on the rnoisture conditions;
on the particle-size distribution, carbonate contenlt and original organic matter
content of the alluvium; on the character of natura 1 vegetation; and on land use
I
andlor agricultural development. It occurs on a tirne-scale
of hundreds of years.

The fufther development of the humous alluvial soils is primarily determined by
the moisture regime, which in turn is dependent on rainfall, groundwater
conditions and soi1 hydrophysical properties. As rainfall is relatively uniform over
the region, groundwater conditions have been a dominant influence in detemining
the spatial distribution of soils. As the depth to the groundwater-table is closely
related to relief, a general topographic sequence (catena) of soils can be observed:

chernozem ?r rneadow chernozem+ meadow soils- peu@ meadow soils+ peat
@O@

ln this sequence, the influesice of groundwater is minimal for chernozem soils, but
is progreçsively more important rnoving through the sequençe. Thus in the case of
peat soils, the impact of periodic or permanent water-logging is the dominant
factor of soil formation.
The influence of groundwater depends on the location of the water-table in the
vertical profile. If the groundwater rernains wholly within the gravel strata,
capillary rise is prevented, and its effect on soil processes is negligible. In such
cases the sequence can be reversed, for example with humous alluvial soiIs
developing in the direction of "errace chernozems".

On the extensive alluvial terrace of the Danube and the Mosoni Danube, in the
Szigetkoz region and its surroundings, the three cases deçcribed above çan al1 be
found, i.e.:

1) alluvium - alluvial soils - humous alluvial soils
2) humous alluvial soiIs (topographic and hydromorphic sequence)
mostly meadow soils and meadow chernozerns

3) humous alluvial soi1 - terrace chernozems
The consequence is the mosaic-like spatial variability of slightly alkaline soils (pH
7.3-8.31, with heterogeneity in stratification, CaC03-content, depth of humous
horizon and its organic matter content, texture, hydrophysical properties, depth of
gravel strata and groundwater conditions.
On the Moson Plateau, soil development began on loess or loess-like deposits,

without any groundwater influence, hence tending to chernozern soils. The other
soil types of the hydromorphic sequence (meadow chernozems - chernozern
meadow soils - meadow soils) occur only in the deeper parts and microdepressions
of this area.

In the transitional areas towards the Lake Ferte and Hansig depression, the wetter
members of the toposequence predominate, i.e.:
meadow soiIs +pea@ meadow soils +peur soils.

The rnost important characteristics of the main soil t$pes of the region (see Plate
5.1, Volume 5 ) are summarised befow (MAFI, 1989, 1991a, 1991b, 1993 and
Vhrallyay, 1983):

Weakly developed humous sada soils
Occurrence is lirnited. Main characteristics are a weakly developed humus horizon,
low organic matter content, low water storage capaci& and retention properties, no
capillary water supply, high drought-sensitivity.

Alluvial soils
The various alluvial soils in the region, developed froh different Danube depoçits,
are light textured (rnostly sand, sandy loam, Sand4 silt, partly silt, loarn, silty
loam), are slightly alkaline (pH 7.3-8.3), and are calcareous in the upper profile
(CaC03content 10-25%) in most cases.
The vertical protile of alluvial sails shows the typical alluvial deposition sequence
of variouç particle-size fractions: silt - sandy çilt - silty sand - fine sand - coarse
sand - fine gravel-gravel, with the texture becornibg coarser with depth. The
gravel strata occur within the upper 1.5 m of the soil profile in many cases. The
rnoisture regirne of alluvial soils depends prirnarily on three factors:
I
1) the water retention characteristics of the topsbil;
2) the depth of the grave1 strata;
,

l

3) the preçence of a groundwater-table within the fine çediment of the
profile.

The capillary moisture çupply can be as high as 150 mrnlyear under favourable
circumstances, for example a sandy silt/loarn/loarny Jilt texture and water-table at
1.5-2 m depth, located within the finer sediment. ~ o & e v e r if
, the water-table only
ocçurs in the underlying gravel, the capillary iranspok becornes negligible, which
results in drought sensitivity, particularly for shallow koils.

Alluvial meadow soiEs

1

The alluvial meadow soils of the region are charakterised by slightly alkaline
reaction (pH 7.3-8.3) and highly variable CaC03 codtent (O-25%). In cornparison
with the alluvial soils, their texture in relatively heaiier (loarn, clay loam, clay),
and their humus liorizon deeper ( N O cm), with 2.5-4.0% organic matter content.
The well developed soil profile is evidence of t l e long-terrn soi1 formation

processes on the Danube and Lajta alluvia. The groundwater influence on the soil
formation processes is clearly refiected by the hydromorphic features within the
soi1 profile (especially in the deeper horizons): for example, iron inottting, and tlie
development of carbonate accumulation or even petrocalcic horizons. The
capillary moisture supply from the groundwnter is highly significant in tliese soiIs
(exçept for shallow soils with gravel occurrence near the surface. It can reach 200
mrnJyear from a 1.5m deep gïoundwater-table (Vhrallyay, 1974a and Vhrallyay
and Rajkai, 1989).

Chernozemsformed on loess or on loess-like materials
The chernozems of the Moson Plateau are medium-textured (loam, sandy loain,
silty loam), with slightly alkaline reaction (pH 7.3-7.9), a favourable carbonate
status (CaC03 content 1-15%), and 2-3% organic matter conteiit. The deptli of
their humus horizon greatly varies (20-70 cm), mostly due to the influence of
lateral soi1 erosion. They have favourable hydrophysical properties. Their capilla-,
moisture supply from deep groundwater generally is not significant, but, because
of the favourable capillarqr condu~tivity of the subsoil and the loess parent
material, cannot be negfected, particularly in dry years.

Terrace chernozems OH alluvial material
These soils can be characterised by slightly alkaline reaction (pH 7.5-8.1), medium
organic matter content (2.0-2.8%), variable 1-25% carbonate content (CaC03$,.
medium texture (loarn, sandy loam), good structure and favourable liydrophysical
properties. The groundwater is located in the gravel strata underlying these soils,
consequently the influence of groundwater on the soil processes and the capillary
moisture supply from the groundwater to the root zone are negligible, even in the
case of a shallow groundwater-table. Their shallow varieties (with the near-surface
occurrence of the gravel strata) are particularly drought-sensitive.

Meadow chernozems
These soils have limited occurrence within the project area. The periodical wetting
of the deeper horizons from a moderately deep groundwater-table permanently
located in or, at least, temporarily rising into fine-textured sediment, results in the
moderate development of hydrornorphic features within the profiles of these soils,
especially in their deeper horizons: CaCOraccumulation horizons, iron mottlings,
lime concretions, etc. The capillary moisture transport frorn the groundwater to the
overlying horizons may reach 50- 150 mmlyear (Virallyay and Rajkai, 1989).

Meadow soils

I

Meadow soils can be found in the low-lying areas, mi&- and mem-depressions of '
the area and in the transition belts towards the FertB 4ake and Hanshg depression.
They are under the permanent influence of the shallow groundwater-table. The
consequences are hydromorphic features within the whole soil profile, a deep
humus horizon (60-80 cm) with relatively high (3-5%) organic matter content, and
l
the formation o f lime accumulation horizons (CaCO3-accumulation
- petrocalcic
horizon - lime-pan) which may reduce the effective soil depth because of their
imperneable (non-penetrable) character. The meadqw soils of the region are
slightly alkaline (pH 7.8-8.3) with high (1 530%) CaC03-content and medium
texture (loarn). Because of fheir occurrence in lo&-lying areas with shallow
groundwater-table conditions (400-150 cm) they i r e particularly sensitive to
over-moistening and even water-logging.

Peaty meadow soils
*

/

These soils occur in the Northern part of the Hansbg-FertD depression. They are
highly calcareous in the upper profile (Caca3c o n t h : 10-25%), have alkaline
rcaction (pH = 8.01, rnoderately deep humus horizln (30-50 cm) and widely
variable organic matter content (5-209'0). Because of the influences of permanent
groundwater (and periôdic surface water inundation)! hydromorphic features are
well-developed and strongly expressed within the whoie proîle.

Peal soils.
The peat soilç which occur in the Northern part of the ~ a n s & - ~ e r t odepression are
alkaline (pH = 8-01 and highly calcareous in the upber profile (CaC03 content:
1 0 - 1 5%). Their organic top-horizon (usually with imore than 20-30% organic
matter content) is moderately deep (60-100 cm),and i n many cases rnined with the
mineral, highly calcareous subçoil andlor with the péat rnaterial (orgnnic matter
1040%).
I n sumrnary, it çan be noted that soils are dynarnic and that soi1 structure and phy-

sicallchernical propertieç have developed in response db prevailing moisture conditions. In partiîular, capillary moisture supply is an important feature in the water
balance of the region. Additionally, the high concenpation of salts, e.g. CaC03,
cm have sipificant effects on the physical characterispcs of the soi1 profile.

5.1.4 son,MOISTURE R E G ~ S
As has already been noted, the moisture regirne of soik in the flood-pratected area

of the Szigetkoz is determined mainly by:

The nutrient regime of the ngricultural soils of the Szigetkfiz region is summarized
in Table 5.2, based on 18 representative locations. The studies indicate that:
1) the nutrient supply is in generaI mediumlgood in N and P, poor in K;

2) the recorded yields are medium, good and very good;
'3) high nitrate accumulation was found at 4 locations, associated with high
Ievels of applied fertiliser.

The issue of nitrate in groundwater was discussed further in Chapter 3. ,

5.1.6 GENERAL IMPLICATIONS OF THEORIGiNAL PROJECT
It will be evident that a central issue underlying the impact on soils, ecoIogy and
agriculture is the effect of changes to the groundwater regime. It has been
demonstrated that soil moisture is strongly influenced by the availability of
groundwater through capillary ïise, that this determines the water available for
plant-transpiration and also aeration and temperature of the soil. Thus the nutrient
status of the soi1 is affected and, in the long term, sail structure. Indeed, it has been
shown that the present distribution of soils has developed in response to the
moisture regime.
Three situations can be defined concerning groundwater-soi1 water interactions, as
a consequence of the GNBS Original Project:
(1) Case 1 (Figure 5.1) The groundwater is and will remain within the gravel
strata; its fluctuation is indicated by srnall arrows. This effect may extent up to
about 30% of the impact area. In these areas, there wiIl be no changes to the soi1
rnoisttire regime as a result of the Original Project. The capillasy transport for the

groundwater to the soi1 is practically zero, independent of the depth of water-table
in the gravel strata. These shallow soils have low fertility and particularly high
drought-sensitivity, and their productivity is highly weather-dependent.
(2) The groundwater is and will remain fluctrrating within the finer-textured
sediment. (This effect may extent up ta about 30% of the impact area.) In these
areas
a) lowering of the water-table will be followed by a certain decrease in the
capillary transport from the groundwater to the overlying horizons (Case 2
in Figure 5.1);

b) a ïise of water-table may result in a certain increase in the capillary
transport of water (and soluble materials) from tlie groundwater ta the overlying horizons; however waterlogging may occur in certain areas, with a requirement for remedial drainage measures (not demonstrated in Figure 5.1);

The average change in the capillary transport is approXimately +50 rnrnlyear.

Case 1
Groundwater level
within the
gravel strata

Pre-dam capillary flse

O mmtyear

'

Case 3

~ r o u n d w h elevel
r
Groundwater level
abové the
sinkç from cover layer
graveilstrata
to the grave1 strata

100-1501mmlyear

100-150 rnrnlyear

I

.Post-dam capillary riçe

O mmlyear

I

50-100 lmmlyear

O mrnlyear

I

Figure 5.1 The efect of the lowering of the groundwdfer rable on capillaty rise

I

(3) Case 3 (Figure 5.1). Groundwater is fluctuating a{ present within finer-textured
sediment, but as a consequence of the changes in the hydrology of the Danubesystern (e-g. reduction of groundwater-supply from the original riverbed and fram
the connecting branches and meanders) the groundwater-table will sink to the
I
gravel strata. This effect may extend up to about 30?$ of the impact area. In these
I

areas the capillaiy water supply from the groundwater will be radically reduced.
This capillary transport reduction may reach 100-150 mmlyear or more.

Under the given climatic conditions of the area (relatively 30w atmospheric
precipitation and dry vegetation growth period) the relatively favourable (pre-dam)
conditions for biornaçs production (including traditional vegetable production) are
based mainly on this capillary water supply from the good-qua1ity groundwater.
For agricultural production this ensures high yields and considerably reduces the
weather-dependent yield fluctuations (climatic risks). For the natural ecological
systems it is essential to their survival. The capillaiy water-supply is "free of
charge", automatic and self-regulating and thus has vital importance in the given
region. Consequently, the loss or radical reduction of this moisture supply (50- 1 50
mmlyear) çan be expected to result in dramatic clianges to the soi1 moisture (and
chemical) regimes; in the species spectra and bioproductivity o f natvral
ecosystems; in soil productivity; and in the yietds (and yield safety) of çultivated
crops.

'

These consequences for agricultural production cannot in practice be balanced
simply with irrigation. Apart from the high cost of irrigation infrastructure, energy
and manpower requirements, the potential adverse environmental consequences of
irrigation are well known and have occurred extensively world-wide. For the light
soils of the region, with poor soil water retention characteristics, frequent
irrigation would be necessary, with associated problems of chemical leaching and
soil structure degradation, as discussed below. Commonly over-application occurs
in practice, with resultant reduction in trafficability and consequent adverse soil
structural changes, and also non-uniform irrigation application. In addition, the
soils are vulnerable to surface degradation from frequent irrigation appt ication.
This is in complete contrast to the naturally occurring processes of subirrigation.
(4) The groundwater rernains at present (pre-dam) in the grave1 strata, but (as a
direct or indirect consequence of hydrological changes in the Danube system) the
groundwater-table will rise (at least periodically) to fine-textured sediment. This
effect rnay extend up to about 10% of the impact area. In such cases the moistureregime consequences are the reverse of the changes mentioned above. In such
areas the capillary transport from the groundwater to the overlying horizons rnay
considerably contribute to the rnoisture suppOy of the natural vegetation or
cultivated crops, a generaIly beneficial effect.
i,

The estimated territorial distribution of the described cases are in Chapter 3.4.

The changes in the moisture regime of soils will be expected to result in important
long-term changes to the biogeochemical cycles of various elements, and the
chernical regime of the soil. The interrelation between soil water regime and soil
structure has been extensively discussed above in the context of soil development.
It has been shown that in the long term, soi1 w t e r regime is a dominant influence
on soi1 structure.

,

Of particular concern is the effect of carbonate ac
content of the alluvial soils has been discussed, and rt
The soi1 structure is sensitive to the developmeni
layers, lime concretions and lime coated gravelç. T
observed in their early stages in the region, for examp
(especially in tlie transition zone with the alluv
Depression) and, of particular interest here, in the soi
effeçts can lead ta a hard and impervious petrocal
carbonate hardpan at the boundary of the fine-textu
strata. (Vhrallyay, 1983)

*etion. The high carbonate
ects their geological origin.
)f carbonate accumulation
:se features are commonly
in the Moson Terrace soils
terrace and the Hanshg
to tlie East of Gyor. These
c horizon or even a çolid
d sediment and the gravel

The main expected chernical and structural changes ai sumrnarized as follows:

,

1) When groundwater-tables are lowered, the wetti
leading ta the reduçtion of their hydromorphic featur
aerobic and anaerobic decomposition of organic ma
lead to increasing mineralisation rates of plant I
fertilisers; the consequence will be a loss of soil fe
solute transport will change, leading to increased d
movement of fine minera1 particles from the fine-texi
to blockiiig of the large rnacropores of the grave
tendency to develop a cemented gravel layer.

; of soils will be reduced,
&,
and the ratio between the
rial will change. This wilE
;dues as applied organic
lity. Patterns of water and
~ n w a r dfluxes. Downward
qed upper horizons can lead
strata with, as above, the

2) Where water-tables rise, increases in soi1 moisturc
be favourable effects of increased sub-irrigation. H(
consequenies can also be anticipated. These includi
unfavourable changes in soi1 biota, microbiological p
problems of tillage and general access by agric
accumulation, with implications as described ab
lalkalisation processes under the influences of a stag
high groundwater salinity. This last problem is not
well drained the Szigetkoz area, but is a serious t
Slovak side of the Danube, particularly in the low-1,
the Eastern iitn? Ostrov region.

an be expected. There may
lever, a nurnber of adverse
oss of aeration, leading to
cesses and nutrient regime;
tural machines; carbonate
{e; secondary salinisation
int shal low water-table and
major signifiçance for the
vironmental hazard on the
~ g poorly-drained
,
areas of

3) It rnust also be recognised h a t changing groundb ter flow paths may lead to
pollutant transport, and that changes in groundwater uality rnay adversely affect

soil conditions.

5.2 AGRICULTURE

by Howard Wheater
(based on Palkovits, 1994a-d and
Volume 4, Part 11, Annex 20)

5.2.1 EXISTlNG CONDITIONS PRIOR TO THE PROJECT
The Szigetkaz is a valuable, fertile agricultural area, with a crop yieId 8-12%
higher than the regional average. Approximately 30,000 hectares of land are used
for agricuIture, of which some 22,500 hectares are used for arable production.
Historically, the region has been characterised by large agricultural estates, and
systernatic data collection on agricultural production has been carried out since
1980 for an area of about 20,000 hectares, which includes the production of the 1 1
most important field crops of the region (sorne 800-900 fields). Since 1989 major
change has taken place to the organisation of agriculture, involving privatisation.
The main factors influencing agricultvral productivity are: the precipitation, the
groundwater levels and the agricultural management practiçes

The amount of rainfall and its temporal distribution, especially during the growing
season, are key factors influencing soil moisture and, in tum, agricultural
productivity.

The annual average precipitation (195 1- 1990) at Mosonmagyarbvhr and Gyor was
573 and 548 mm, respectively. However, over the last seven years there has been
an 1 1% reduction in annual rainfall at both sites and a 12- 14% reduction in rainfall:
during the growing season.

There are over 200 observation wells in the Szigetkoz. Hence water-table
conditions are well defined and the data have been used to quantify average values
over tlie growing season. These indicate that in the period 1980-1992, 53% of the
famland had sufficient groundwater available for natural sub-irrigation due to
capillary rise in the soil profile (çee Chapter 5. I ) to meet crop needs.
For 23% of the monitored arable fieIds, the water-table was within 2 rn of the
surface, providing a çontinuous moisture supply. For 30% the groundwater was
between 2 and 3 m below tlie surface, providing either a constant or a temporary
water supply. When the water-table occurred between 3 and 5 m below ground
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surface, moisture supply was limiteci, and for depths greater than 5 rn, no moisture
supply occurred.

Agric wltwal management practiçes
These have a nurnber of elements, for example, crop rotation, cultivation, seed-bed
I
preparation, fertiliser application, weeding, pest-contrql,
irrigation, harvesting, etc.
The quality of each element has a direct impact on agicultural productivity, which
in turn is linked with environmental conditions. Any defect in a given component
will put optimum yield at risk. IR the later part of the 1980-1992 period, standard
management practice met the basic requirements. However, from 1992 technical
pmblems began to emerge. For example, inadequate Bpplication of fertiliser had
some effects on average recorded yield.

Data analysis
A multi-factor impact anaIysis was carried out to understand the effects of the key
factors on productivity for the 1980-1992 period. All lcrop speîies and soil-types
were analysed with respect to water-table conditions and yields for dry, average,
and wet years. Management practices, especially fertiliser application, were alço
included. Crops of Iess than 1,000 hdyear were excluded as praviding an
insufficient statistical base.
The conclusions were that for al1 crop species and soi1 types, yields were linked to
water-table levels. Climatic dependence was illustrated by a 9% yield increase in
wet years and 9.5% yield lass in dry years, in comparisbn with average conditions.
For average sainfall years, areas with water-tables within 2 rn of the surface
showed a yield increase of 10.89'0, and for water-tabiles befmeen 2 rn and 3 m
below surface the yield increase was 7.4%. The co/responding figures for dry
years were more dramatic, namely a 15-19% yield ilrease for high water-table
conditions and 1 0-1 1% increase for 2-3 m watevtable depths.

5.2.2 IMPACTS OF THE ORIGINAL PROJECT
1

130 hectares of fields and 260 hectares of grasslands were lost to agricultural
production due to construction activities. The effects of groundwater level on crop
yie~dshave been dincussed, and in Chopter 3 the areas affeoted by groundwater
level reduction Were estjmated. Preliminary eçtidateç of associated costs
(Palkovits, 1994) were 90-100 million HUF per year hue to yield lofs. Irrigation
costs to replace groundwater supply were çimilarly estibated to be 66 million HVF
on the basis of 1944 prices.
I

II
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5.2.3 IMPACTS OF VARIANT C
Yield reduçfion

lI

Following the diversion of the Danube, large-scale decreases in groundwater levels
in the Szigetkoz were observed. Thoçe have been discussed in Chopter 3, and
illustrated in Plutes 3.13 and 3.14 (Volume 5). Considering the area of the Middle
Szigetkoz for which agricultural survey data are availabIe, 4,200 ha of arable land
lost its groundwater moisture supply. Further areas of the Upper and Middle
Szigetkoz were similarly affected.
Impacts on agriculture are complex, as changes in the other factors affecting
productivity also occurred. 1993 was the driest and hottest year of the period
investigated (from 1980 onwards). In the growing seasons, observed rainfall in the
Mosonmagyar6var-Gybr area was 87-1 18 mm (a 40-year low). Precipitation in the
first half of the year was unusuafly low, and this had a large influence on summerharvest crops. The situation improved for auturnn-harvest cropç due to heavy
rainfall in Iate July and rainfall in September and October.
Under these dry conditions, the effects of groundwater were particularly important.
However, due to structural changes in the agricultural sector and other factors,
fertiliser application was reduced, to only 24.8% of the 1989 value, 23% of wheat
growing areas had late sowing, there was çome deteriaration in the quality of seed,
and a reduction in field preparation. It is evident that a simple interpretation of
observed data is not possible.

J

The observed data for yield in 1993 in cornparison with 1980-1992 are given in
Table 5.3. The weighted average yield of the 1 1 main crops was reduced by
20.5%. Using the rnulti-factor analysis, it is estimated that 22.2% of this reduction
is due to reduced groundwater IeveIs as a result of the diversion of the Danube.
This table also shows the estimated proportion of crop fiiiancial losses due to
Variant C, amounting to 49.7 million HUF.

Irr igabion
t

Data from 1990 (a relatively dry year) indicate that a total area of 1153 ha of the
Middle Szigetkoz received irrigation (average application: 1 06 mm),
predominantIy (62%) for sugar beet and rnainly from groundwater sources. In 1994
significant changes have occurred. 18% of wells are unusable, and 50% of wells
are operating at half-capacity. 42 out o f 44 dug-wells-now provide negligible water
yield. Small canais and open drains have either dried up or have minimal water. It
is estimated that irrigation supply has been reduced by 40% and casts increased by
60-80%.

Table 5.3: Yield Ioss and the influentiul conditioningfuctoa in 1993 compared to the average vaIues of lhe period befiireen 1980-1992 (cf+
Volume 4, Part II, Annex 20)

23,649

15,533

It i s estimated that to restore lost irrigation capacity to a minimum, required level
would cost approximately 10,08 million HUF. To eçtablish optimal irrigation
capacity on the previously irrigated area could cost some 12 million N F .
Tlie use of irrigation to cornpensate for natural groundwater sub-irrigation has
many disadvantages, as discussed in Chaprer S. 1. However, prelirninary estimates
of associated costs for the Middie Szigetk~zare in the range 19-39 million HUF at
1994 prices for new wells and associated equipment, and 22.1-30.6 million HUF
annually for additionaI water costs.

In total,

to provide a minimum level of irrigation to mitigate damage would cost

5 I .2 million HUF; optimal irrigation is estimated to cost 8 1.6 million N F .
This is in addition to the 10.08-12.0 million HUF to restore lost irrigation-capacity
and excludes the cost of yield reduction defined above as 49.7 million WF.

,

5.3 FORESTRY

by Lis216 Magas

5.3.1. EXISTiNG CONDITIONS PWOR TO THE PROJECT
From the point of view of forestq the impact area of the Barrage Syçtern on the
Hungarian side mainly includes the Szigetkoz and the narrow floodplain of the
Danube between Gtinyü and Szentendre.

The Sziger koz
The floodplain of the Szigetkoz has been influenced to some extent by flood
protection but is still in a semi-natural state (see Chapfer 4). Its funçtioning is
vulnerable to change because of its dependence on the flow regime of the Danube.
This was demonstrated by the unfavourable changes and deçline of the forest
communities accompanying the changes in the ecologicaI conditions of the natural
floodplain downstream of Bratislava (Cifra, 1987). Tlie composition and the
productivity of the forest communities of the floodplain in the Szigetkoz are
basically determined, within the f m e w o r k of river regulations, by the regime of
the Danube (Jhrii, 1977 and Halupa and Jirii, 1987). In addition, timber
productivity is determined by the genetic characteristics of the trees and climatic
and soi1 conditions as pointed out in Chapder 5. I and 5.2.

The area belongs to the climatic region of Kisalfold. Its macroclimate represents a
transitionat region with dry, warrn and hot summers as weIl as with rnoderately
dry, moderately warm and mild winters. Within its macroclimate, a specific mesa-

climate evolved in the floodplain of the Szigetkoz. ~ h ' numerous
e
branches of the
Danube, oxbow lakeî, lowland areas without drainaLe, marshes and reed areas
create substantially more humid conditions than the ones characteristic to the
macroclimate of the whole Szigetkoz.
The water regime combined with the rnorphology of the floodplain shows its effect
on forest cornrnunities. This is especially true for the ~ k i ~ e t k owhich,
z,
without the
Danube, would be a wooded steppe, and look like khe Great Hungarian Plain,
where forests struggle to survive, and forest cover is slbstantially lower than elsewhere in the country. In the wooded steppe climate, the precipitation is not sufficient to sustain forests, thuî forest cornrnunities survile and develop only on such
habitats where some type of extra water is available to them in addition to rainfall.
The hydrological conditions of the floodplain dependion the elevation of the area
above water level, which affects the water-table levels and for how long the area is
inundated. The rising of the groundwater-table caused by Danube floods has at
least the same çignificance as açtual surface watek inundations. Accordingly,
before tlie diversion of the Danube three main types &f forested habitats could be
distinguished here (proportions calculated from th/ database of the Forestry
Management Planning Service ( 1988, 1994)):

1) Areas with medium high elevation, flooded 1-3 tirnes a year for
short periods only. 20% of the active floodplain (behveen dykes)
belongs to this type;

.

2) Areas with medium low elevation, flooded 2-5 tirnes a year, the
duration of inundated conditions çan make up one sixth of the
vegetation period. The forest is continuously supported by groundwater siipply. This i s 7 1% of the active floodpldin;
I
3) Areas with low and extremely low elevation, I submerged under conditions of higher than 430 cm gauge value at 1,Dunaremete, which i s
characteristically longer than one sixth of the vegetation period (7%);
I

4) The rernaining area belongç to the high and &tremcly high habitats

(2%).

I
I

I
Soils of the forests in the Szigetktiz have deveIoped O)I the grave1 deposited by the
river. Accordingly al1 stages of soil-development can be found in the area from the
raw to mature alluvial loarn (disîussed in
They are usually
calcareous, whioh negatively affects hee
drought stressed
conditions.
Characteristic natural forest cornrnunities of the ~ z i ~ e t k oare
z as fallows:
I

1) Bushy willow stands (Salicetum purpurene)
These willow stands developed in th'e deepest sites, representing the
pioneer arboreal stage of forest succession.

I

2) White willow forest (Salicetum albaej

This i ç the dominant, frequently flooded forest-type of the river-bank.
3) Willow-poplar gallery forest (Populo-Salicetum) .
This mixed forest occupies slightly more elevated places than the
previous white willow stands. It is dominated by the black and the
grey poplar, white willow and alder. A very productive forest.
4) Oak-ash-elm forest (UIrnc~-Frarino-Querce1um
roboris)
It covers the elevated areas o f the floodplain which are rarely
inundated. It is characterised by high diversity of trees and bushes.

5) Grey poplar forest (Populerum caneseensis)
This forest grows in elevated places, where soi1 conditions are
unfavourable to hardwood Forest.

Section between Gonyü and Szentend~+s
This section, although fairly long, does not repreçent as signifiçant ecanomic value
as that of the Szigetk~z.The narrow gallery foreçt, however, is a very valuable
ecological aesthetic and recreational contribution to the landscape,

Natural forest trees of the Szigetkoz have been partly replaced by hybrid-poplar
varieties in the last 50 years. Particularly the willow-poplar forest çornmunities of
the active floodplain were affected. This change, however, has left the understorey
and the animal life more or less intact.
At the same time, new'plantations were established in places of pastures and
meadowç which now represent 20-30% of the forest. The total ratio of the hybridpoplar is 64% in the active floodplain.
Prior to the onset of construction there wete forests on 8,600 ha En the Szigetkoz.
Out of this, 1,000 ha have been cleared. Actually there are forests on 4,443 ha in
the active floodplain and 3,16 1 ha in the flood-protected area (outside of dykes).
The largest proportion of timber production is made up of poplar, ash, willow, and

oak. Beçause of the (fonnerly) exceptionally favourable habitat conditions this
area is recognised as the most productive timber resource of the country. The
yearly growth of timber in the active floodplain can reach 25-30 rn3/ha in some

islands. The average is 16 rn3/ ha which is more than two tirnes greater than the
average of the country (Forestry Management Planning Service, 1994). The yearly
tirnber produçtion was 50-60,000 m3 before the Projeçt.

5.3.3 IWACTS OF THE ORIGINAL

:b

The average discharge of 2,000 m3/s would have bei reduced to 50-200 m3k in
the main channel behveen Dunakiliti and ~ s v 6 n ~ -6.
r i rIt was intended ta supply
I
15-25 rn3/s to the Hungarian side branch system (se:y Chaptep. 3.2). The riparian
forest was recommended to be replaced by xerq~hytic,drought tolerant tree
I
species. These species are unfavourable for valu able timber production and
function as "green area" onFy.
I

In the section between Gfinyü and Szentendre altogether 150 ha of forests were
I
cleared in connection with the constnrction. Fortestry started to suffer very
I
subçtantial impacts in the active floodplain area ;ris weil. 1,000 ha of highly
I
productive forests were cleared in the floodplain airea. By now, this area could
I
have produced (since 1986) 13,000 m3 timber a yerar (Magas et al, 1994). The
actual production of timber of the Szigetkos area is 4(3145,000 rn3 (Table 5.4).
I

-

Table 5.4: The size and the timber production ofthe fort :sis of the Szigetküz before the
Projecl and currenbiy
Before the

Forest area (ha) *

I

Yearly timber production (m3tyear)

Actual

,
8,6(

7,600

50,000-t

* mainly used for timber production

Two years passed since the unilateral river diversioni., Al1 the effects, damage and
extra expenditure caused by this action have been regsiçtered by researchers and by
I
the affected forest authorities as well. Two years :ire too short in the life of a
forest, consequently the actual observations shoulc1 be supplemented by sound
prediçtions of the future. Eècause of the large grouindwater level drop cauçed by
I
the diversion of the Danube and the droughit; conditions, reduction of
circumference increment of the trees occurred es[iécially in drier places. The
I
consequences of the diversion of the Danube can be observed, for example, in the
I
Dunasziget and Dunakiliti sampliog area (Figure 5.2 and Halupa, 1993).

I

Most damage have been dernonstrated in the forests cif the active floodplain, where
l
93 percent of the trees (poplar and willow) requires ,afditional
water which, could
not have been provided due to the 2-3 m decrease isf the groundwater level (see
'
Chapter 3). The lack of the fertilising effect of the flood also contributed
negatively. Accordingly:

1) willows started to decline and die along the banks of the main channel
(Plafe12, Volume 1);
2) reduced growth and impoverished health condition of the trees has been
registered;
3) rodents proliferated, secondary pests becarne abundant.
In forestry operation, trançportation became more dificuit and much more
expensive. The former aquatic transport fstcilities had to be replaced by terrestrial
vehicles and machines. The Szigetktiz area (hundreds of islandç) is not easily
accessible m y more, the length of road per hectare is less than one metre in the
active floodplain. Transportation tength also increased, since the wood-working
industry is Iocated aIong the shore-line of the Danube.

Figure 5.2: Circumference increment of trees in the Dunosziget experimental foresf in
1991, 1992 crnd 1993
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B qame management

l
terralmledmnqe

Figure 5.3: Extra costs and losses of the two years following the diversion - unifs in
thousands of HUF (Magas et al., 1994)

Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of the estimated cost of damage to the forestry of
the two years following the diversion of the ~ a n u b d . The total volume of extra
cost of the Riro ycars is 55 million HUF (Magas et al, 1994).
5.3.5 EVALUATION OF REMEDiAL MASURES

Remedial measuses were implemented fairly quickly tp supply water to the oxbows
and c m l s of fie old floodplain (flood protected area). The "active" floodplain
could only get some water (6 rn3/s)first of al1 in the s h t n e r of 1993 (Chaprer 3.2).
These rnearures provided only negligible effects on thb nearby forests.
Regular pumping of 15 m3h uster from Uic main c ~ e to lthe side-amr syntem
started in August 1994. Its effect on the forests could not have been demonstrated
so far.

5.3.6

CONCLUSIONS

All forests of the Szigetk~zrequire the direct or indirect effect of the Danube
water. This had been provided by the relatively hi&! and fluctuating groundwater
level, the water of the floods, and the nutrient rich sediment deposited by the
regular floods. The floods also eliminsted many pests in the soil.

These floodplain habitats are exçeptionrtlly productive and have been intençively
exploited by irnproved hybrid-poplars in the last decades. This favourable situation
was first radically upset by the construction work reducing the valuable forested
area and interfering with the aquatic transport of the foreshy. Then the deviation
of the Danube discharge into Slovak territory created a real catastrophe to the
floodpIain forests. Substantial damage ha been dernonstrated and further losses
are Iikely to occur. If the presently well balanced age distribution of the trees
cannot be maintained because of general (age independent) decline, the ecological
and econornical balance of the region will be violated for centuries, independently
of any water management optimization.

5.4 FISHERY.

by Ghbor Guti

The study evaluates the impact on fish under the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Barrage
System-the effect of changes in flow and sediment regime in the waters of the
floodplain. It reviews the impacts of the Original Project in aspects of fishery and
the changes in the fish populations of the Danube predicted by Slovak scientists in
1981. The commercial and recreational fishery statistics presented, as well as some
estimated biornass data, verified the detrimenhl effects of the GabEikovoNagymaros Project on fish. The most important impacts and the forecast damage
in relation to the operation of Variant C, are summarised as a reduction of the
fishery potential of the Middle Danube.

5.4.1 THENAWRAL SYSTEM
The great variability of the longitudinal, transversal and vertical dimensions of the
fluvial fish hydrasystem in the Little Danubian Plain resulted in the development
of a diverse potamic biocoenoses unique in Europe. Before river regulation, the
longitudinal variability used to manifest itsetf in a high gradient, turbulent section
upstrearn of the L i ~ t eDanubian Plain, a shallow braided stretch, and a low
gradient, deeper downstream section. The transverse dimension includes the
branches, dead arms and wetlands, that is, al1 the aquatic, semi-aquatic =and
terrestrial ecosystems within the alluvial plain, which were interconnected with the
lotic environment of the river. The vertical dimension includes the alluvial
subtemanean waters and their organisms. (see Chuprer 4).

These çyskmç played a prominent part in the regulation processes of fluvial
communities. For instance, in the spawning season hurnerous fishes of t h e m a i n
strearn migrated instinctively against the current, sometimes covering a distance of
100-200 km, before they found a suitable habitat fpr reproduction. Due to the
Alpine flood regime of the Danube (see Figure 3 . J ) , the low region of the
Szigetk~zarea was flooded during the early summer inundations, wliere migrating
fish could spread out. The slow flowing large branch systems functioned not only
as ideal spawning and nursery habitats for the fish species of the Middle Danube,
but they were also places where these fishes sought lrefuge during winter, strang
floods or periods of high pollution. Furthemore, the Jlentic waters of the branches
were particularly favaurable to the intensive production of plankton and a large
part of the planktonic production drifted into the main channel providing an
important food source for fish.

River regulation since the 19th century irnpacted on the rnorphodynarniçs of the
Danube channel as well as its floodplain (see Chapter 2 2). Due to the confinement
I of the inundated area, the closure of the side-am entrantes, the degradation of the
main channel, etc. (see Chaprer 2.2) the e î o ~ o ~ i d aconditions
i
have changed
conîiderably, especially in recent decaden. This Ras iesulted in detrimental effects
on fishery:
1)' Temporal changes in j7ow: Disruption of spawning patterns througli
inappropriate stimuli or unnatural short-termr flows resulted in changes in
cornrnunity structure from seasonal spawners to species with more flexible
spawning. Reduction of the duration of the idundations redueed phytophil
spawners because their juveniles were stranded in isolated pools.
2) Prevenfion ofjlooding by dykes: Loss of floodplain area for spawning,
loss of habitat variability, changes in speciés composition with loss of
obligate floodplain spawners. General reductioh in productivity of the whole
system.
3) Increased vate of sill deposilion in the JoodpIain (Dunai, 1992):
Reduçtion of habitat and eornmunity diversidy, choking of substrates for
reproduction leading ta failure to reproduce in titophil spawners.

In fiçhery aspects, the natural waters of the Szigetkoz have belonged to the "E16cen
Commercial Fiçhing Company of Gyor from 1951 till the present day. The
Company has a 2,418 ha fishing area on the main stream of the Danube (1 850-1 770
rkrn) and itr branch systerns, and 730 ha on the ~ o l o n Danube.
i
As a pan of the
Danube connected water network another 646 ha is utilised for fishing on the
lower section of the tributaries of the Mosoni ~ a n u b e(Rdba, Morcal, Rdbca)

(Jancs6 and Toth, 1987). Besides the coinmerçial Company 28 local sport-fishing
clubs hhve fishing rights in the Stigetkoz and another 96 ha fishing area belongç
only to recreational fishery (Bertalan, 1494).
The catch of the commercial and recreational fisheries has been documented since
1967 and 1968, respectively. The statistical data collected for fisliery reasons are
not suitable for the sçientific analysis on the composition of the fish comrnunities.
However, as a resuft of a continuous and extensive sampling, they provide an
opportunity for a rnoderate evaluation of fish abundance and distribution.
l

Species composition of commercial and recreational catches from 1968 to 1993
(see Plare 5.2, Volume 53 indicate the changes of the fish populations in the
Danube section between Rajka and Budapest. The most striking is the inoderate
decrease in the pike (Esox lucius) catch and significant increase in the barbet
(Barbus barbus) catch. Pike is a seasonal phytopliil spawner aclapted to layjng ics
eggs on submerged plants or riparian vegetatian in early spring. Its spawning
habitats were restricted by the decline of inundations of the floodplain, therefore
its natural recruitment decreased. Barbe1 is a litophil spawner, its eggs are attached
to stones. For spawning, it requires a clean bottom composed of grave1 mixed with
sand and pebbles. However, contrasted with pike it is a more flexible spawner in
space and tirne and the human impacts did not cause significant reduction of its
population. Although the increased rate of silt deposition in the floodplain waters
lirnited its habitats, this species couId End suitable sites for spawning in the main
stream and the catch of this species has increased since the beginning of the 1980s.

I

5.4.3IMPACTS OF THE ORiCiNAL PROJECT ON FISHERY
In the 1980s water engineering works connected with the construction of the
GabEikovo-Nagymaros River Barrage System caused disadvantageous changes in
the aguatic habitats. Structures (cross-dams, ditches, etc.) related to the planned
water replenishment system of the branches in the SzigetkBz fîoodplain, made the
flushing of the side-ams more difficult and accelerated their siltation.
As a consequence

of the coffer-dam at Nagymaros, which surrounds the
construction area of the planned barrage, the narrower Danube bed resulted in
higher current velocify,
These impacts caused the following damage in aspects of fishery:
1 ) Cross-damming of branches: Changes in the flushing rate and deposition
of organic sediment resulted in annerobic conditions in the deeper sections
of the side-arms leading to fish mortalities. Interruption of migratory
pathways by cross-dams eliminated the migratory fish by preventing
movement ta floodplain breeding sites by adults and slowing the
downstream movements of juveniles.

2) Increases inflow veloeities ai Nogymaros: ~ h higher
e
velooity created an
unsuitable condition for the passage of fish.

Before the operation of ihe GabCikovo-Nagyrnaros samage the statistical data for
commercial and recreational fishery indicated a dectkasing trend of catch in the
Danube section between Rajka and Komhrqm (see h a l e 5.30 Volume 5). The
reduction was 53% in the main smarn of the Danube and its branches; and 75% in
the Mosoni Danube from 1988 to 1992. In thia &iod the nurnber of sportfishermen increased and number of professional fisherrnan did not decrease
significantly. Fishing intensity was the same or slightly increasing on the basis of
proportion of the commercial and reoreational catche; (see Ploie 5-36, Volume J),
therefore the decreasing trend of statistical data indidate a considerable reduction
of the fish populations as a consequence of the cross-damrning of branches.

l

Slovak scientists (HolEik, 1981) made a detailed pkognosis for çompleting the
GabCikovo-Nagyrnaros River Barrage Systern frorn al fishery point of view. They
estimated in the region between Dunakiliti and tJe mouth of the lpel river
including almost 86% of the total area of the Slovak Danube section, that there are
alrnast 97% of sll fish and about 99% of al1 the avdilable fish production and it
provides almost 92% of the overall fish yields. The most important section of the
entire region lies between Bratislava and ~ a l k o v i ~ o and
& despite the fact that it
rnakes up anly 28% of the total area of the Slavak ~ b n u b e it, contains about 55%
of the overall fish biornass and provides 58% of the overall annual available
production.

In the region between the HruSov and Nagymaros &semoir the total water area
would increase h m 11,889 ha to 17,224 ha, i-e., 45%. However, £rom the view
point of fishery potential the hydrological conditions of individual biotopes are
more important, than the size o f the area.
With the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Project, the total fish biornass would decrease in
the entire region beheen Bratislava and Nagymaros by 57%, available production
by 75%, and the possible yield by 92% (HolEik, 1981). In accordance with an
estimate of 1979 these parameters would be 57%,69% and 89%, respectively
(Daubner, 1981). The section which would be the most affected is that adjacent to
the Old Danube bed, where the total losses in al1 paraheters exceed 95%.

(

The Danube section behveen Bratislava and Nagymaros would have only a
minimum biologiçal importance, and fi~h-~o~ulationd
of bath the upstream and the
l
downstream Danube sections would çonsiderably decrease
(MolEik, 1981). This
prognosis does not consider the effects of water leval fluctuations causcd by peak
operation o f the GabCikova-Nagymaros Project, add any additional increase in
pollution whose magnitude and effects can not be preldiîted.
The riparian ecotones (interface zones between thk aquatic and the terrestrial
ecosystems in rivers) have an important ,role in the rdomitment of fish populations,

as spawning and nursery sites, feeding habitats, etc. The peak operation of the
GabCikovo-Nagymaros Project would result in very high daily water level
fluctuations in the downstream section at Gabzikovo. The rapid fluctuation would
destroy the fluvial comrnunities in the ecotoneç and diminish the produ~tivityof
the whole system.

The huge volume of water flushed down in the bypaçs canal would dam up the
flow in the upstream section o f the Old Danube twice a day causing considerable
darnage to the fish populations as observed in the summer of 1994 (see below).
The changes in velocity resulted in the accumulation of silt and toxic wastes
leading to fish mortalities. In the hot summer period anaerobic conditions would
result in the death of fish.

5 -4.4 IMPACTS OF VAHANT C ON FISHERY

After October 1992, when the Danube was diverted to the GabGikovo power canal,
fish populations which assembled in their winter habitats could not always follow

the recession of the water. During the first three weeks of the diversion, according
to a governmental expert investigation (EH, 1993), the estimated quantity of fish
that perished in the Szigetkoz branch system was at least 100 tons (80% small
cyprinid fish, 10% zander, 5% carp, 3% pike, 2% catfish). The damage (see Plate
13, Volume I ) was estimated at 15-21 million HUF (140,000-196,000 USD) at
market priceç.
As the side-amis gradually dried out, fish remaining in the crowded muddy pools
beçame easy prey for water birds and wild-boar and an accessible catch for the
occasional poacher. In the second half of the winter of 92193 the shallow pools
froze solid because of the extensive, low temperatures, which consiclerably harmed
the opportunity for over wintering of the Tish. According to moderate estirnates, 50
tons of fiçh died because of the above mentioned reasons during the winter of
1992-1993. The damage was 7-10 million W F (65,000-93,000 USD) at market
prices.
According to the estimate of the Agricultural Office of Gyor-Moson-Sopron
County (19931, the reduçtion of the available fish production could be 75% on the
Danube between Bratislava and Komhrom, as weIl as in the rivers of the Little
Danubian Plain (Rdba, Rdbca, Marcal), but in the Upper Szigetkoz it could be as
high as 90%. The potential loss of catch (commercial and recreational fishery)
could be 100 tons per year. Its gross value is 15-20 million HUE (140,000-185,000
USD).
The commercial and recreational catch decreaçed by 19% (from 69 t to 56 t) in the
Danube section between Rajka and Komhrorn in 1993. The supposed reduction of

fish biomass would have been higher, but in accordadce with the general opinion
of some experts, fishing was more efficient in the extkaordinari~~
law water level
ofthe Upper Szigetkaz thsn it had been in the previoud year.

At the end of July 1994 there was considerable fish ddstruçtion in the main stream
of the Danube between DunakiIiti and Nagybajcs (1 842-1 802 rkrn). Its probable
reasons were the very long hot period and the extreme low water level. On 30 July
a liuge volume of water flushed down into the bypass canal at GabCikovo and the
discharge dammed up the water in the upstrenm section of the Danube in tlie
Szigetkaz. The flowing of the main stream stopped and triggered tlie fish deaths.
On the basis of the darnage survey of the ~ ~ r i c u l t d r Office
al
of Gyiir-MosonSopron County 15 tons of fish perished (0.2 ton zandkr, 0.3 ton carp, 0.5 ton asp,
4.0 tons of barbel and 10.0 tons of other cyprinid fidh). Their value was 1.5-1.7
million HUF (1 4,000- 16,000 USD) at market prices.
Afier the catastrophiç fish mortalitier in the ~ z i ~ e t k d the
z , Fishery Management
Fund of the Minintry of Agriculture gave financial suiport for fish introduction to
the local fisheiy company. The amount of aid was 6 mlillion HUF (56,000 USD) in
1993 and 3 million H ü F (28,000 USD) in 1994.
Table 5.5: The damage of lhe fishety in the Szigetkoz a r d since fhe itnplementarion of
Variant C

introduction (1 993

I
Forecast of damage
In recent years the ichthyological field studies o f the p g a r i a n Danube Research
Station, Hungarian Academy of Sciences conceotrated rnainly on the Cikola
b m c h çystern and made quantitative estimates c o n c e t h g the fish biornass related

to the conditions in 1992 and 1994 in the relevant stretch of the Danube: between
rkm 1838-1832.
The spatial and temporal distribution of fish communities in the flowing waters is
quite heterogeneous, so the quantite:ive study of fiçh populations is one of the
most difficult questions of ichthyological research in the large rivers. The estimate
of fish biomass is more reliable if the calculations are separated in accordance to
functional units of the hydrosystem. The functional units of the Szigetkoz
floodplain were classified by the system of Roux et al. (1982) (çee Chapter 4.3.2.2
and Plate 4.3, Volume 5). Al1 of the side-arms were categorised on the basis of
nerial photographs, field experiments and the results were discussed by water
management engineers.

Slovak ichthyologists intensively investigated the quantily of fish stocks in the
Danube by the mark and recapture method (HolCik and Bastl, 1976, 1977 and
HolEik, 198 1). The estirnate of the Fish biomass related to the conditions in 1992 in
the Szigetkoz area was based on mean biomass density data determined by HolCik
(1991). When the status was described in 1994, the biomass density data were
corrected with the catch per unit effort data estirnated by the Hungarian Danube
Research Station.
In the Cikola branch system the side-amis form a dense network; their length iç
five times more than the length of main channel. The surface area of the branches
and the main a m was 318-390 ha at medium water level in 1992 and in some
previous years. On the basis of their morphology the side-arms have the following
categories:
1) eupotamon, that is large running waters;
2) parapotamon, that is çemi-stagnant arms, where the downstream end is
still connected to the river;
3) pdesiopotamon, that
connection to the river;

iç

ternporary standing branches with no permanent

Plare 5 . 4 (Volume
~
5) shows the distribution of these functional units and Table
5.6summarises the estimate of the fish biomass.
Table 5.6: EstimatedJish biomass in the Cikola branch systern (rkm 1832- 18381, before the
implementution of Variant C (status prior to 1992)
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Since the irnplementation of Variant Ç, or rather since the diversion of the Danube
at Cunovo, the Cikola branch system has been strongly influenced by the reduction
of the river discharge, and has had its functional vnits changed as well. In August
1994, when the major part of water replenishmsnt wis provided by purnping, the
surface area of the Cikala-branch system was 232-287 ha, this meant that 86-1 05
ha of the side-ams were dry. In that condition the wet channels have four
categories:

1 ) eupotamon, that is, the main channel of the ~ k n u b e ;
I

2) loticparapoiomon, that is, slowly flowing -s

(0.5-0.6 rn/s);

3) lenric parapolomon, that is, stagnant waterA which have direct contact
with the lotic ams;

4) paleu-plesiopotamon, that is, isolated standidg waters with no permanent
and direct connection to the other arms.

*l

Plate 5.4b (Volume 5) shows the distribution of theçe functional units and Table
5.7 surnmarises the estimate of the fish biomass.
The area of the wet side-ams decreased by 25-30% compared to the situation in
1992 at medium water level. During this period the Lhanges of the hydrological
l
conditions of biotopes resulted in the decrease of the total fish biomass by 56-64%
on the basis of calculations.

These calculations indiçate the trend and the order of change in the Cikola branch
system. The biomass density and proportion of the functional units are different: in
other sections of the Danube in the Szigetkoz, t h e k m the extrapolations of
ostirnatsd data would be difficult to the whole floodpldin or to the fishing areas.
Table S. 7:Eslimated$sh biomass in the Cikolu Biunck syshem (wkm 1832-1838), ofier the
implerneritntbn of Variant î, when the major shore of the kater supply war provided by
putnping (Augusr 1994j

1

I

The medium and long fem darnage to fisheries is higker than the calculated losses.
The stnichires of the water supply syrtem have blocked of the branch nysterni in

the Szigetkoz and there is no direct connection between the floodplain habitats and
the main riverbed. The Alpine character of the flood regime does not exist
anymore and the hydrology of the side-armç changed. The flow through of the
branch systems is only 1.5-2 days annually every 5-10 years and the full
inundation is to be expected once in every 10-25 years (see Chapter 3.2). Since the
operation o f the GabCikovo Barrage, the water transparency has increaçed and flow
velocity has decreased in the side-arms. This condition is favourable for the high
production of subrnerged aquatic vegetation.
The impacts mentioned have caused the following damage in aspects of fishery:
1) Blocking of the branch systems: Loss of floodplain habitats for spawning,
nursery, feeding and wintering result in a considerable decrease of fish
production. Fishery potential of the Szigetkaz area will decline. Lack of
large-scale fish recruirment has detrimental effects on the fish populations
of the Middle Danube for a few hundred kilometres downçtream.

2) C h ~ ~ i gin
e sflood regime: Subsequent reduction of habitat diversity, loss
of çpecies, climiniçhing productivity at çommunity level due to the switch
from the Alpine character flood regime to stable system dynarnics.
3) Deçrease ofj70w rute: Shifts from rheophilic to limnophilic comrnunities
in the side-arms. Changes in flushing rate resulting in accumulation or low
dilution of toxic wastes or anaerobic conditions leading to fish rnortalities.
4) Decrease in suspended silt load: Water transparençy is higher. Increase
in density of submerged aquatic vegetation leads to an increase in the
abundance of phytophil fish. Changes in fiçh community, that is a reduction
in number of the non-visual predators and omnivores. Risk of fish mortality
due to anaerobic conditions caused by eutrophication.

5 ) Diversion of wuter into the bypass canal: The higher discharge in the tailrace canal directs the shoals of fish during their spawning migration ta the
tailwater of the Gabbikovo Barrage, which is an fnsurmountable barrier and
the bypass canal is an unsuitable habitat for spawning.

1

~
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CHAPTER 6
SETSMOLOGY AND EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING
by Anthony Bracegirdle
SUMMARY
Seismic design parameters for the Project were decided in 1965. At this time,
design input parameters were based largely on bistorical data. In the Iate 1970s
probabil istic methods and, more recently, deterministic rnethods of assessing
seismic hazard became accepted into current practice. Substantial advances in
design rnethods have also occurred over this period. It is now widely recognised
that assessments based simply on historical records of earthquakes underestimate
the ~ i s k sassociated with large, critical developments whicl~have the potential for
widespread damage in the event of failure.

No systematic re-zoning of the project on the basis of current practice hns taken
place since 1965, although a large number of useful background studies have been
undertaken. In terms of global seismology, the region is characterised by
moderately low rates of energy refease. Simple risk assessments, for example
ICOLD (1989), suggest that the project would fa11 into a high risk category;
projects in high risk categories are usually designed to avoid an uncontrolled
release of water in the event of a realistic maximum credi ble ground motion being
Mt. The sefection of maximum credible ground motions should be realistic,
conservatively assessed on a rational basis. For the purpose of review, the effects
of a Richter magnitude, M=6.5, earthquake acting within source zones, identified
by recently assembled macroseismic, geophysical and geological data, have been
considered. The water-retaining dykes of the headrace canal and the Dunakiliti~ r u ~ o v l ~ u n oReservoir
vo
have been identified as particularIy vulnerable;
liquefaction, settlement leading to over-topping, and uncontrolled release of water
are Iikely to occur under the criteria adopted in this review.
Tt is apparent that the potential problems associated with seisrnic risk have not
been adequately addressed, either during design or çubsequently. It is concluded
that there were significant grounds for concern over seisrnic design standards and
other unresolved probIems at the time when Hungary suspended construction of
the project. A potential weakness in the detailing of the Variant C dykes has been
identified. The interface between dykes and structures are often critical in seismic
design, and these have not been checked or commented on in this study. The need
for an immediate full and systematic analyçis of risk and dam safety remains,
although background studies have been carried out by Hungary.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Earthquake risk can, in simple terms, be viewed
potential, exposure to hazard and the vulnerabil
Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project, as perceived at the
comprised an extensive system of dykes and the
barrages over a 169 km stretch of the Danube. The d
the impounded waters upstream of the barrages, whic
at Nagymaros (km 1696), GabEikovo (adjacent to k
1842). Any damage that would occur as a reçu12 of
(i-e., flooding, economic damage, loss of life, etc.)
location and in some areas this could be quite severe.

s the produpt of damage
1 of the structures. The
ne of the Treaty in 1977,
instruction of three major
Les provide containment of
were to have been located
1821) and Dunakiliti (km
breach of the dyke system
~ u l dV a r y from location to

The rate of release of seismiç energy in the region is r
to more active areas in Europe, suçh as Central Ital;
consequence, the frequency of large earthquakes is d
certainS. It is apparent from historical records th
producing strong shaking, albeit infrequently. The gre
project iç such that the integrated exposure to seismic
would be substantially greater than that of a single ele

ltively low when compared
ind Southern Greece. As a
Ficult to establish with any
the region is capable of
geographical extent of the
azard for the whole project
ent of the sçheme.

The construction of the dykes varies from location to
the Danube gravel as bulk fi11 is relatively widesprea
itç nature, the Danube gravel is easily eroded by wa
would develop quickly if the integrity of the water ret
Under strong earthquake shaking, dykes and ernbankn
to lateral spreading, settlement and consequent over-ti

cation, although the Mse of
throughout the Project. By
r and, as a result, a breach
ning system were impaired.
nts may become vulnerable
ping.

The dykeç of the Project are likely tu provide the hi
shaking because they are exposed to hazard over a la
vulnerable, and the consequences of over-topping
severe in some locations. A full study of risk woulc
present-day standards for major projects. Such a
complex and is beyond the çcope of this report. Desi
shaking were provided in the Joint Contractual Pla
containment dykes and their design in relation to Our
seismological environment and potential vulnerability

lest risk due to earthquake
;e area, they are potentially

id failure are likely to be
iormally be required under
tudy would be extremely
I parameters for earthquake
This report discusses the
resent understanding of the
f these structures.

.

In the Original Project, barrages would have been provided at Nagymaros,
Gabcikovo and Dunakiliti. The barrage at Nagymaros was to be integrated with
power generation facilities and ship locks. Under normal operating conditions the
water level upstrearn of Nagyrnaros would have been about 6 m above the level af
the river under average flow conditions (Q=2300 m31s);operating water levels
would have been above river bank level for a distance of 30 to 40 km upstream of
the barrage, the effects of impoundment extending as far upstrearn as Conyü (100
km upstream). Containment dykes would have been provided principally by the
raising and strengthening of existing flood protection dykes of the Danube and its
tributaries, the Ipoly (Ipel) and Hron Rivers. Substantial geotechnieal problems
were identified in relation to raising the water level upstrearn of Nagymaros by
Mantuano (1989); these problems were not fully resolved at the time Hungary
suspendecl construction at Nagymaros.

6.1.2.2 GabEikovo Structures
The barrage at GabCikovo incorporates ship locks and power generation facilities;
a 17 km-Iong headrace canal extendç upstream to the HmSov Reseruoir. The water
level in the headrace varies between about 7 m and 15 m above the level of the
surrounding land, giving an impounded volume for the lieadrace of about 80
million m3.

The containment dykes of the headrace are conçtructed with bulk fill, comprising
cornpacted Danube grave1 and an upstream bituminous concrete membrane. A
freeboard of 2.0 m iç provided between the operating levels of the canal and the
crest of the dykes, In order to avoid post-construction settlernent, the Joint
Contractual Plan called for the removal of 2 to 3 m of clayey and silty soils froin
the foundation of the dykes. The excavation of about 2 m of soil, extending to up
to 5 rn where peaty, silty or clayey soils were found was confirmed by LiSka
(1994). Polko (1993) maintained that an assessment of liquefaction potential of the
foundation was made, and unsuitable material removed during the course of
construction; no data was presented to ilIustrate the investigations or the analyses
that were carried out. This view was echoed by Hydro-Quebec International
(19901, but again no data were provided. This view is strongly çontested by Finta
(1990), who maintains that considerable diff~cultywas experienced with the
excavations and that insufficient fine-grained material was removed. The
allegations made by Finta are of great concern and require investigation.

In the Original Projeît it was envisaged that the closure of the Old Danube murse
would be made near Dunakiliti, and a barrage incoaorating a spillway, control
gates, and a ship lock wouPd be built on the site of the closure. The DunakilitiHruSov Reservoir was intended to have an impounded iolurne of about 200 million
m3,of which 49 million m3 is contained over a depth of 1 rn below operating level.
The containment dykes comprise new gravel-fil1 structkres with upstream blankets
of fine-grained soils or asphalt, and strengthened bxisting flood banks. The
greatest retained height of water would have been a p u t 7 m above river bank
level, near Dunakiliti. 1 have no information that an afternpt was made to remove
liquefiable materials beneath the dykes of the Dunakiliti-HruSov Reservoir; this i s
supported by construction drawings provided
OVIBER (1 994) and
investigations carried out by Etitvos Lorhnd Geophysical Institute (ELGI, 1991).

jy

6.1.2.4 funovo Resewoir and vhrianf C
Between 1991 and 1992, the Slovsk developers c4nstructed the "Variant C"
headrace linking Gabtikovo to a reservoir fomed by the closure of the Danube at
Cunovo. The Variant C dyke is sirnilar ta thoie form/ng the headrace canstructed
under the Joint Contractual Plan, except that ~ a t e r - ~ r 4 o f is
i nprovided
~
by a PVC
membrane within the retained-water side of the dyke. The membrane i s covered by
1.5 m of fil1 at a slope of 1:3; the fil1 is protected by a geotextile cover and precast
concrete anti-erosion slabs.

1

The Cunovo Reservoir utilises dykes constructed for the Dunakiliti-HruSav
Reservoir; the resulting impoundment is less than planned under the Joint
Contractual Plan, although the length of the critical headraçe canal is extended by
approxirnately 9 km.

hast

The canssquences of s breach of the dykes would be
serious at the following
locations: irnrnediately upstream of Nagymaros, in thd GabCikovo Headraee and in
the lower reaçhes of the upstream reservoir. 1 am not aware of any systernatic
study of the dyke-breaçh icenario; it is evident howéver, that local comrnunities
are likely to be inundated (Perczel and Libik,1989).
Although the volume of water irnpounded by the scheme is large, the relatively
low hcight of the dykes and high flood flows in relatibn to the irnpounded volume
shoiild be teken into consideration in asressing potehiai damage. Flood darnage
I
that occurred in 1954 and 1965 would provide useful guidance in generating dykebreach scenarios as part of an assessrnent of risk. ~ h large
e
volume of water
impounded in the headrace canal is, however, of particular concern as this is held

above the level of the surrounding land, and not within the confines of the olci river
channel. Sound operating procedures, in the event of an earthquake or flood, and
çontingency plans could substantially mitigate potential damage. It is, however,
clear that, at present, there are no risk çtrategy pIans or operating procedures which
are mutually agreed between Hungary and Slauakia.
A simplistic evaluation of potential damage using the criteria of the international
Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD, 1989) would place the scheme in categories
III or IV (the classification extends between 1 and IV in increasing level of
severity; categories 111and IV are considered high risk categories). In a preliminary
analysis of risk, using probabilistic methods, return periods for earthquakes coufd
be taken as 1 in 10,000 years (category III) and 1 in 30,000 years for category IV
(for exampIe, see Charles et cd., 1991). Critical or high risk structures, even in
areas of relatively low seismicity, are preferabIy designed on the basis of
determin istical ly evaluated ground motions; catastrophic failure as a reçult of
ground motion arising from a Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE) should be
prevented. The MCE is defined as the earthquake that would cause the most severe
level of ground motion whicli appears possible for the prevailing geological and
tectoniç conditions.

6.2 GEOLOGLCAL AND TECTONlC BACKGROUND
6.2.1 BASEMENT STRUCTURE IiWD CRUSTAL MOVEMmJT
The most important feature of basement structure of the Little Hungarian Plain is
the RGba-Hurbanovo Line. The line separates pre-Tertiary (alder than 65 million
years) rocks of the Alpine-Carpathian metamorphie series to tlie NW of the Line
from the Transdanubian Range Unit to the SE, and is effectively a boundary
between micro-plates. A programme of detailed geological mapping has been
undertaken in this area since 1982 (Don et al., 1993), and extensive geophysical
mapping as part of the DANREG project carried out since 1989 (Vero and Nemesi,
1994). The Raba-Hurbanovo Line has been identified as running NE from G y ~ r
towards Kolirovo in Slovakia and then to the east through Hurbanovo.
A deep (8,000 m) basin is observed in the pre-Tertiary basement rocks between
Gyor and Dunakiliti to the NW of the Raba Line. The centre of the basin is
situated near GabCikovo, the principal axis of the basin running NE-SW (see Plate
6.1, Volume 5). Very weak Tertiaty rocks comprising calcareous clays and weakly
cemented sands and gravels fi11 the basin. This is the result of crustal subsidence,
which has been very vigorous in the past and has continued and perhaps
accelerated in the Quatemary (i.e. the last 2 million years). Current rates of crustal
subsidence are eçtimated at about 2.0 mmlyear within the basement area (Job,
1994 and Don et al., 1993j. The predominant Slovak view is that the basemerit
beneath the GabEikovo area is divided by NE-SW and NW-SE oriented faults;
blocks o f basement rock within this area which are delineated by the faults are

'

sinking relative to the sunounding rocks. This vie, is autlined in the Joint
Construction Plan, and described in detail by an da no (1 989). lanatek (1 971)
describes a major NE-SW fault running sub-parallll to the RBba line through
Gabeikovo. The potential capability for movement of these faults was considered a
suffioient h m r d by the designers to justify relocatidn of the GabEikovo barrage
700 m upstream to its present location; this decisio)i was made on the basis of
investigations made afier design, and prior to the commencement of work at
GabCikovo. A nurnber of studies have been carried out by the Hungarian scientific
comrnunity (for example, Ver6 and Nemesi, 1994 and Balla, 1994) in order to
examine the potential of faulting in this region to prhduce shaking. The principal
conclusions of these studies are:
1) Faults in the immèdiate vicinity of ~ a b i i k o v oare unlikely to
produce strong motions, and are poorly defined by rnaçroseismic data.

2) A fault line exists between Kornirom and Gyor , which is well
defined by geophysical, geological and macroçeismic data. The fault
is cansidered capable of producing strong motibn.

l

Excavations for the foundations of the Nagymaros barrage were carried out prioï
I
to 1989. The excavations revealed predominantly apdesitic rocks that had lieen
greatly distorted by tectonic activity (Bence et al., 1991 and Gilos and Kertész,
l
1990). Although no direct evidence was found for movement along these faults in
the overlying Quatemary depositr during excavatiods for the Nsgymaros facility,
geological cornparison of the level of grave1 terracer! of Quatemary age dong the
Danube in this region show that tectonic rnovernents have taken place in thir
period. The capability of faults in this area ir also rJpported by rnacmssisrnic and
geodetic data; their capability cannot be ruled out ( ~ d l l a 1994).
,

I

6.2.2.SEISMCITY OF THE REGION
Earthquake intenrity relates to physical damage lobserved as a result of an
enrthquake. Unless othenvise stated, intensity is in this report quoted in terms of
the MSK scale; this is s 12 point scale, directly eo&arable and equivalent to the
older MCS scale. Intensity may be related by empirically-based relationshipç to
Richter magnitude, M, which is an instrumental rnedsure of the energy released in
a seismic event (see Chapter S. 3.1.1').
Considerable research on historical earthquakes in Hungary was carried out by
Réthly (19521, who compiled a list of events that occurred between 455 and 1918.
Other shidies, for example Ribhrid (1982), have kssisted in assessing historical
seismicity for the region. Since the Nrn of the cent& a more systernatic approach
to data collection and retrieval har been in
such that rnost events of
epicentral intensity, Io, greater than about 3.0 have been recorded. The
cornpleteness of the record dirninisher with time brior to 1900, particuiarly in
relation to small events.

results of a Curnbel analysis of çeisrnicity in the ~ a h a t h i a i iregion. The analysis
utilises data from the whole region and concludes that the largest "possible" event is
of Richter magnitude 6.5, having a probability of excedence of 1%. A simitar value
was obtained independently by Khrnik using sirnble empirical deduction. A
refinement of this assessrnent is embodied in the " ~ c h e b eof Eartliquake Provinces"
produced by Kinqik er al. (1978), which shows a maximum eartliquake strength of
Richter magnitude 6.0 (see Figure 6.3). At present ther4 is insufficient information to
allow a fully deterministic evaluation of the Maximum Credible Earthquake;
earîhquakes of between 6.0 and 6.5 magnitude (~ichtel)rernain appropriate in light
of more recent studies, and it is considered that an event within this range of
magnitude could conceivably take place anywhere within the source zones identified.

The Quaternasy period extends from 1.64 million years before the present to the
present day. The period is sub-divided into the ~ o l o î é n e(O to 10,000 years before
the prcsent) and Pleistocene (10,000 years to 1-64 million years before the
present); the division being made on the basiç of climatic change. Holocene
deposits are often referred to as "recent" and represent a greater risk of
liquefaction or cyclic rnobility under earthquake shakihg than older depositr.

l

The Quaternary deposits between Nagymams and ~iomlromare relatively complex and comprise interbedded clays, gravels and sands, with raised gravel terraces
on higher ground to the south of the river. The overbujden irnmediately upstream of
Nagyrnaros is generally about 10 m in thickness, increaling with distance upsheam.
A deep basin filled with Quatemas. deposits extends beneath the Danube between
l
Bratislava and Komirom. The Pleistocene materials comprise the GabC-ikovo Sand
and the overlying Danube gravel, and reach a total thickness of up to about 600 m
in the centre of the basin. The relatively permeable ~ Q n u bgrave1
e
is 12- 15 rn thick
at Bratislava, increaçing to about 100 m at Dunaki;liti, and to about 300 m at
GabEikovo. The Danube gravels are typically in the fine to medium range, with a
variable content of fine and medium sand. These haterials are unlikely to be
I
susceptible to Iiquefaction or seulement during shaking.

I

The Holocene materials vary in composition and thickness across the Danube
alluvial cone. At Dunakiliti they are typically 5 m to 7 m in thickness, and increase
ta about 30 rn in thickness near Gabfikovo (Don dt al, 1993). They comprise
clayey silts, silty sanda, fine sands, sandigravel mixtures and oan contain layers of
peat. The thickness and nature of these materials c h vary ~onniderablyover a
short distance, particufarly where in-filled side-arms orl çliannels are met.
1 have reviewed oone penetration test data made avallable by ELG1 (1 98 1, 1991)
which are considered representative of the Dunakiliti-HruSov area. Typical traces
of cone resiçtance within the Holocene deposits are ihown on Figure 6.4. As çan

be seen from Figure 6.4, cone resistances in fine sands and silty sands are
frequently in the range 1-4 MPa, indicating these materials to be extremely loose.
Such materials are potentially liquefiable during strong earthquake shaking when
present at degths of less than about 15 m: whether or not liquefaction takes place is
dependent on the severity of the ground motions, and this is discussed further in
Chapter 6.3.2. 1 have not seen data comparable to that provided by ELGI for
Slovak territory in the vicinity of GabEikovo, or other data that would allow a
comprehensive assessrnent of liquefaction potential in this area. As the
depositional environment at GabCikovo has been broadly similar to tliat at
Dunakiliti, I would expect sirnilar materials to be present at Gabzikovo, but in
greater thickness.

6.3.1 SElShdlC ZONMG OF THE PROJECT

The seismicity of the region was discussed by a joint meeting of Czechoslovakian
and Hungarian experts in September 1965. During this meeting, levelç of
earthquake intensity and design levels of acceleration were set for various parts of
the project as outlined in Table 6.1. The Intensity Scale applied at this time was
the twelve-point MCS (Mercalli-Cancani-Sieberg) Scale, which is summarised in
Table 6.2. The MC'S Scale was adopted by the International Seismological
Association in 1917, The MCS classification proved to be rather imprecise and
made little allowançe for local building practice. Levels of ground motion
nssociated with the MCS scale are ofien those of early building codes.
Improvements were made, and the American Modified Mercalli Scale (MM, 1931)
and the European Medvedev-Sponheuer-Khik (MSK, 1964) Scales were
introduced. The MSK and MM Scales are twelve-point scales like the original
MCS Scale; as outlined by the World Data Centre A for SoIid Earth Geophysics
(1979), the grades of the three scales are equal and equivalent to each other. In
addition, a new European Macraseismic scale (EMS), which is a revision of the
MSK scale, has recently been accepted by the European Community (1992).
Use of the MCS Scale has persisted in Italy and Greece, although in neither
country is it çurrently embodied in design codes.

Table 6.1:Seismic Zoning for the Projeet, ~ehtember1965.

1861-1&23(Dunakjliti)
1823- 1808 (Gabtikovo)

1770- 1 764 (KomBrom)

The instrumental determination of magnitude, for e!xample the Richter Scale,
offers a more consistent approach cataloguing earthquake strength. The bulk of
historical data was gathered before instrumental determinations were possible, and
hence intensity scales continue to be of importance in decision-making.
Correlations between epicentral intenrity, Io, and ~ichdermagnitude, M, have been
anernpted for the Carpathian region by Csornor and ~ i l (1959):
s

l

M = 0.61, i- 1.8 log h - 1.3 (h: depth of focus),
and more recently by K h i k (1966):

I

l

As c m be çeen by Khrnik's regression analysis, whibh iç shown on Figure 6.5,
there is considerable scatter in the data. Only broad cornparisons are, therefore,
advisable; nevertheless, i t can be seen from Figure 6.5 that the "maximum

1

possible" event for the region, M,,,=6.0-6.5, prescribed by Kkrnik is broadly
consistent with 10=9 MCS or MSK.

21 1

Table 6.2: Mercalii Cancani Sieberg (MCS) Intensity Scala

VI1

"VERY STRONG"

XI

"CATASTROPHIC"

piles. Significant morphological changes and many

CATASTROPHIC"

changcs The course of rivers is changcd and lakes

As can be seen from Table 6.1, the highest design intensity, 1=9, occurs near
Kornarom; it is comparable to the 1763 earthquake, and that poçtulated by Kimik
as the "maximum possible" for the region. The seisrnic zoning proposed in 1965 iç
very simi lar to zoning embodied in Czechoslovakian building codes, described by
Karnik ei al. (1988). The zoning applied in the building codes for "standard"
buildings is based purely on historical earthquake events. As noted by Karnik et al.
(19881, this approach is not satisfactory for "critica1 facilitieç" for which a "more

complex hazard assessrnent rnust be made". This is partiçularly true in regions of
low rates of energy release where earthquake source zones and recurrence
relationshipç are poorly defined.

6.3.1.2Design occeleratibn
The design accelerations given in Table 6.1 ard directly comparable with
earthquake coefficients given in Romanian and Y ugo(lavian (1 964) building codes
(refer to I.A.E.E., 1984) for the corresponding intensify value. These are compared
with peak ground accelerations taken from Spanish, JFaEian and Soviet practiçe on
Figure 6.6. As can be seen from Figure 6.6, the design coeficients are
approxirnately 30% of peak ground acceleration.

The design coefficients of the Yugoslav and Romanian codes, and those of the
Project, are intended for use in simple pseudo-static design methods. By such
rnethods a "static" force is applied to the struçture k i n g analysed, and the stability
of the struçture tested againît simple equilibriurn diteria. Because peak ground
acceleration refers to the single largest instantanéous acceleration during an
earthquake, it would not be appropriate to use peak ground acceleration in çuch
analyses. In the 1970s and 1980s, advances were made in dynamic analyses, which
consider the full time-history of earthquake records. Earthquake records are best
scajed to meet design requirements according to peak ground acceleration, velocity
and duration, which can be measured in the field, and to which the attenuation
relationship (ground motion v. distance) can be fiked. Typically, pseudo-static
design coefficients are between 20% and 30% o f peak graund acceleration.
Increaçingly, pseudo-static coefficients are not provided directly in building codes
but are incorporated into rnultipliers applied to peak ground acceleration Dynamic
analyses, on the other hsnd, use peak ground acceld;ation directly. Relatianships
between peak ground acceleration and intensity wqre available at the time the
design criteria for the Project were set (for example, see Medvedev, 1962 and
Figure 66).1 believe that the acceleration levels embkdied in the Joint Contractual
Plan were not intsnded as a rneasure of peak graund Acceleration. Intensity 9 MCS
would, for example, have a design coefficient Of 0.10 g (see Table 6.I ) ,
corresponding to a peak ground acceleration of about 0.3 O g (see Figure 6.6).

Probabilistic rnethods provide a means of evaluatind seisrnic hazard at a specific
site. They were introduced by Comell (19681, and are based on the historical
record of earthquakes, applying the following procedire:

,

1) Earthquake source zones are identified and recurrence relationships
(earthquake magnitude v. return period) eçtablished for each source.
2 ) An attenuation relationship (earthquake motion v. distance from
tlie epicentre) is developed or a relationship for a çimilar tectonic
region is adopted. In this case, earthquake motion is charactesised by
peak ground acceleration.

3) A cumulative probability distribution is constructed from (L) and
(2) above, combining the contributions from the various sources.
4) The probability of varying levels of acceleration occurring or being
exceeded i s calculated assurning an extreme event probability
distribution for the expeeted design life of the facility.
Probabilistic methods suffer a number of drawbacks. As discussed previously, the
identification of source zones may be difficult in areas of low rates of energy
release, particularly where there is little surface expression of the sources.
Recurrence relationships, which are based on a relatively short historical record,
becorne inaccurate when calcul@ing the probability of extseme events with return
periods of 10,000 years or more. In addition, it is asçumed that earthquakes are
unifomty distributed in space and time within the source zones, which iç not
necessarily true.
A probabiIistic analysis was carried out by Zsiros (1991) an the Dunakiliti facility
osing the source zones shown in Figure 6.I . The results of the analyçis are shown
in Figure 6.7. As can be seen from Figure 6.7, the design level of intensity (1=7)
wouId be expeçted to have a return period of about 1,000 years; this corresponds to
a 10% probability of excedence over a 100 year period, and 1 know of no
circumstances where this could be shown to be acceptable for Iarge critical

structures.

In the deterministic approach, earthquake sources are identified, and the effects of
earthquakes of varying magnitude occurring at the closest point within the various
sources to the site are assessed. Because of the difficulties associated with
probabilistic analyses, preference is give to deterministic rnethods in current
practice (ICOLD, 1989). Ideally, appropriate real tirne histories should be used and
consideration be given to the local soi1 conditions in evaluating the site response.
Such an analysis has been carried out using strong motion data from the 1976
FriuIi earthquake by Bondir (1994). The Friuli earthquake was used because the
mechanism is appropriate to the region (i.e., shallow strike-slip), the earthquake
recording was made on outcropping basement rock, and the magnitude appropriate
to the analysis. The analysis considers the effect of a magnitude 5.6 earthquake at
an epicentral distance of 25 km. A soi1 column 400 m in thickness was used,

having properties appropriate to the Danube gravdi and overIying Holocene
rnaterials. The properties are estirnated rather than rnebured; future work should,
where possible, be based on rneasured data. The anal& is. however, regarded as
sufficient for present review purposes. The calculated ground response showed a
peak ground acceleration of about 0.25 g,

The shidy by Bondir (1 994) foms a useful basis for cbmparison, as tlie event size
approaches that of the "maximum possible" given by K h i k (1971) and the
epicentral distance is comparable to both the distance of GabCikovo to the GyorBecske Line (Balla, 1994) and the distance of Dunakiliti from the Mur-Mürz Line.

l

The concept of designing critical facilities to rnaxirndrn credible ground motions
evolved during the 1970s and 1980s, and wbs ernbodied in lCOLD
recornmendations in Bulletin 72 in 1989. Bulletin 72 states: LLF~r
dams whose
I
failure would present a greut social hazard, the mmirnum design earthqunke wiEl
normally be characterised by a level of motion equal tu thab expecfed ab the dam
site fY0m the occurrence of a deterministically evaluafed maximum credible
earthquakr....If will be required ut leost thut the i&unding
capacify of the dam
be maintnined when subjected to fhaf seismic load." A detailed risk analysis is,
however, required to determine whether this level of design is justified. Such an
analysis, using present "state-of-the-art" techniques, haç not to my knowledge been
carried out. The decision concerning seismic design input parameters should be
made jointly by the owners, their consultants and involved regulatory or review
egencies, with s rtrong consideration of public sentiment. When considering the
physiçal size of the projeet and the nurnber of comrnuQities close by, and since the
project occupies an international border, it is likely that the use of a Maximum
I
Credible Earthquake would be shown to be appropriate.

In this partiçular case, s'sensible basis for review fould be to apply an agreed
"maximum possible" earthquake anywhere within the potential source zones (Mur-

Mürz and Gyor-Becske Lines). The study by Bonqr (1992) indicatsd a peak
ground acceleration of about 0.25 g for a magnitude 5.6 earthquake at an epicentral
distance of 25 km; a similar exercise uçing a magnitude 6.5 earthquake is likely to
show a higher level of acçeleration, probably of the orber of 0.3 g, to be applicable
to the majority of the project,
I have not seen the results of the investigations of thé fault line in the imrnediate
vicinity of GabEikovo, which were oarried out by th4 Slovak side. 1 am therefore
unable to comment on the capabiliq of this fauIt and it is possible that this fault
should also be considered as an earthquake source. If included, levels of peak
ground acceleration greater than 0.3 g may be applicable to GabEikovo.

6.3.3 ENGINEERiNG DESIGN
6.3.3.1Confainment dykes
Experience has shciwn that compacted granulas embankments are vsually
inherently stable during earthquake shaking, providing the foundation materials are
sound. The use of a rolled asphaltic membrane on the retained-water side, such as
constructed in the headrace canal under the Joint Contractuaf Plan, means that the
bulk fiIl of the dykes remnin dry and, hence, lesç susceptible to settlement during
sttong shaking. Loss of freeboard due to internal deformation and settlement
within the headrace dykes is unlikely to exceed 1 % of the height of the dyke at
IeveIs of çhaking consistent with the Maximum Credible Earthquake (see Chapfer
6.3.2.2).Settlements of less than 0.2 m can therefore be expected from the internal
compaction of a 20 rn-high dyke.
The bulk fil1 of the headrace canal dykes comprises Danube gravel. As descrihed
in the Joint Contraaual Plan (1978) and by Mantuano (1989), the particle size
distribution o f the Danube gravel is well-graded and stepped; the gravel content is
typically in the range of fine to medium, with significant proportions of fine sands.
Medium and coarse-grained sands are virtually absent. Such materials when recontpacted tend to be easily eroded by water and are potentially internally unstable
when subject to through-flow of water. Gradings of the Danube gravel that 1 have
examined fail the criteria of Kenney and Lau (19851, which has been shown to
reasonably predict internal instability observed both in the laboratory and in the
field. In the 1960s and 1 9 7 0 ~such
~ materials were generally considered as stable.
The potential vulnerability of these materials is of concern, and increases the risk
of a breach of the dykes occurring in the event of damage ta water-proofing
membranes or over-topping.

The careful detailing of interfaces between concrete structures, such as weirs, and
earth structures is essential in ensuring good performance during earthquakes. 1
have not had access to such details on the Slovak side and recommend that such a
review be carried out by an independent review board. I have some concern over
the performance in the retained-water membrane detailed for the Variant C dykes.
This comprises a 0.6 mm thick PVC membrane covered by a 1.5 m thicknesç of
bulk fil1 and pre-cast concrete wave protection units. My chief concern is that
strang shaking would be accompanied by down-slope sliding of the fil1 overlying
the membrane. This would cause cracking and settlement at the crest of the dyke,
and possibly rupture of the membrane; in this case, the membrane supplies a lowstrength surface for the overlying fil1 te slide on.

6.3.3.2Liquefaction of dyke foundatihn materials
Granular rnaterials, for example silts, sands and gravels, that are saturated with
water and in a loose condition may be subject to liqhefaction. Soils undergoing
liquefaction lose their strength, and this is rnarked bd phenornena such as "sand
boils" appearing at the surface and flow-slides. ~ i ~ u e f d c t i ophenornena
n
have been
asrociated with earthquakes in hintorical data extendi& back to the 16th century.
Technical reports on damage to embankment fills dde to liquefaotion began to
ernerge in the 1960s (e.g., Duke and Leeds, 1963). It \?as not until 197 1, with the
failure of the Lower San Fernando Dam, that ciesibners began to realise the
limitations of pseudo-static design methods whichl made no allowance for
cornplete or even partial liquefaction of soils. A rnethdd of evaluating liquefaction
potential was first made by Seed and Idriss (1971). ~ht! method, which is based on
case histories and the results of standard penetration tests, is still uned in current
practice. Modifications have since been made to maki allowance for eartliquake
magnitude, the pressnce of fine materials or gradeh and the use of cone
penetrntion tests in place of standard penetration tests
Tokimatsu and
Seed, 1987 and Tokimatsu, 1988).
Technical developments in laboratory testing and the bynamic modelling of soils
have proceeded concurrently with empirical rnethods. Sophisticated dynamic finite
elernent rnodelling is now possible in which pore Pressure generation can be
asnersed, and predictions made of displacement and loks of strength of fouiidation
materials as a result of earthquake shaking.
I

Liquefaction phenornena have been documented on four occasions in Hungarian
Ristory:

1) Komarom (1 763)

Io=!?.

4) Kecskemét (191 1 )

Io= 8 to 9

In practioe, such phenornena are not observed at ~ i o h f e magnitudes
r
of less than
5.0. AIthough comparatively large (M=7.2), the 1977 earthquake in Vrancea,
Romanis, is illustrative of the potential problems. ~ h earthquake
b
epicentre was
relstively deep ( ~ 1 0 0km), and the effects spread ovek a wide area. A maximum
horizontal ground aîîeleration of about 0.2 g and intsdsity, I=8, were rneasured in
Buîharest. As can be seen from Figure 6.84 liq?efsotion phenornena were
widespread, extending up to 200 km from the epicenbe! Lateral spresding and loss
of freeboard of dykes due to liquefaction wers bbserved, and are shown
schematicalIy on Figure 6.8b.

As discussed in Chaprer 6.2.3, the very low psnetratilon resistance of the recent
fine sands and siltn in the region indicate thene materiah to be susceptible to lique-

present, E do not have suficient information on grourid conditions to fully appraise
potential settlements. It seems likely, however, that the Danube gravel would not
be susceptible to settlement during shaking. If this is the case, then total
I
settlements due to cornpaction of the overlying Hol qcene could approach 0.3 m,
without liquefaction having taken place. Evidence is, however, required to exclude
I
the Danube gravel as contributing to possible settlt;ment. Settlements of greater
than 0.3 m within the foundations of the dykes can biel expected where liquefaction
and lateral spreading of the dykes takes place. Tectonic sinking would be
additional to these movementç.
1

1

The freeboard allowance applied tci the headrace canial is 2.0 m, and is 2.5 m in the
I
lower reaches of the Cunovo Reservoir and the dykes of Variant C. These
I
allowances are broadly consistent with overseas Fmactice. The Soviet SNTP II
regulations apply the following relationship in estimaihng the height of eanhquakegenerated waves (Ah):
.4h=0.4 + 0.76(1-6) (metres)
I

which gives Ah=2.7 m for I=9. Under the Soviet critesia, the freeboard is possibly
l
too low for the case of the likely Maximum Cred ible Earthquake. Of concern,
I
however, is the freeboard in relation to settlements t hat might occur as a result of
.
I
strong shaking, particularly in view of the potential f or liquefaction and setttement
as illustrated by observations made during the 198'7 Edgecumbe earthquake, the
1964 Alaska Earthquake, and the 1977 Vrancea Earttiquake.

6.3.3.4Geotechnical issues reluring bo impo,
1

A number of geotechnical problems were identified by Mantuano (1 989) relating
I
to the impoundment upstream of Nagymaros. These problerns
were principally of
river bank stability, and the effect of rising groundwater on existing land slipping.
Although solutionç had been investigated in some areas, other areas remained
unresolved. Above Zebegény, rising groundwater Htould potentially have caused
I
fiooding of low lying areaç. Prevention of flooding w ould have required permanent
I
pumping. The economic impact of these geotechn ical issues would have been
significant, and certainly required evaluation.
6.4 EARTHQUAKE DES

The seismic mning for the project was conceived iri 1965, and was based simply
on hiçtorical records of earthquakes in the region. Thie application of this approach
I
is widely recognised as underestimatingr the risk aissociated with large, critical

'

projects. More recently, probabilistic and deterministic methods of evaluating
seirrnio hazard have been developed, and re-evsluation of the safety of existing
dams has been tecommended by the International Commission on Large Dams
(ICOLD, 1989)- A limited application of tliese methods to the project has
confirmed that a revision of the seismic zoning of the original project was
necessary. As far as 1 am aware, no systematic attempt has been made to re-zone
the project using methods of hazard evaluation that çomply with current practice.

In areas of low rates of energy release, it is often difficult to establish source zones
and recrrrrence relationships that are necessary for carrying out probabilistic
analyses of extreme events. In the region, the reliable history of large events is
probably no more than 500 to 1,000 years; this is a short tirne period in relation to
extreme events, which may have return periods of tens of thousands of years.
Risk analyses are çomplicated by the large geographical extent of the project, and
the difficulty of assessing economic loçs in the case of a breach of the containment
system. To my knowledge, a full risk analysis has not been carried out. When
considering the size of the project and its location, and importance, a risk analysis
would, by present standards, be regarded as mandatory.
Any decision on input parameters for seismic design shouPd be conservative,
realistic, and based on sound engineering judgement. A simplistic assessrnent of
risk based on ICOLD Bulletin 72 would probably place the project in a high risk
category. This suggests that the structyres should be designed to withstand the
Maximum CredibIe Earthquake, without uncontrolled release of the impounded
water. Subject to a risk analysis being carried out, a sensible approach for present
review is to adopt source zones on the basis of the recent geological, seismological
and tectonic studies (for example, BaIia, 19941, and apply a worst possible
earthquake of M=S.5 within these zones. Site response studies, such as that made
by Bondhr (1992) should be used to determine input parameters. Consideration
should also be given to the potential capability of the fault Iine located 700 m
downstream of GabGikovo.

The IeveIs of acceleration embodied in the Joint Contractual Plan are for use in
pseudo-static design methods, and are not directly comparable to peak ground
nccelerations which are used in more modem design methods. If earthquake design
were based on the concept of Maximum Credible Earthquake, as described in 6.4.1
above, the effect would be similar tu applying the original design levels of ground
motion for the zone 1770 rkrn to 1764 rkrn (Komiutom) over the entire project.
Pseudo-static design methods are not, however, appropriate in assessing
displacement and potential for liquefaction and settlement during earthquakeç.
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Critical structures should be exarnined using modern finite element techniques, in
which allowance can be made for strain softening of tde foundation rnaterials.
Simplified methods used to examine liquefaction I d senlement rely on peak
ground acceleration; in the case of the maximum credible event, this would be of
the order of 0.3 g over rnuch of the project. ~ h i slevel of acceleration is
comparable to that applied to large critical structures in other European countries
with low Fevels of seismicity. En the UK, for example, peak ground accelerations of
up to 0.375 g are recommended for high risk dams (~Garleset al., 199 1).

Compacted soi1 embankments with membranes on the retained-water side, as
adopted for much of the project, are well suited to flesisting earthquake shaking
without substantial darnage or deformation. From the limitecl information available
it is likely th& the level of acceleration expected d?ring the maximum credible
event would be sufficient to cause liquefaction of the recent sands and siltç. As
theçe rnaterials are known to extend to depths of up tk 30 m near GabEikovo, it is
very unlikely that al1 liquefiable material was removdd during construction of the
headrace canal; liquefiable meterial is also likely to kxtend beneath the dykes of
the Cunovo Reservoir.
Liquefaction beneath dykes would be accompanied by lateral spreading and a
reduction of crest height. Other mechanisms such as setttement due to compaction,
and teotonio subsidsnoe could also lead to a reduction of crest heiglit, and possibly
over-topping. The allowance for freeboard (typically 2 rn) is probably adequate to
cover seisrnically induced waves, but may not be suffiCient to deal with subsidence
of the dyke foundations under extrerne esrthquake ldading. The bulk fil1 foming
the dykes is potentially easily eroded, and overtopping would be very likely ta
develop into a major breach in a short space of time.
The detail of the water-proofing membrane of the Variant C dyke is also of
concern. Under strong shaking materials overlying the membrane could slide on
the membrane, causing cracking at the crest of the dyke and possible rupture of the
membrane.

1 have not been able to carry out an exhaustive chkck on the adequacy of the
design detaifs. On cliecking the basic design concepts, however, 1 have reached the
following conclusions:
1) Although consistent with practice in 1965, the methods used for
determining the seismic zoning do not cornply with crrrrent practice;

they do not adequately reflect the importance of the project nor do
they meet with modern standards of acceptable risk.
2) There are subçtantial uncertainties in assessing risk; nevertheless,
studies should be carried out to identify and quanti9 risks. Subject to
such a study being carried out, immediate review should be based on
the application of a Maximum Credi ble Earthquake. Liquefaction and
settlement beneath containment dykes, Ioss of freeboard and
consequent uncontrolled release of impounded water are likely under
this criteria.

3) There were significant geotechnical problems associated with
impoundment upçtrearn of Nagymaros that were not fully resolved in
1989.
To my knowledge, a detailed risk analyçis has not been carried out. There were
certainly grounds for concern over design standards and unresolved difficulties in
1989. These were, in thernselves, sufficient to justify a reappraisal of design
standards and operating conditions for structures already built. This could, in
effect, invalve a reappraisal of the economics of the entire project.
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CHAPTER 7

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT A S S E S S ~ N T(EIA)
LUC

Hens Muraleedbaran Valappii and Dimitri Devuyst
7.1 THE CONCEPT OF EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment (EU) is a proceas kor acquiring, analyçing and
reporting the facts about the social, eeonornic and envirdnmentai effects of econornic
devalopment plans, prograins and pmjects. EL4 adAresses the ~onstraints and
opportunities that the natuml environment brings to thd success of develapment. Its
aim is to diseover problerns at an early stage and to prohide for their solution so that
the benefits of econamic gmwth cm be aohieved wi4out unacceptable damage to
environmental values. It specifies monitoring and post development audits to ensure
that environmental predictions are accurate and that irndlernentation of rneasures and
precautions reduces or avoids adverse environmerhl effects (Capenter and
Maragos, 1989).

The EZA process consists of the BlA procedural steph, the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), and the link between EIS and decidion-making, monitoring and
past-development audit. EIA procedural steps include screening, scoping, baseline
stuclies, public participation, prediction and preparation of initial and final EISs,
review by public and independent experts, decision-daking, monitoring and postproject auditing. An EIS should cover the need for the &ojoject and alternative ways to
achieve the goal or purpose. It should describe present énvironmental conditions and
the technology to be used, and then predict the consecjyences with and without the
project. It should compare the net present value of al1 the costs and al1 the benefits
associated with the project throughout its life tirne and the distribution arnong
societal groups of costs and benefits - who pays and who gains. lt may also identi@
alternatives to the propased projecc as W ~ I as
I the "no-abtion" aiternative.

l

In this way ELA is generally considered as an important instrument for the
prevention of environmental effects of major prdjectç. This has also been
recognised both by Hungary and Slovakia.
It was however only in June 1993 that the Hungarian Government issued itç EIA
Decree (No. 86-1993 V1.4) for Provisional Regulation of the Assessment of
Environmental Impact of CeRain Activities. This reprksents a turning point in the
histaly of Hungsrian EIA rogulation since the deorcd sstablished the frarnework
for systematiç investigation of a broad range of aodivities and linkcd it to the
decision-making process (fiadn ia, 1993).

Also in Slovakia the need for EEA procedures was documented. The National
Report of the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic to UNCED (1 992) points to the
following elements:
"During the last forty years there were no effective legislature
measures to stop or at least lirnit the impact of unfavourable
developrnent in our country. Where few did exist, their distorted
application rendered them ineffective." (page 1 18)

-

- "A system for evaluating the environmental impacts
constructions, technologies and products is an important means
preventing pollution whiçh has been suceessfully employed
advanced western countries, but if has not been fully implemented
our country." (page 1 19)

of

of
in
in

The need for a proper EIA in relation to the GM project was, for example,
dernonstrateci in a PHARE programme request on behalf on the Federal Cornmittee
for the Environment and the Slovak Ministry of Water and Forest Resources and
Wood Manufacturing Industry (1990). In this project proposal, of which the çost
was estirnated at three million ECU, it is stated that the "strategic position of thiç
Danubian lowland and the new large hydropower scheme under completion,
'GabEikovo', require a thorough and cornplex study of a proper. impact assessment
model, enabling authorities to ensure the protection of natural and anthropic
resources, balanced ecological development, as well as optimised decision rnaking
and management."
The situation changed in the same year when the Federal Act on the Environment
No. 1711992 was adopted. This Environmental Act is coricerned with
environmenta1 impact assessment and also with actiyities when they have
consequençes exceeding state boundaries.
National legislative developrnents must also be evaluated in conjunction with the
evolution of international environmental regulations. The main elements in this
context are:
the Ria Beclaration on Environment and Development which
mandates ETA for proposed activities that are likely to have a
significant adverse impact on the environment (1 992);

-

1 the UN Convention on Environmental Impact Assessrnent in a

Transboundary Context (1991) which in its Appendix 1 mentions
explicitly large dams and reservoirs as activities subject <to a
mandatoy EIS as provided for in the Convention;

- the Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary
Watercourses and International Lakes (Helsinki, 1992);
- the Convention on Co-operation for the Protection and Sustainable
Use of the Danube River (Sofia, 1994).

It is eviderilt that both Hungary and Slovakia eventuallb felt the need for a proper
and in depth ELA on the GIN Project. The lack dowever of a formal legal
frarnework before 1992 coinciding with the EIA conceAt as outlined in this section
may explain why no EIS was ever done.

I

7.2 THE EVOLUTION OF EIA
I

J

ELA is a project evaluation technique. Project evalua4n techniques have evolved
over the yearç, especially during the period 1970-1990. Trends in project evaluation
during this time can be summarised as follows:

Mostly analpical Jechniques were used. These were Jefy close to economic and
technalogical feasibility stuciies. In these studies there &as only limited attention to
eficiency criteria and safety concerns. There was no paskibility of publiî debate.
around 1970
Mostly cost-benefit analysis with multiple airns was uséd. The systematic counting
of advantages and disedvsntages and their geographiÊ distribution was stresseci.
Projeet evaluation was organised îhrough planning pmg/amming and budget control.
There was no attention to environmental and social cons&uenîes of a project.
-1970

- 1975

EiA was introduced Ad focured on the description and prediction of ecolagical
changes and modifications in land use. EIA also inirodhced public participation in
the project evaluation. Attention is paid to surveilldnoo of the project and to
rnitigating measures.
-1975

- 1980

Multi-dimensional ELA is encouraged - it includes among other things the reporting
of impacts at the social level (social impact assersmedt). Public participation now
becomes a fully integrated part of the project evaIuation.-Moreattention also goes to
risk analysis of dangerous installations.

EIA is no longer considered an içolated event. It is closely Iinked with higher level
policy planning and the implementation management phases. Monitoring, postproject analysis and process-evaluation are stressed. The need for a scoping phase is
recognised. More attention goes to health aspects.
The main components of present EIA systems in most countries (applicable at al1
Levels of planning) is given by Wathern (1992) in Figure 1.
This evolution in ain~s,targets and content of EIA and EIS is reflected in natiorial
and international regulations. Main steps in this process are:

- the National Environmental Policy Act in the US (1969), which haç
beeo under constant substantial evolution (Blumm, 1988)
the Environmental Assessment and Review Process in Canada
(1973) which was updated by the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act (1 992) (Couch, 1391)

-

- the EC Directive 851337 (1 985)
- the Resolution of the CPSU Central Cornmittee and the USSR
Council of Ministers of December 28th No. 898 (1972) which was
further elaborated in the Resolution of the CPSU Central Cornmittee
and USSR Council of Ministers of 7 January 1988, No. 32 (1988)
(Govomsko, 1990)
In 1990 these regulations were completed with elernents of
international Saw e.g., the Rio Declaaation (1992), the Conventions of
Espao (1991), Helsinki (1992) and Sofia (1 993).

-

,

Prastice in this respect has also been influenced by the rote of international
organisations such as the World Bank, the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature and the United Nations Environmental Program.
This analysis of main trends and their legal basis shows that the aims and
outcomes of EIS have changed substantially during the iast 20 years. Frorn basic
analytical, descriptive studies, the requirements evolved into a cornplex and
contextual instrument, assuring a maximum of relevant elements allowing a
decision in which environmental quality can have itç legitirnate place.

Table 7.1: Overvierv ofrke evolufion of EIA procedures in the US,Canada, ihe EEC and ~ h eWorld Bank.

1990s

changcs arc pmposed to
impmve altematiucs,
global env. impacts,
public participation.

introduction CEQ
W EPA

U.S.A.

role in quality
contml

policies

scoping proccss, public
participation and
]ustiticrition oTdtciaions
taken by ihe authorities ,

monitoring and lhc
application o f N EPA

ahroad

introduction

the mechanics ofthc
process are: definiti\cly

systemarir: pmcedurcs
for screening and
monitoring are
introduced, social
effects should bc
studied. qualiv contml
bv Panel is imomvcd

EIA rcgulations becorne
legally binding, the
CEAA is introdu~ed

EC Directive 85B37 is
inmduccd

-ETCT

aspccu lo bc improved
in a n ~ r n b c r o f M e m b e r
States. scopiny, qualiry
participation, niles for
studying transboundary
impacts

a policy statement is
issued requiring that
cnv. considerations are

introduction o f
Operational
Directive on E1.4
(OD 4.00. Annex

Ig

screeninp, public
consultation and qualify
control mechanisms are

I

I

I
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7.2.2 EVULUTION !hlEL4 PROCEDURES '

I

A distinct evolution in EL4 procedures can be distinguished for the period pre 19701993. As shown in Table 7.1, it is, however, not possible to identify clearly rnarked
yearç in which certain changes were made in al1 countries or institutions at once.
Each country or institution introduced EiA at its own tirne. Once EL4 iç operational
çhortcomings becorne obvious within a few years resulting in the adoption of
amendmentç,

Canada and the World Bank first hied to introduce EL4 a~ a policy wliich was not
binding. Both of them realiçed that more stringent rules were necessary. In al1 places
the need for clearly outlined EL4 procedures becomes evident after a few years of
EL4 practice. Screening, scoping, public participation, quality çontrol and monitoring
were steps in the EIA process which needed improvement or special attention in the
pre 1970-1993 period and will continue to be important in improving EL4 in the
future.

The historic evolution of "EIA sixte-of-the-art" can be broadly subdivided into three
decades:
\
1
l

-1970s: high hopes and experimenlation

The 1970s was the period of high hopes and experimentation. EIA was thought 1.0 be
a very powerfül instrument which would introduce objective scientific knowledge
into the decision-making resulting in a more environmentally friendly, e f f k i i e and
open management of human activities on earth. The fîrst reports were prepared,
experience was gained, positive and negative aspects of the approach were identified.
-1 980s: realism, expansion and new procedural steps

In the 1980s it became very clear that EIA as it was applied in the 1970s would not
solve society's enviroiimental problems. EIA Gan only bc effective in case tliat al1
parties involved are willing to CO-operate in the 'event that the environmental
consequences of policies, plans and programmes are taken into account, in the case
that "environment" is defined io include social aspects, cumulative effects, etc.
Although it is clear that EIA hns its limitations, it was introduced for the First time in
the 1980s in many countries outside North America. New procedural steps to make
EIA more effective are tried out: screening, sçoping, justification of decisions,
quality control and monitoring are introduced.

-1990s:

establishment of new procedural sreps And Eegislation, unresolved

problems

In the 1990s the need and function of procedural stepsl such as screening, scoping,
justification of deçisions, public participation, quality control and monitoring are
recognised. It becomes clear that the dramatic changes which EL4 causes in the
decision-making process can only be introduced by wab of legislation and detailed,
transparent and vorifiable procedures. It becomes clear that EIA is still not solving
our environmental problems: the prediction of cumulative impacts and the
l
introduction of EIA for policies, plans and programmes temain largely unresolved.

l

This background highlights also that in 1977, when the G/N treaty was signed
between Czechoslovakia and Hungary, not only clear-çut EIA procedure existed,
but rnoreover the period can be charscterired as v e d experirnental from an EIA
point of view. In 1989, however, when the treaiy was Liven up, it war çlear that a
proper, cornplex and refined procedure was able to Provide a realistic basis for
decision making. In the 1990s there was, also on the basis of existing national and
international regulations, no justification for irnplemdnting Variant C without an
EIA as defined in a contemporary context. .

7.2.3 EVOLUTION IN THE CONENT~
OF EIS'S
Like EIA procedures the contents of EISs are also undArgohg changes as more and
more experience is gained in the EJA of different seçtoks. Despite rninor differences
throughout the world, there is a general consensus on thé content of an EIS.
Before 1977 it was not dear for many proponents a buthorifies what information
should be included in an EIS. This was due to a lack of experience, but has changed
since 1978, when the US Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) first issued
regulations which gives more detailed guidelines on the pontent of EISs. The Council
periodically publishes procedural guidelines and requises that each Federal agency
publish its own guidelines in response. There is
for reviçion of the
guidelines at appropriate periods in the light of eiperience with the systern's
operation and recent advances in EIA rnethodology. These guidelines, and similar
ones adopted in other countries, have sssisted in tl!e development of a broad
consensus on EIS standards,

.Contents of E S s in the US
It is the responsibility of the proposing agency to prepare the EIS. According to
regulations in the US, for example, an EIS must contain lthe follawing (Munn, 1989):
I
1. Description of the propoçed action; statement of purpases;
description of the environment affecte$;

2. Relationship to land-use plans, policies, and controls for the
affected area;
3. Probable impact-positive and negative; secondary or indirect, as
well as primaty and direct; international environmental implications;
4. Consideration of alternatives;
5 . Probable adverse effects whic11 cannot be avoided;

6. Relationship between local and short-term uses and long-tem
environmental considerations;

7. Irreversible m d irretrievable cornmitment of resources;
8. Description of what other Federal considerations offset adverse
environmental effects of proposed action and relation of these to
alternatives.

In addition, the cornments received from reviewers must be attached. This is the
general requirement for al1 types of development projects including the water
resource projects.

In Canada the EI5 is a detaileci docurnented assessment of the environmental
consequences associated with the project prepared in accordance with the guidelines
issiied by the Environmental Assessrnent panel (expert body forrned for specific
projects). The type of detailed information required is determineci by the iiature and
location of the project.

Contents of EISs in Jupa~z
ln Japan (Samett and TheriveI, 1991) the draft EIS should cover çimilar items Iike
those in the U.S.Surveys and studies, prediction and evaluation rnentioned should be
conducted in accordance with guidelines which çhould be established for each
categoiy of relevant prajects by the competent minister in consultations with the
Director-General of the Environmental Agency. The final EIS should cover:
1. the contents of the draft ETS as explairied above;
2. a srrmmaiy of the comments received from the residents of the

related area;
3. comments of the prefectural governor with jurisdiction over the
related area;

4. views of the project undertaken on the comments received from the
residents and prefectural governor.
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~ g field
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surveys.

Assessrnent of both the social environment (safw
costhenefit for individuals and the public including en
dençity, consurnption, land-use pattern, industrial s
service etc.} and the nahiral environment (quality ani
pollution, disaster) are considered. These are detemint

Contents of EISs in the European 15omrni
The EC Directive 85/337 requires Member States to iriplude 1.he following aspects in
the EIS: a description of the likely significant effects iJn the tsnvironment, direct and
indirect, of the development with reference to hurnan Eiéings,
1
*flora, fauna, soil, water,
air, clirnate, the landscape, the interaction between 2iny of the foregoing, matecial
I
assetç, the cultural heritage. A s u m q in non-technic:al language of the information
I
specified above should also be included (Lee and Col ley, 19!30). Next to the aspects
I
considered above, the European Comrnunities E1A diirective requireç proponents to
I
highlight areas of uncertainiy by indicating 'technical defieifmies or lack of knowhow' encountered in compiling information included iiI an en.vironmental assessrnent
(Council of the EC, 1985).
I

Contents of ElSs i ~ athe USSR and Central and E asfernEuropean Couvatries
I

In the former USSR forecasting practice to predict e:nvironimental implications for
implementing the electrifiçation plan in Russia was alirea* existing in the 1920s,
although this experience was not furEher developed Or applit:d during the following
years. The USSR returned to the idea of systematic (:nviron mental impact çtudy of
projects again in 1972, and this was made instrumentalllly moire detailed in 1988. In a
I
1930 evaluation, Govorushko concludes that there wiere considerable dificulties in
I
implementing ELA in the Soviet Union: lack of proceidures c onsidering regional and
I
social specifications, acute deficits in numbers of specialists, i2tc.
r

In the Eastern European countries the central plannir1g systc:m provides a coherent
'framework for ElAs. In the 1980s the Counçil for Mutua1 Econornic Assistance
(CMEA which included I-lungav, Bulgaria, Cuba, Caechoslo~vakia,GDR, Mongolia,
Poland, Romania, and USSR) required the assessment to include several phases and
to be technologicrtl, bio-medical, economic, or social, the latter being the most
cornprehensive. General systems include the naturaI envirionment, the man-rnade
environment and socio-economic activities.

The overall picture which emerkes is that the most in
paid attention to EIS, but that their content had no in
deeision record:

al country in the region
: on the outcome of the

Contents of ErS in Slovakia
According to Annex 2 of the Environmental Act (1711992), which is fully in force
into both the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, the documentation and the
EL4 of projectç must contain the fotlowing elements:
a) a description of pInnned activity and its objective;

b) a description and assessment ofadequate and justifiable variants of
the project, the ecofogically optimum variant;
c) a description of the environment Sikely to be significantly
influenced by the project or its variants;

ci) a description of asçumed environmental impact of the project or its
proposed variants and an estimate of their significance (not only
âssurned direct impacts, but aIso indirect, secondary, cumulative,
synergic, short-term, long-term and permanent effects). This includes
the impact on the population (health hazards, social consequences,
economic çonsequences), effect on ecosystems, their components and
functions, effect on anthropogenic systems, their components and
links, effecî on the structure and exploitation of the land )incIuding
the effect on the aesthetic quality of the Iandscape), and large-scale
influence of the project on the landscape, Le., an assessment of the
ecological canying capacity of the territory;
e) a description of the measures proposed for the prevention,
elimination, minimisation andlor compensation for the environmental
impact of the proposed variants of the project.

According to Annex 4 to the Environmental Act the environmental impact
assessment of projects which affect areas beyond the State border must contain at
least:
a) a description of the planned activity and its objectives;

b) a description of reasonabIe alternatives to the pIanned activity;
c) a description of the environmental component likely to be

substantially influenced by the planned activiw or its alternative
variants;

d) a description and assessment of the possible impacts of the planned
activity and any alternative variants on the environment;
e ) a description of the rneasures intended to minimise the scope of the

adverse influence on the environment;

f) a specification of concrete forecasting rnethods and assumptions
upon which the measures are based and the corresponding
environmental data used, etc.

The çcope of the environmental impact assessmer must be discussed by the
appropriate assessrnent nuthorities of the Stati administration authorities
concerned, with the communities the territories whicl re affected by the impact of
the project, and with the public.

Contents of EIS according to the Esp
Information to be inçluded in the environmental imp t assessrnent documentation
shall, as a minimum, contain, in accordance with Artic 4 :
a) a description of the proposed activity and i t 2 lrpose;
b) a description, where appropriate, of reast ible alternatives (for
example, locational or technological) to the pri ~ s e dactivity and also
the no-action alternative;

c) a description of the environment likely to t
by the proposed activity and its alternatives;

significantly affected

d) a description of the potential environmental
activity and its alternatives and an estimation c

ipact of the proposed
ts significance;

e) a description of mitigation rneasures to k e e ~ herse environmental
Impact to a minimum;
f) An explicit indication of predictive mi ods and underlying
assumptions in compiling the required informa in;

g) an identification of gaps in knowlei : and uncertainties
encountered in compiling the required informa ln;
h) where appropriate, an outline for monitl ng and management
programmes and any plans for post-project am sis; and

i) a non-technical çummary incfuding a
appropriate (maps, graphs, etc.).

iual presentation as

Although the content of EIS varies among countries r
years, there is a clear idea of what an EIS should cont
the ELA procedure since the period 1975-1985. M
contents are written down in national and internation
there can be no doubt about the minimum requirement

I over a period of almost 20
i consistent with the aims of
:over, as the main lineç of
agreements since the 1990s,
or the content of an EIS.

The quality of EIS depends on the Ievet of technical
tenrrs of coverage of topics, executive summarie
objective orientation, adequate project description, si
consideration for public input and participation in 1
(Kim and Murabayashi, 1992).

3phistication, consistency in
clearly organised sections,
icient analysis of al1 topics,
~ n i n gand review processes

7.3 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND E U

7.3.1 THE CONCEPT OF SUSTANABLE DEVELOPMENT
The World Commission for Environment and Development (WCED) defined
Sustainable Development (SD) in ethical, social and economic terms as the new path
of economic and social progresç that "meet the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (WCED,
1987). SD is a strategy for the development of the quality of life of people based on
the maintenance of three forms of capital (man made, human and natural capital).
Suçtainability is defined as the 'indefinite survival of human species (with a quality
of life beyond rnere biological survival) through the maintenance of basic life
support systems (air, water, land, biota) and the existence of infrastructure and
institutions which distribute and protect the components of these systems' (Liveman
et al., 1988). Environmental sustainability refers to natural capital which is a stock of
environmentalIy provided assets which resutts in a flow of useful goods and services.
Sustainability depends on interaction of economic changes with social, cultural and
ecological transfomations.

Translation of the concept into practice is still a very difficult task. The concept has,
however, proven useful, in raising awareness of environmental and social concerns iri
economic development planning and decision-making.

7.3.2 L M M G SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND EIA
Sustainable development is a unifying concept which consists of ecological,
economic and the social aspects of welfare of present and future generationç. EIA is
one of the most useful tools for checking the development activities for
environmental, economic and social sustainability. It helps to integrate
environmental and social concerns of a projectlpolicy at an early stage without
stopping economic developrnent in its tracks. ELA has the potential to check the
integration of the three vital components of the sustainable development equation i.e.
environmental, social and econornic issues in the development decision-rnaking
process. Dalal-Clayton (1992) argues that the achievement of sustainable
development reqiiires, inter dia, the deveIopment of a framework of an appropriate
'tool' to aid project, programme and policy development and irnplernentation. A
modified ELA proçess can effectively inchde socid, participatoy and economic
issues in order to address the key links between environmental impact and
sustainable developrnent.
Sustainable development depends on sustainable use of resources. EIA assists
sustainable economic development (Carpenter and Maragos, 1989):

- EIA

points out both the dangers to environmental values and the
opportunities to use these resources;

- EL4 is a constructive pro-developrnent tool for management that
improves the succeçs and lengthens the life of projects;
I

- EIA quantifies the façtors making up sustainlility and predicts the
future productivity of the landscape (cg. in rnining);
I

- EIA specifically trestts the risks to human heàlth from technologies
and urbanisation accompanying development;
- EIA is concerned with biological diverçity h d the aesthetic and
recreational values of intact natural systems;
- the surveyç and inventories conducted as
unexpected natural resource values.

of EIA may reveal

SD has broad social, economic and environmental objectives for survival and
improvement of quality of life of al1 human beings in present and future generations
(Figure 2.1). ELA can help and support the attainmend of most of the objectives. It
sllows public partiîipation, is pro-developrnent and dence helps econornic growth
and poverty alleviation. At the same tirne social justice for the affected population is
discuçsed. EIA assesses the sacial impact of the development activiiy and Eakes note
of the disturbanîe to the social cohesion. It suppoks the use of cost effective
technolagy and of optimal siting for development brojects and hence supports
eficiency. EL4 is an important tool to achieve certain lenvironrnental objectives like
ecosystem integrity, conservation of biodiversity, c k y i n g capaçity and clirnate
stability.
ELA is an important tool to achieve conditions for SD (Le., 'the strategic imperatives
for SD' put fonvard by WCED) as s h o w in Figure 3.

Ail the international attempts for SD have highlighte8 the importance of EIA as an
efficient tool for schieving the SD goals. ~ustainablddevelopment as an idea had
been espaused in the World Conservation ~ h a t e b(WCS) in 1980, which
recommends advance assessrnent of the likely envirbmental effects of al1 major
actions as a priority national action (iUCN, 1980). The Brundtland Report "Our
Common Future" (WCED, 1987) which made the concept of Sustainable
Development popular recommends to undertnke, or require prior assessmentç to
ensure that major new policies, projectç and technologies contribute to sustainable
developrnent (WCED, 1987). The Earth S u m i t at ~ i inb 1992 which set the planet
on a new course toward global sustainable development, also stressed the importance
of EiA in sustainable development. Principle 17 of thd Rio Declaration states: "EIA,
l
aç a national instrument, shall be undedaken for proposed activities that are Iikely to
have a signifiçant adverse impact on environment and are subject to a decision of a
competent national authority"(lohnson, 1993). ~iff4rentchapten of Agenda 21
highlight the need for making sure that environmental concerns are duly taken into
awount in developrnent planning.

7.4 TRENDS OF JNTERNATIONAL DECISION-MAKING ON DAMS

Despite the evidence of social and environmental damage, large dam building is an
ongaing enterprise in many parts of the world. Large dams are generally projected as
sources of clertn energy and water supply by their proponents, but have been
criticised on grounds of social unacceptability, environmental unsustainability and
ecanomic inviolability al1 over the world.

The history of environmental consideration in large dam decision-making in different
countries can be divided into three stages: the pre EIA, early EIA and current EIA
procedure periods. Many countries have sector specific guidelines for EIA, but major
steps in EIA procedures are similar.
The environmental considerations in large dam project planning and decisionmaking in the various periods are analysed here through a Iiterature survey and
through case studies of large dams in each period. Large dam projects prepared in the
pre-EIA perjod resulted in major impacts as a result of not considering
environmental aspects. These projects show the importance of proper ETA in project
planning and implementation. The EIA procedures during the early EIA period show
the inadequacies in EL4 application. During the early EIA period, EIA was imposed
on the ongoing project planning and implementation necesçitated by the new
IegisIation of environmental consideration in project planning. The c w e n t EL4
period shows more or less proper EIA procedures in at least some of the countries.
Even though EIA has been started at different tirnes in different countries, the trend
of evolution is similar everywhere. In particular, al1 large dams financed by the
Wosld Bank are subject to an EIA.
7.5 LACK OF EIA O N THE GNB PROJECT

The EIA situation in Hungary in the pre 1970-1993 period is not clear-cut. It is,
however, safe to Say that there was no well established EL4 procedure or legislation
in Hungary in the pre 1970-1993 period. Several sources confirm that the need for
EL4 was felt for the first time as a result of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros controversy.
ElSs prepared on the GNBS, in other words, did not follow one clear and obvious
EIA procedure, but were prepared on an ad hoc b a i s .
The EIA adoption process started in 1983 with the resolution of the National Council
on Environmental Protection. it was followed by a decree which made it obIigatory
to underzake impact studies for major projects under governmental control. This
decree was repealed in 1989 (Radnia, 1993). In 1992 Bochniarz stresçed the
importance of EIA in Hungarian environmental Iegislation: "Hungarian Iegislation

shauld give particular attention to EC Directive 851337 and the RTCN drafi convention regarding EIA ..."
It was only in June 1993 that the Hungarian ~overnme+issued its EIA Decree (No.
8611993 (VI.4) for Provisional Reptation of the Aqsessment of Environmental
Impact of Certain Aetivities). This represents a turning point in the history of
Hungarian EIA regulation since the decree established lystematic investigation of a
broad range of activities and linked it to the decision-making process (Radnia, 1993).
In conclusion, it is possible to situate the two ~ u n ~ a r studies
id
on the GNBS in the
historic frarnework developed in previous sections. It /? clear that Hungary is only
today in the stage of developing EIA procedures and legiçlation, comparable with the
1970s period in the US and the 1980s period in the p p e a n Communities. The
preparation of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros environmeiital documents (1 983, 1985)
can be placed into the early EIA period, which means that these studies were
imposed on the project which was, at that time, in an ddvanced planning stage, and
construction was already started.
Since Hungary did not have any prior experience with GIA and did not incorporate a
syntematic sîreening of environmental irnpaçts inta it( legislation, the GabEikovoNagymaros EISs can be considered "experiments"l. There was no previous
experience, no established procedures or guidelines and no EiA traditions to form a
basis for the prepmtion of environmental reports of h i d qualiiy.
At the time that the GabCikovo-Nagymaros environmenial documents were prepared,
the necessaiy information and expertise to prepare hig( quslity EISs for large dam
projects was avaiIable in other countries, e.g. in North America. It should, however,
be taken into account that Hungary was still part of the former Eastern Europe
Communist Bloc during the mid-1980s and that scientists and decision-makers will
have looked to the USSR for expertise and not to the US or Canada.

The document of 1983 States that it is not a full EIS and that a complete impact
study can be expected within two years. The document only gives an overview of
the conclusions frorn earlier investigations. In chabter 4 only the predictable
impacts are eramined, only ecological impacts are cd?sidered and thene are only
partly considered, The material does not contain any qgures or tables (except one
map from the region). There are no references uçed in the text.

Hungaria~Sfudy of June I 985
This 1985 study is the most comprehensive when compared to the 1983 and 1993
doçument. In f a t , it is the only document which can be Falled an EIS. The other two
documents are too incomplete to be given the name "EIS".

The 1985 report has been exarnined in two different ways: first it has been subjected
to the Lee and Colley review package (1 990) and second it has been checked to what
degree the report conforms with a checklist developed for the quality review of ETSs
for dam projects.
The Lee and Colley review package (1990) consists of a list of review topics, a list of
assessrnent symbols and a collation sheet. Two reviewers have to check the quality
of the EIS independently and compare their results. If major diffêrences in
assessrnent occur the two reviewers should corne together and discusç the
problematic topics. The list of review topics is divided in four major parts:
description of the development, the local environment and the baseline conditions;
identification and evaluation of key impacts; alternatives and rnitigation; and
çommunication of results.

Tlie GabEikovo-Nagyrnaros EIS prepared in 1985 contains parts which are well
intentioned, The whole must, however, be considered as unsatisfactory because of
omissions and inadequacies.
The major limitations of this document can be summarised as follows:

- there is no discussion an the scope of the document: why have
certain aspects been studied and others not?
- although a lot of background studies have been made for the
proposed project, these studies are not discussed in an integrated way
in the main body of tlie text;
- although alternatives and mitigation measures have been proposed
in the EIS, they are not the "heart" of the document. Alternatives and
mitigation measures are Iimited and not studied in sufficient detail;
- although impacts are examined, it is not discussed what was the
baçis for the interpretation of the data. The choice of standards,
assumptions and value systems used is not explained;
- the communication of the results is insufficient. The layout is
confusing, the reference system is not correct and reviewers have
doubts about the objectivity of the study.
The EIS should be a document which allows anyone who is interested in the proposal
to learn in a short period of tirne what the project is about, what the possible impacts
will be, what alternatives and mitigation measures are available to reduce adverse
effects and what the local and general population think about it. The ElS in question
does not fulfil these reguirements: the document is rather confusing and leaves the
reader with a lot o f questions.

7.5.2 CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Historical Confext
It is not easy to reconstruct the status of EIA in Ci hoslovakia in the period
before 1992, when the Environmental Act was adopted i nurnber of elements are,
however, relevant:

- The USSR as a leading country in the are;
examination as early as the 1920s and in a more
1972. Although specific logistic structures were
process was charaçterised by many difficulties (i

:ngaged in its first
lstematic way since
t up since 1988, the
vorushko, 1990).

-

The SM states that "environmental impaçi
studied by both parties to the 1977 Treaty botf
conclusion of the Treaty" (para 1.1 181, The
Bioproject and its 1986 update was thorougl
studies showed that the Project was sustaina
terms"
I .4 and 1.22). In the context o f .
these quotes are testimony to a profound beli
analytical descriptive studies as a substitute fc
with its complex content. Scientifically thi:
overestimation of the power of anaIytica1 des
moment when the contextual limitations were a11
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efore and after the
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, evolution of EIA,
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ptive studies, at a
dy established.

- The interna] legal situation is most clear wi
Act in 1992.

the Environmental
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Bioproject and Orher Czechoslavak r Studies
Tt was not possible to examine the Slovak documentai n in the sarne way as the
Hungarian document because na Slovak docunients il he format of EISs were
provided.

To analyse the relevant material mentioned in the SM, i
that the Project was sustainable in environmerital ter
"demonstrated to the satisfaction of the parties that tl
surface or ground water in an unacceptably negative wa
lead to certain çpecific improvements in water quality" (
the Wote Verbale" of June 1994. The last fetter was a
1994 in which Dr. Tomka, the Agent of the Slovak F
Annexes are adduced in support of contention that th1
carefilly researched. This contention does not relate t
specific reports, but to the fact of their existence. The s
were not relevant to the contention and there is theri

se studies which "çhowed
(para 2.24) and which '
Projeçt would not affect
md, to the contrary, wouId
ra 2.15) were asked for by
3ly to a letter of 3 August
iublic, states: "These two
Project] was indeed very
the individual findings of
al contents of the reports
ire no need to annex the
;"

reports." From a scientific point of view it is, however, impossible to evaluate
sustainability without knowing the content, scope and conçlusions of the studies
showing and discussing these elements.
It is not clear to what degree the seven mitigation measures diçcussed on pages 52
and 53 of the Slovak Mernorial are developed in detail in the Bioproject and its 1986
update.
With the information available it is not possible to evaluate the Bioproject making
use of the evaluation instruments (liçts of review topics).
Studies which were çompleted between 1974 and 1990 summarised in Annex 24 of
the Slovak Mernorial tackle the following subjects:

construction

design, general arrangement and lay-out (technical)
economical considerations
effects on Austria
effects on drinking water supply
energetic aspects
forest ecosysterns
groundwater
hydrology
ice discharging
location alternatives
monitoring of GN project
navigation
operation of the project
power transmission lines
protection meaçures
summary documentation
water qua1ity

Based on the summaries included in Annex 24 it seems tliat the majoriw of the 118
studies mentioned focus on technical aspects of general design, construction and the
hydrological regime of the Danube river. IO is not clear if environmental aspects have
been taken into account in these reports.
Eleven studies (on furest ecosysterns, groundwater, location alternatives, protection
measures and water quality) are clearly related to topics which should be included in
an environmental impact assessment.

7.5.3 REALKATIONOF HUNGARYAND CZECHOSLQVAKIAWT NO EIS WAS
EVER PERFORMED

Both Hungary and Slovakia initiated their EIA laws in the early 1990s. At that
moment both countries were more conscious about the value of the procedure and
were ~onoernedto establish a content requiremsnt whidh was in agreement with the
international state of the art.

The analysis provided in this chapter shows that ~ u n ~ iconcluded
rcorrectly when
it suspended the construction in Nagymaros in May 1989 and at Dunakiliti in July
1989, calling for a joint cornprehensive EIS. The count4 seemed to be fully aware of
the fact that na proper EIS had ever been perfomed.
l of a proper EIS. Zmplicitly
Also Slovakia implicitly and explicith recognised the lack
because of the overestimation of the value of analytical descriptive studies (which
were not made accessible for evaluation of their content). Explioitly because of the
1990 project proposa1 which should result in a «proper ihpact assessrnent rnodel" for
the Danube and its water resources.
7.6 CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded that EIA iç not static, but a learning process which is
continuously in evolution. Not only the EIA procedures and ElA process but also the
contents of the EIS have changed over tirne. The most recent trend focuses on the
link between EIA and surtainable development, both benerally and specifiealy in
tems of dams.

Based on the information available to the researchers \t can be concluded that the
GabEikovo-Nagymaros environmental documents arel early ELA period pieces.
Although EIA procedures were well advanced in many Couritries around the globe in
the mid 1980s Hungaiy did not yct have a tradition df introducing environmental
concerns into its decision-making. It was only as a reluit of public oontroversy in
relation to the GsbEikovo-Nagymaros project that the nded for EIA becarne clsar and
that an EIA was impased an the proposed project. A likerature review revcaled that
ElSs prepared in an early EIA periad mast aften de not result in high quality
documents.
Research also indicates that the presence of a well estahished EL4 procedure ir one
of the major rcquirernents for EL4 to be suceessful. sin& an EIA procedure was only
fomally established in Hungaiy with the introduction df an EL4 decree in 1993, the
GabEikovo-Nagyrnaros environmental documents wele not prepared in optimal
conditions.
The two environmental documents prepared in unb bar^ which were exmined
cannot be considered satisfactory. The 1983 report does not satisfy the basic

requirementç and should not be given tlie name EIS. The 1985 report is an EIS which
has a number of defects. The documents prepared in Czechoslovakia also appear
unsatisfactory.
The general conclusions are:

although EIA procedures and contents are continuously being
irnproved as a result of experience gained, there have not been major
changes or significant developments in the state of the art of EIA
during the 1980s;

-

- although EIA was not yet introduced in al1 countries by the end of
the I980s, it was generally available as an instrument for
environmental protection. At the end of the 1980s it was generally
accepted that large infrastructure projects might cause substantial
environmental effects and that EiA can be used to detect and mitigate
adverse effects;
- no true EIS has ever been done on GNBS;
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